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ABSTRACT
News deserts is a reference to geographic areas — most commonly counties
— where no newspaper is published. The number of these areas continues to grow as
more newspapers shut their doors because of financial difficulties brought on by a lack of
advertising, a lack of readers, and the shift to online news consumption. College students
studying journalism find themselves on the cusp of entering a profession where the
number of workplaces and jobs is shrinking. They know it and the advisers of their
college newspapers know it. Even with this arid prospect before them, the students are
reporting news for their college campuses and many times for their communities and
beyond.
A college newspaper is a unique publication because it does not have to produce a
profit and it has a relatively stable workforce. This allows the students to be innovative,
to try new approaches in print and online to report and deliver the news. College
newspapers face some similar challenges to their professional counterparts. They also
have traditionally depended on advertising to fund their operations, with many relying on
their college’s administration to provide financial support, too. Just like professional
newspapers, advertising for college publications has plummeted to almost nothing.
Universities are facing financial difficulties because of declining enrollments, leaving
less money available for the newspapers.
This case study of six Arkansas college newspapers examines how the student
journalists at the institutions and their advisers are finding their way in this world. It
looks at how the newspapers are addressing financial problems, adapting their internal
structures, adopting new technology, changing their content, and measuring their
ii

outcomes to remain viable and to attract readers. The efforts are assessed against the
organizational ecology theory, which examines how proposed changes are selected and
retained. The results show student journalists in Arkansas are willing to change and have
the initiative to grow their digital publications. However, they are underutilizing website
and social media features that could draw more readers.
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CHAPTER I – INTRODUCTION
The newspaper industry in the United States has in many ways responded to the
necessity of changing with the times by keeping its blinders on and its head down. Even
as circulation declined and readers turned to other sources for their information, the
industry mentality was based historically more along the lines of “We know what the
people need,” “Nobody can do a better job than us at providing information,” and
“They’ll read when they grow up.” For an industry that spends a considerable amount of
its time describing what is changing in society, it can be ridiculously slow to embrace
change itself.1
College journalists have the edge over professionals in some ways because they
have more freedom to experiment with new products and new approaches. By and large,
they are responsible for their own actions and in most cases work independently or under
the guidance — but not direction — of advisers. No stockholders or owners are
concerned with profit margins. With this freedom and an awareness of advancing
technology, college journalists can tweak old approaches and be innovative. However,
they also must be aware of whether the changes they make are moving the needle on
readership and revenue. Seeing as the academic world has not examined college
newspapers’ problems, it obviously has not researched the solutions either. This historical
examination of college newspapers in Arkansas begins to fill those voids.

Kristen Heflin, “The Future Will Be Televised: Newspaper Industry Voices and the Rise of
Television News,” American Journalism 27, no. 2 (Spring 2010): 87–110; Thorsten Quandt, “(No) News
on the World Wide Web?,” Journalism Studies 9, no. 5 (2008): 717–38.
1

1

Motivated to change
Change can be seen as the motivation for young generations. Those who have
watched their parents, elders, teachers, and bosses take on life one way are willing —
even seeking — to discover an alternative approach. Part of this is using old tools in
different ways, which often involves adapting the materials to better suit a new need or an
evolving society. In the modern age this also means embracing new technologies that
older generations still might be avoiding or are at least unsure how to use. The younger
are not satisfied with utilizing the new technologies strictly in the ways or purposes for
which they were designed. They are looking to discover and develop ways to use the
technologies to do a better job and often a different job.
For young people interested in newspaper journalism, change must come.
Newspapers are losing readers and advertisers, along with the accompanying revenue
both groups provide.2 The newspaper industry is based on a business model that is
laughable in the 21st century. Physically delivering to subscribers’ homes a printed
product containing information that is from six hours to seven days old makes no sense.
For newspapers to continue to exist in some format — and the likelihood of that being in
print is declining every day — new approaches are needed, and it is the young journalists,
particularly those still learning their craft, who are key to developing these new means.
Attracting their peers
College journalists find themselves in an environment in which they have the
responsibility of covering their campuses and communities for an audience that largely

Michael Barthel, “Newspapers Fact Sheet,” Pew Research Center, July 9, 2019,
https://www.journalism.org/fact-sheet/newspapers/.
2
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does not care. When presented with any news medium, but especially print, college
students are going to walk by uninterested.3 College journalists must find the content,
platform, and approach that will draw their peers to pick up a newspaper off a news stand
or to read it electronically. At the same time, they face financial challenges equal to those
that are ravaging their professional counterparts. College newspapers that rely on
advertising have seen those revenues plunge. Those dependent on school financial
resources are faced with flat or declining allocations. At the same time, expenses are
increasing.4
Filling the void
Many college newspapers, though, have new opportunities to expand their reach
and readership. As local newspapers suffer through staff layoffs, reduced publication
schedules, and even closures, college journalists can step in to fill the void left behind in
the communities in which their schools are located. With the proper resources, they can
extend their reach into additional areas. Those who are innovative and progressive can
find ways to provide information to a wider audience through multiple platforms. In
doing so, these young journalists are learning new skills, gaining more experience, and
developing answers that might enable print journalism — in whatever form — to
continue.
The need for college students studying journalism to embrace this responsibility is
even greater than it is for those students who are studying other fields. While all students

Wolfram Peiser, “Cohort Replacement and the Downward Trend in Newspaper
Readership,” Newspaper Research Journal 21, no. 2 (2000): 11; Robert L. Stevenson, “The Disappearing
Reader,” Newspaper Research Journal 15, no. 3 (1994): 22–31.
4
Cheri Freeland, email message to author, September 13, 2021; Sonny Rhodes, interview by
author, May 18, 2020.
3

3

must be aware of technological advancements and changes within their chosen careers as
they prepare to enter the professional workforce, college journalists must contend with a
profession that in many ways has undergone a complete transformation in the past 10 to
20 years and that is still changing. A major part of the transformation is the traditional
print format for journalistic reporting is rapidly on its way to becoming obsolete.
Just like their professional partners, college newspapers can close.5 Although
journalism education in the classroom is important, the experience gained and skills
learned working in a student newsroom are invaluable for those interested in journalism.6
A strong portfolio compiled through work on a student newspaper can be instrumental in
a college graduate securing a journalism job and a selling point if seeking entry into a
different field.
This project uses a case study approach to provide a historical examination of the
problems college newspapers in Arkansas have faced since the growth of the internet,
how they are addressing those problems, and if they are having success. For newspapers,
an antiquated business plan in a modern age has led to a dying industry. Through that,
though, is the unquestionable importance for society to have thriving news media,
particularly one that includes the reporting tenets that have been the cornerstone of print
journalism through the years. The need for quality reporting and writing has not and will
not go away. Newspapers historically have been the media outlets that have launched the
investigations, done the solid reporting, provided the depth of information and context,

“Student News Deserts,” Save Student Newsrooms, accessed October 2, 2021,
https://savestudentnewsrooms.com/student-news-deserts/.
6
Jennifer Wood Adams, “Industry Guidance Could Help J-Programs Prepare Print Majors for
Convergence,” Newspaper Research Journal 29, no. 4 (2008): 81–88.
5

4

and informed the public about the important activities of the day. Good newspaper
reporting does more than tell readers who, what, when, where, why, and how. It explains
to them the significance of the news they are reading, its impact on their lives, how it
relates to the bigger picture of the surrounding world, and what can be expected to be the
next development in a story.7
Television and radio journalism does not have the ability, particularly in today’s
soundbite world, to provide the depth of information needed to ensure the public
comprehends the issues of the day. Broadcast news packages are limited to the headlines
and the surface facts, without the necessary explanation and background that allows the
audience to receive the complete story and to understand the significance of the news.
Further, because of the expense and time commitment necessary for broadcast reporting
and the need for cable news to fill 24 hours of air time every day, the broadcast schedules
on these stations are filled more with talking heads providing discussion, arguments, and
commentary than reporters imparting news.8
National newspapers such as The New York Times and Washington Post are
attacked for presenting biased reporting in their news pages when the criticism more
often is rooted in a disagreement with the facts that are being presented. Local
newspapers are derided for a perceived lack of depth and quality when they are struggling
to fill a declining number of news pages with a staff that is much smaller than in years

7

Alex S. Jones, Losing the News: The Future of the News that Feed Democracy, New York:
Oxford University Press, 2010.
8
Ibid.
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past.9 The next generation of journalists must be prepared to handle these challenges,
because the problems are not going to go away. External critics will continue to be loud,
and internal cuts will continue to be felt.
This dire forecast does nothing to diminish the importance of journalism,
particularly in its watchdog role. In communities in which newspapers have scaled back
or closed, evidence shows questionable, unethical, or illegal activities in the public sector
are likely to increase. Without local journalists being present and reporting on
governmental and nongovernmental functions, the lack of scrutiny leads to an
uninformed populace that does not know what community officials are doing, and
community officials who are emboldened by the lack of journalistic oversight.10 In state
capitols across the country, the number of reporters responsible for providing coverage of
legislative sessions, committee meetings, hearings, and other governmental activities has
plummeted.11 Stated simply and metaphorically, the current state of journalism makes it
easier for decisions that affect the public to take place behind closed doors.
But tough times do more than make tough people. Tough times inspire people to
make a difference and to recognize the importance of journalism. When the media are
attacked for doing their job, when the media expose problematic activities, or even when
officials’ actions are perceived as contrary to the public’s benefit or desires, it provides

9
Mason Walker and Katerina Eva Matsa, “A third of large U.S. newspapers experienced layoffs in
2020, more than in 2019,” Pew Research Center. May 21, 2021, https://www.pewresearch.org/facttank/2021/05/21/a-third-of-large-u-s-newspapers-experienced-layoffs-in-2020-more-than-in-2019/.
10
James M. Snyder Jr. and David Stromberg, “Press Coverage and Political
Accountability,” Journal of Political Economy 118, no. 2 (2010): 355–408.
11
Katerina Eva Matsa and Lauren Boyles, “America’s Shifting Statehouse Press: Can New
Players Compensate for Lost Legacy Reporters?,” Pew Research Center, July 10, 2014,
https://www.journalism.org/2014/07/10/americas-shifting-statehouse-press/.
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motivation for journalists and a desire in others to join the profession’s ranks, even
though the future of the profession is in flux.
Statement of the Problem
The difficulties facing journalism are wide ranging, but studies about possible
solutions — particularly the potential success of such solutions — are narrow. The
academy provides research on aspects of these problems. Academic articles have been
published investigating why college students don’t read newspapers, what content they
would be likely to read, and even whether they anticipate becoming newspaper readers as
they get older.12 Research is available relating to the difficulty of performing college
journalism and the stress that it places on student reporters and editors.13 Other scholarly
work addresses questions regarding whether college journalists feel they are getting the
instruction they need to survive in a constantly changing profession and how they would
assess the quality of that training.14
Popular and trade media have articles focusing on the challenges college
publications face. Many of these reports relate to financial concerns and how those are
tied to declining advertising and readership. The articles often address the similar
problems the professional and collegiate press must navigate. When the popular and trade
media assess university newspapers, the discussion includes changes that have been made
on campus that also are common in the professional newsroom. Articles detail how

12
Arvind Diddi, and Robert LaRose, “Getting Hooked on News: Uses and Gratifications and the
Formation of News Habits Among College Students in an Internet Environment,” Journal of Broadcasting
& Electronic Media 50, no. 2 (2006): 193–210; Leo W. Jeffries and David J. Atkin, “Dimensions of
Student Interest in Reading Newspapers,” Journalism & Mass Communication Educator 51, no. 3 (1996):
15–23.
13
Adams, 2008.
14
Hans C. Schmidt, “Training Tomorrow’s Journalists: An Analysis of Student Newspaper
Content,” Pennsylvania Communication Annual 70, no. 1 (2014): 11–40.
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college newspapers are reducing publication schedules, page counts, and press runs as
ways to save money.15 Commentary also is available concerning whether changes in print
schedules make financial sense. News reports cover steps college journalists have taken
to steady their financial footing on the revenue side of the business. These have included
developing new products to create an additional revenue stream, establishing or revising
a financial relationship with the university, and turning to fundraising and crowdsourcing
methods to fill the financial gaps.16
A common topic is how college newspapers are initiating more content online and
taking advantage of various social media platforms to distribute information. Such efforts
are based on the financial savings provided over traditional print products and the
recognition that the college audience is more likely to access information electronically. 17
The professional and trade media have written articles about those college newspapers
that have stepped in to provide coverage in communities in which the local press has
scaled back or shut its doors.18

Jennifer Preston, “Black and White and in the Red,” The New York Times, October 31, 2013,
https://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/03/education/edlife/student-newspapers-scurry-to-make-endsmeet.html; Kristen Hare, “College Newspapers are Following Students Online, but Will Revenue Come
Along, Too?,” Poynter Institute. May 6, 2014, https://www.poynter.org/reporting-editing/2014/collegenewspapers-are-following-students-online-but-will-revenue-come-along-too/; Shannon Sweeney, “Student
Newspapers Struggle in a Changing Media Environment,” CommMedia, Pennsylvania State University,
December 1, 2015, https://commmedia.psu.edu/special-coverage/story/best-of-commmedia/story/studentnewspapers-struggle-in-a-changing-media-environment.
16
Nancy Vogt, “Like Rest of the News Industry, Campus Newspapers Reach for New Strategies,”
Pew Research Center, December 9, 2013, https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2013/12/09/like-rest-ofthe-news-industry-campus-papers-reach-for-new-strategies/.
17
Amy Zerba, “Young Adults’ Reasons behind Avoidances of Daily Print Newspapers and Their
Ideas for Change,” Journalism & Mass Communication Quarterly 88, no. 3 (2011): 597–614.
18
Dan Levin, “When the Student Newspaper Is the Only Daily Paper in Town,” The New York
Times, October 19, 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/19/us/news-desert-ann-arbormichigan.html?smid=nytcore-iosshare&fbclid=IwAR3fYdjqbV7oINQ5aBapw4yk3ZF_TMyUpNAGVCSBgzccSc3NgMowx_pw1s&campaignId=7JFJX; Matsa and Boyles, 2014.
15
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What is missing to a large degree in both the academic and professional reporting
is an examination of the success of efforts to reinvent college newspapers since the dawn
of the internet. One exception is professional and trade articles that include information
about the success of fundraising efforts.19 Even less has been found on how college
journalists are assessing the changes they have instituted. It is obvious that college
newspaper staffs recognize the need to take different approaches to remain viable and
that they are looking for innovative solutions. How, or even if, they are measuring the
effectiveness of those changes is in question.
Theoretical approach
The application of theoretical frameworks to the actions of college newspapers
also has been lacking. The problems that college newspapers face can be examined from
different angles. This work focuses on the organizational structure and how adept the
publications are to change. All print and online publications should be giving a hard look
at their processes and their products as they seek to survive in their tumultuous world.
However, internal change can be difficult to develop and to institute. In many industries,
the need for substantial change can be hard to recognize. That should not be the case for
any newspaper, seeing as the industry has been decimated in recent decades by external
forces.

19
William Anderson, “Student-Run Newspapers Need Our Help — And They’re Coming
Together to Ask for It,” The Nation, April 25, 2018, https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/student-runnewspapers-need-our-help-and-theyre-coming-together-to-ask-for-it/; Allison Chen, “UT Student
Newspaper Ends Its 19-year Independence from the University,” Toledo Blade, June 8, 2019,
https://www.toledoblade.com/education/2019/06/08/ut-student-newspaper-ends-independence-fromuniversity; Jared Sharpe, “UMass Student Journalists Crowd-Fund their Way to NCAA Tournament,”
University of Massachusetts-Amherst, March 19, 2014, https://www.umass.edu/newsoffice/article/umassstudent-journalists-crowd-fund-their.

9

Organizational ecology theory examines the internal pressures and limits that can
make change a challenge. These include lack of investment in equipment and personnel,
lack of information, adherence to the status quo, organizational inertia, and organizational
history.20 The idea of resistance to change, obviously, did not start with the development
of organizational ecology. As an example, Robert King Merton wrote in 1957 about how
organizations get caught up in the existing process and have a hard time deviating from
the rules and guidelines that are in place. This leads to a hesitancy to accept innovations,
even when market demands show them to be a logical adjustment.21
A problem that organizations face is how to address the unknown. Organizations
cannot plan their actions before the external change occurs that would necessitate the
action. However, they also cannot wait too long after such a shift before reacting.22
Society has an affinity for organizations that appear to be stable, but that stability in many
ways must be an external view. On the inside, these groups must be assessing their
internal and external environments and overcoming the limits mentioned above.
The quandary for organizations is that change can be detrimental and lead to
failure. If change is ill conceived or ill timed, the results could be devastating. Further,
internal acceptance is necessary to ensure the organization continues and succeeds.
Michael L. Tushman and Elaine Romanelli opined that organizational change needs to be
implemented when the environment has been altered to the point that the current

20
Michael T. Hannan and John Freeman. Organizational ecology: Vol. 1st. Cambridge, MA.:
Harvard University Press, 1993; Michael T. Hannan and John Freeman. “Structural Inertia and
Organizational Change.” American Sociological Review 49 (April 1984): 149–64. Michael T. Hannan and
John Freeman. “The Population Ecology of Organization.” American Journal of Sociology 82, no. 5
(March 1977): 929–64.
21
Robert King Merton. Social Theory and Social Structure. Rev. and enl. ed. Glencoe, IL.: Free
Press, 1957.
22
Hannan and Freeman, 1993.
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approach will not allow the organization to survive.23 For newspapers, this dilemma
should not exist because newspaper organizations should have been aware for years that
they will not survive if they do not change.
College publications have a unique composition because of the constant turnover
in staff and because the always-changing management is composed of students who
maybe just a semester prior were peers with the others on staff. All the students,
regardless of role, also can be expected to be similar in age and relative experience,
whether they are editors or reporters. The origin of and impetus for change in college
newspapers, along with the acceptance of new ideas, will help to define how these
publications are coping with the many problems they face.
This research looked not only at the history of problems Arkansas university
newspapers are facing, but also if they have been able to institute changes to help them
address the challenges. It also was examined whether they are evaluating the results of
their actions and whether the solutions were working to help ensure the publications’
viability.
Methodology
A case study is appropriate for this project because the purpose is to examine and
collect information about a current situation.24 The sources in this study are dealing daily
with the question being asked. A significant portion of their work time is devoted to
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finding ways to maintain the viability of student media. They might be finding that
viability no longer is possible in the traditional print form or that venturing into other
areas of production and different forms of communication might provide a means to
retain the traditional product.
For this research, in-depth interviews were conducted with personnel at six
student newspapers in Arkansas.25 In keeping with the conversational tone of interviews
that is appropriate for case study research,26 a specific set of questions was used to initiate
interviews, but follow-up queries based upon respondents’ answers were used to delve
further into the specific situation at each school.27 Interviews allow questions that are
intended to gather specific information, but also those that allow the interviewee to offer
his or her perspective or opinion on the issue at hand.28
The collection of information from multiple sources across multiple institutions is
important to provide a picture of the situation at the college newspapers as a group and
not as individual units.29
The institutions were chosen to represent different types of colleges within the
state and as a group constituted the university structure in many states — public and
private, two year and four year, small and large. The student newspapers studied are
located at four-year public universities that range in size from small to large, along with a
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newspaper at a private university, and one at a two-year college. The institutions are in
communities of different sizes, ranging from the state’s largest, to the fastest growing
region, to a small town, to the Mississippi River Delta area where the population is
declining.
All the colleges have had successful student newspapers, with some being
published for more than 100 years. The adviser for each publication was the primary
source, although other faculty or staff who are involved with student media also were
contacted. Student editors were questioned, too, as were media professionals. Along with
a base list of questions for the interviews, specific questions relating to each publication’s
geographic location, coverage philosophy, and campus circumstances were asked. A
discussion of the types of information that was sought in the interviews is contained in
the Research Questions section below.
The campuses
The following institutions are included in this study:
The University of Arkansas-Little Rock is in the state capital but has struggled
with the highest rate of enrollment decline among state institutions, along with the
accompanying financial problems.
Henderson State University and Ouachita Baptist University, which are separated
by a street in Arkadelphia. The Henderson State student newspaper has taken over the
weekly newspaper in the town, and the two journalism programs have plans to both be
involved in the publication of the community newspaper. Henderson State also is
attempting to extricate itself from severe financial problems. Ouachita Baptist has the
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only newspaper in this project that is considered an academic program. The others
operate as independent student publications.
The University of Arkansas-Fayetteville and NorthWest Arkansas Community
College are in adjacent counties in the fastest growing area of the state. ArkansasFayetteville has more than twice the enrollment of the second-largest four-year
university, and NorthWest Arkansas Community College is the largest two-year school in
the state.
Located in Jonesboro, an oasis in the Mississippi River Delta, Arkansas State
University has launched an online news service to provide news coverage through the
eastern part of Arkansas.
Even though this effort focused on college newspapers in Arkansas, which can be
seen as a limiting factor, the structure and approaches of those publications make this
information relevant on a larger scale. Colleges and universities cover the country and
come in all sizes, but their similarities make it possible to use research from one state as a
stepping stone toward solutions for all. By and large, higher education campuses contain
student bodies of similar age with comparable goals, problems, and expectations. And the
college media on those campuses nationwide are facing the same problems. The data will
help satisfy a void in the current literature relating to the types of and effectiveness of
innovations that newspaper staffs are trying to reach young readers and to remain viable
products. If it is found that college newspapers are having success with some of their
innovations, that information would be important for professional newspapers, too,
particularly as it relates to the next generation of news consumers.
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Research Questions
The basic question presented in this dissertation is “How are college newspapers
coping with the decline in print journalism?” This was answered through a historical
approach relating to how the selected newspapers have handled the new world the
explosion of the internet has created. As stated, there are negative and possibly positive
aspects to this basic question. To answer this overarching question, additional questions
were examined.
RQ 1 – What financial problems do college newspapers face and how are the
newspapers addressing them?
College newspapers — just like their professional peers and every other business
— must operate within their financial boundaries. The university press does not carry the
obligation of posting profits for shareholders or owners, but it must find ways to pay the
bills. When the potential for a fiscal shortfall exists in any setting, the matter can be
addressed in two ways — cut expenses or increase revenue — although a combination of
the two is common. It is important to determine the financial status of university
newspapers in Arkansas. Even if a newspaper shows consistent income, it is important to
understand if the revenue source has changed. For example, it is worth noting if a
newspaper previously paid most or all its own way through advertising, but now is reliant
on university or other funding sources. Reports show college newspapers nationally have
sought new revenue by introducing new products. In addition to physical products, this
might include websites, different content online, or enhanced use of social media.30
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Any new product, though, requires labor and time to produce. Have Arkansas
university newspapers been able to increase staff size to accommodate the work required
for new products, or are the same staff members having to take on additional
responsibilities? A reduction in the printed product through number of copies, number of
pages, and frequency in publication is the primary way for a college newspaper to cut
expenses. However, it is possible these cuts are not adequate to meet the paper’s financial
obligations. It also was asked if other expenses have been chopped. Examples of these
include training and travel, capital expenses such as computers, and staff pay. All of these
represent necessary expenses to maintain quality, but they are not physically reflected in
what the readership sees in the newspaper.
RQ2 – How have the structures of college newspapers been altered to embrace
new technology and to attract readers?
Because college newspapers are having to adapt to a shifting journalistic
landscape, they are having to revise their structure to reflect the new dynamic. If a
newspaper has launched a website to reach more potential readers or increased its social
media presence to try to draw more people, has it revamped its staff relating to those
responsibilities? In addition to asking, as stated above, whether staffs have grown to
coincide with these new aspects, it is important to know if recruitment of potential staff
members takes place over a broader reach of campus to bring in students who have
expertise in fields such as computer science, social media, web analytics, and public
relations. Information also is needed regarding how the staffs are organized for these
endeavors — not everything can be run like a newsroom — how they are being trained to
fulfill their responsibilities, and who is providing the training. An editor or an adviser
16

who is rooted in print journalism might not have the expertise to educate a staff member
on how to operate a website.
The introduction of online elements presents other logistical issues that must be
addressed. Having websites require college newspapers to make decisions over website
hosting, design, and maintenance. Copy flow for online content must be considered,
along with developing deadlines and a posting schedule and knowing how to handle
online advertising. Even the fact that the writing style for an online publication is
different from that of a print product must be considered. This pertains not only to
content that is written specifically for the web, but also articles written originally for print
but which are designated for the website. Simply “shoveling” the print articles online is
not considered a best practice for web content, but rewriting the stories for online style is
one more time-consuming task that must be delegated.
RQ3 – What content changes have college newspapers made to embrace new
technology and to attract readers?
The handling of print and online articles is but one example of a content question
that a vibrant college newspaper must answer. College newspapers traditionally and
logically cover their campuses. Newspapers with larger or more gung-ho staffs might
have sought to be seen as a community publication. The current state of journalism
requires all college newspapers to assess what the scope of their coverage is going to be.
This is particularly important in communities in which the local newspaper has scaled
back (that would be basically all of them) or closed.31 Without the local newspaper
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providing the depth and amount of coverage it offered in the past, what efforts has the
college newspaper taken to provide coverage throughout their communities? College
newspapers that are stepping in for the local publication are serving not only the
community but also their staffs. College journalists who devote their time to covering
local news like city government, crime, or public schools, should be better prepared for a
full-time job in journalism. Those often are the topics that fall in the laps of newly hired
reporters. Also, reporting on community issues should give the aspiring professionals
substantial portfolios of important articles that could persuade a hiring editor to give them
a job.
The college newspapers that are expanding their coverage borders into the
community can use that new content as the basis for increased revenue. Newspapers that
have community news — whether a college or professional publication — should expect
to have readers in the community. For the college newspaper, this means an increased
readership that draws in various demographic groups in addition to traditional college
students. A more diverse readership means the potential for more diverse advertising.
Admittedly, print advertising is a tough sell and online advertising does not carry the
financial weight to greatly impact a publication’s bottom line.32 Regardless, expanding
into the community at the very least provides an opportunity for new advertising revenue
sources.
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It is important that university newspapers not forget their core constituencies,
which is the students on campus. This is a group that does not consume much news and
even less print news.33 However, college journalists should be looking continuously for
content and online features that will draw their classmates to their products. Anything
that is in print might be a tough sell, but online and social media platforms provide
opportunities for content that college students will read.34
In many ways, college newspapers have advantages over professional
publications. The college newspaper does not follow a for-profit model, might have a
funding source other than advertising, and has an almost unlimited labor pool.
Considering that college newspapers staffs welcome and are primarily composed of
student volunteers, to some degree the only limit on staff size is the number of students
enrolled on campus. Obviously not all students are interested in being part of the
newspaper staff, but in a time when professional staffs are being cut, college newsrooms
are in a better position to maintain their numbers. Growing and maintaining staffs do
present other problems for student editors. Most notably, the volunteers — especially
those who are new to the journalism program or who are majoring in other fields —
require training on how to be reporters.
RQ 4 – What is the effectiveness of the measures college newspapers have taken
to address financial and readership problems?
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No matter what university newspapers do to combat the problems they face, it is
vital that they assess the effectiveness of their efforts. The metrics the publications use to
measure their new approaches are key. The campus newspaper serves to train future
journalists and to inform the campus community. Readership, while worth noting, was
not the focus in past decades. College staffs must be more attuned to who is reading their
products and how many people are reading. An advantage of online products is the ease
of running analytics and accessing data to see the number of people looking at each page
and article and what type of content is successful. Social media activity also is an
important gauge. The number of followers and shares of articles, as well as online
comments, feedback, and other interactions, are quick ways for a college newspaper to
measure its web-based success.
Calculating success in print requires more legwork, but it is equally important for
the college staff. Understanding the newspaper’s distribution pattern and how many
newspapers are picked up at different locations is vital to know. Determining who is
picking up those papers also is key. Are the newspapers mostly going into the hands of
faculty, staff, and administrators instead of students? Is the newspaper staff receiving
feedback about what it puts in print? This could be through letters to the editors, phone
calls, emails, or online comments. And is the staff responding to those who contact the
newspaper? Also, is the staff staying in contact with advertisers to find out what they
think about the cost-worthiness of the money they are spending with the newspaper?
To answer these questions, interviews were conducted with the advisers, editors,
or other key personnel at the Arkansas university newspapers. Relevant media
professionals also were contacted. The interviews were to show what problems the
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newspapers are having, the changes the newspapers are taking to address the problems, if
and how they are reaching into their local communities, if and how they are measuring
the effectiveness of their efforts, and what those measurements show. The theoretical
aspect of this research looks at the elements of change in the publications. The changes
and how the results of the changes are assessed are vital in determining the future of the
newspapers.
Structure of the study
Chapter II “Literature Review” provides a brief history of the problems facing
professional and college newspapers that led to news deserts — area without newspapers.
Particular attention is paid to the dramatic impact that the internet has had on print
journalism. The efforts college newspapers have taken to address their challenges is
presented, as is how college students are providing news coverage in some places
because professional reporters no longer work there. The chapter also discusses how
organizational ecology theory is applicable in an examination of newsroom changes. This
is particularly the case in student newsrooms where the dynamic differs from that in a
professional setting. A college newspaper staff generally is composed of students of
similar age. Although there are students with more experience on staff, that additional
experience amounts to a year or two, not the decades of difference that might be found in
a professional newsroom. This also is a population that is drawn to technological
advancements and is willing to embrace change.
Chapter III “The Capital City” begins with an overall examination of higher
education enrollment in Arkansas from 2010-19 and then looks at the University of
Arkansas-Little Rock, which is situated in the capital city where the Arkansas Democrat21

Gazette, the state’s largest newspaper, is based. The student newspaper has ample
opportunities to practice community journalism. In Pulaski County, where it is located,
and the surrounding counties, eight weekly newspapers have closed since 2017. Many
communities have been left without a local news source, and the student newspaper could
step in to provide coverage. A problem is Arkansas-Little Rock has been beset by
declining enrollment and a financial crisis, which resulted in limited resources for the
newspaper.
Chapter IV “Southwest Arkansas” examines two universities— Henderson State
University and Ouachita Baptist University — in the same small town in which their
campuses are across the street from each other. The neighboring institutions do not have
a history of cooperative efforts involving student media, but that is on the eve of
changing. The town’s daily newspaper closed in 2018. After that, a weekly newspaper
was established, floundered, and was taken over by the Henderson State student
newspaper. Ouachita Baptist students have contributed some content to the weekly
newspaper, and both universities’ have a desire to work together on the community
publication. Henderson State is the smallest state university in Arkansas with a student
newspaper. The university also has experienced serious financial problems in recent years
that have trickled down to student media. Ouachita Baptist is a private school, which puts
its newspaper in a unique situation in comparison with its public colleagues.
Chapter V “Northwest Arkansas” covers the situation in the corner of the state
that has experienced sustained, rapid population growth. With its size and status, the
University of Arkansas-Fayetteville has enhanced resources over other schools in the
state and presents itself as being on a higher level for journalism education. However, it
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has reduced the print schedule of its student newspaper and turned more of its attention
online. It is one of two journalism programs in the state accredited by the Accrediting
Council for Education in Journalism and Mass Communications (ACEJMC). North of
Arkansas-Fayetteville is Northwest Arkansas Community College, a two-year school that
has had a strong student newspaper for more than a decade. It has a substantial pool of
students from which to draw a staff, but it typically might have those students on staff for
only half the time of a four-year school. This reduces the time for training staff and for
shepherding students into leading roles on the publication. Four strong daily newspapers
served northwest Arkansas counties. Those papers have merged in recent years to form
the Northwest Arkansas Democrat-Gazette. The newspaper is an edition of the Arkansas
Democrat-Gazette in Little Rock.
Chapter VI “Northeast Arkansas” relates to Arkansas State University, which has
a printed newspaper and a regional online news service. The two entities operate
separately but cordially, with each having its own coverage area. This mid-sized
university is in a growing city in the Arkansas Delta, in which much of the area struggles
economically. It is the other university in the state with ACEJMC accreditation. One
daily newspaper operates in the county, with another daily newspaper in an adjacent
county. Other nearby newspapers are published weekly or semi-weekly, and several
newspapers have closed in the news service’s coverage area.
Chapter VII “College Newspapers and COVID-19” details how the newspapers in
this project handled the turmoil presented with the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in
March 2020 and throughout the following 2020-21 school year. Although they all had
similar experiences relating to social distancing, closed campuses, and distance reporting,
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students at every school produced content throughout the 2020-21 school year. Some
newspapers were able to retain their print editions, while others moved entirely online.
The 2021-22 school year began with more uncertainty, as the newspapers worked to
clarify how they should proceed moving forward.
Chapter XIII “Findings” answers the research questions posed above, and Chapter
IX “Conclusion” summarizes the efforts of Arkansas college newspapers and discuss
how the university press fits in with changes that have occurred in their professional
partners.
Conclusion
Even as scholarship has addressed many aspects of the problems journalism faces,
it has not looked specifically at the effect of these problems on college newspapers and
college journalists. These students are being trained to enter a profession that is
struggling to stay afloat, but it remains a profession that history has shown time and again
has an integral role in the preservation of democracy. And it is a role that will be filled in
the coming decades by the college students of today. A core tenet of journalism is that its
practitioners provide information to their audiences. College journalists are realizing —
because of a lack of readership and overall news consumption among their peers — that
they must find alternative ways to present and deliver information.
College journalists have the advantage of not having to address the interests of
owners or stockholders. The students might have an adviser on hand to answer questions
and make suggestions, but the students make the decisions — which means they also
make the changes. If they have inventive ideas that might enhance their products and
attract readers, they have the independence to put them into action. Examining the
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outcomes of those changes is as important as making the changes in the first place. This
work looks at what is happening inside college newspapers in Arkansas that is leading to
change and whether the change is achieving the desired results.
This compilation of information can serve as a guide for college journalists and
their advisers, who have to come to terms with the effect of the internet on their chosen
field. Additionally, it could be of benefit to professional journalists if their college
counterparts are engaging in practices not yet common at professional outlets. Not all
college newspapers are addressing their problems and not all are having success, but
knowing what is on the table will be helpful to them all and might serve to keep the
presses running.
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CHAPTER II – LITERATURE REVIEW
College newspaper journalists face several problems that they must address to
create successful products. They must wrestle with the issue that their peers are not news
consumers overall and are even less likely to read printed materials. College journalists
must address negative perceptions about their chosen field, as well as a negative
professional environment that is the result of years of deterioration in readership and
revenue. These aspiring journalists also must contend with a profession that has been
slow to respond to its own decline, resulting in a reduction in newspapers and jobs and
leading to areas of the country that no longer have a local newspaper in circulation.
Young are not reading
College newspapers must battle on two fronts when trying to persuade young
people to read their products. The first is that reading no longer is a habit for college
students. Time that used to be spent with newspapers, magazines, or books now is spent
looking at the screen of a cellphone or a computer. Surveys of high school seniors found
that the amount of time these individuals reported spending online doubled from 2006 to
2016. The students in the latter year were averaging six hours a day using social media,
sending and receiving text messages on their phones, and being online. The percentage of
high school seniors who were on social media daily in 2006 was 50%. By 2016, the rate
had grown to 82%. Additionally, while 60% of high school seniors in 1978 reported
reading from a book or magazine daily, the number plummeted to 16% in 2016.35
Further, younger adults are not drawn to what used to be considered the positive
attributes of a printed newspaper. Newspaper strengths such as being multi-purpose,
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containing a variety of information, detailing explanation and interpretation, having
complete information, and being portable do not carry much weight in the modern age.
Young adults have a negative reaction to printed newspapers because they consider the
products to be large, messy, and a waste of paper. These young adults also see as a
negative that the amount of information in a newspaper makes it more difficult to find
content that they find interesting. The portability that newspapers offer over electronic
media no longer is a benefit because young people have cellphones, which are smaller
and more accessible.36
Young adults were reported to turn to online sources for most of their information
needs, although print newspapers were utilized to a lesser extent. Also, television and
radio sources were used more for news among this age group than were newspapers.37
College students preferred other media sources, especially talk radio, over newspapers. It
was found that young people in community-newspaper markets, which more closely
resemble a college-newspaper environment than do metro-newspaper markets, were more
likely to rely on an online version of a newspaper for their news consumption.38
Newspaper readership among young people has declined for years and even those
who are reading do not read as much as prior generations. This includes sharp declines in
readership among same-age groups and age cohorts, with the sharpest declines and
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lowest readership levels being among young people. One analysis showed newspaper
readership among the 17-to-24 age group is lower than any other age bloc and continues
to decline, while different research reported similar results among those ages 20 to 24. A
more dire prediction states that not only is overall newspaper readership declining both in
print and online, but the research showed young people in particularly are not reading
newspapers in any format.39
The issue often is not that college students do not pay attention to news, but where
they are getting their information. College students consume less news than older people
and are most likely to turn to online news sites when they want to find out what is
happening. College students see other media — both print and broadcast — as
complementary news sources to what they receive from online outlets.40 A problem
newspapers face in trying to attract young people is that the age group might see reading
a newspaper as “work” as opposed to the perception of “entertainment” that television
provides, thus making newspapers less enjoyable. Students appear to be thwarted in their
attempts to read newspapers because articles are confusing or lack context, or the articles
contain unfamiliar words.41
Even when young people were more likely to be reading newspapers, they were
not necessarily using the medium for their news and information needs. Work that
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established that 80% of high school students defined themselves as newspaper readers
also said the students turned to television as their primary source for news and to family
and friends if they needed general information about day-to-day living.42 The students’
primary complaints about newspapers were the time and effort it took to read
newspapers.
An assumption through the years within the newspaper industry was not to be
overly concerned about the lack of young readers. The belief was that as people aged they
would pick up the readership habit. This expectation also could be found among the
young people who were not reading newspapers.
Young adults, even if they do not rely on newspapers for information, have
anticipated they will start to turn to traditional news outlets for information as they get
older. In particular, they expect to rely less on entertainment broadcast programs and
social media for information. The findings were stronger among young people who had a
positive perception of the news media.43 Individuals with a negative response to the news
media envisioned they would continue to depend on late-night television shows and
social media for information. Researchers have suggested this could be in part due to
young people associating the “seriousness” of traditional media with adulthood.44
However, in contrast to this optimistic reporting is the cited research that
newspaper readership is falling among all age groups, but particularly among young
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people. As Wolfram Peiser put it, young people are most likely to develop a newspaper
habit if their parents were newspaper readers, but “If newspaper reading is declining in
the population, more and more children will be raised by parents who do not read the
newspaper on a regular basis. Thus, more and more children will be unlikely to develop a
strong newspaper reading habit; thus, more and more children will not pass on the
reading habit later in their own families; and so forth” (p. 19).45
College readership
College students do have positive comments about the student-produced
newspapers found on their campuses. College students report that they consider their
college newspaper to be more credible than the local daily newspaper. Further, the
credibility rating for the campus newspaper increased as students received more exposure
to both the campus and the local newspapers and if the students agreed with the editorial
stances taken in the campus newspaper.46 Factors that led to a higher credibility rating for
a college newspaper included the accuracy of the product and the level of staff
involvement on campus.47
The fact that students did not have to directly pay for the campus newspaper (or a
free community weekly) was a determinant that led to higher levels of readership over the
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community daily.48 However, other reporting showed that college students preferred their
college newspaper to a local newspaper that was distributed for free on campus. Although
this research showed students would spend more time with the local newspaper, the
authors pointed out that the local newspaper had more pages than the college
newspaper.49 College students said their campus newspaper favorably compared with
local newspapers in the areas of credibility, accuracy, error rates, readability, and
editorial strength.50 Credibility isn’t everything, though, as research revealed that even
when students gave their campus newspaper a higher credibility rating, they were not
more likely to read the newspaper.51
College newspapers have two basic functions: to serve as an information source
for the campus population and to function as a training environment for students
interested in journalism. As far as the information that is provided in college newspapers,
students most typically look for content that will assist them in their daily lives and that
will help them make decisions.52 Students also find newspaper content more desirable
when it relates to campus as opposed to pertaining to broader topics.53
Several factors are seen as predicting whether a student would be more likely to
read a student newspaper. Higher newspaper readership was found among students who
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spent more time on campus, participated in campus activities, had memberships in
college organizations, lived on campus, and had friends on campus. Steve J. Collins
related these findings to the community integration hypothesis, which states people who
have connections within a community (a college community in this instance) are more
likely to be newspaper readers.54
College students were more likely to be newspaper readers if they came from
families that were newspaper readers.55 When students had developed a habit of
consuming traditional news media, they would continue utilizing those news sources
even after they began using online news outlets, too. Also, students who had higher
family income read print newspapers at a higher level, but not online newspapers.56
Traditional newspaper readership
Print newspapers not only are losing young readers, but also are seeing readership
and circulation declines across the board. The Pew Research Center reported that total
weekday daily newspaper circulation in the United States, a figure that includes both
print and online readers, fell 8% from 2017 to 2018, coming in at 28.6 million. Sunday
daily newspaper circulation in the United States dropped 9% in that same time, leaving
Sunday circulation at 30.8 million. Looking at the numbers for print circulation only, the
report found declines of 12% for daily newspapers and 13% for Sunday newspapers from
2017 to 2018.57
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Robert L. Stevenson points out history shows readership numbers were declining
even as newspaper circulation grew in the years following World War II. Although
circulation was increasing in the post-war years, going up from 50.9 million in 1946 to
62.8 million in 1985, the gains were not keeping pace with the growth in U.S. population.
When newspaper circulation per 1,000 population was calculated, it showed that the
number declined from 382 circulation per 1,000 population in 1946 to 262 circulation per
1,000 population in 1985, which represents a 31% decrease.58
The total circulation numbers show newspaper circulation in the United States
dropping more than 50% from 1985 to 2018. Based on the U.S. Census Bureau’s
estimated population for the country in 201859 and Pew’s weekday circulation number for
that year, the circulation per 1,000 population in 2018 was 87, which represents a 77%
drop from the 1946 figure.
Although the development and expansion of the internet is undoubtedly a major
contributing factor in these declines in the past 25 years, other elements must be
considered when addressing what has happened to the newspaper industry since the end
of World War II. In the period from 1950 to 1970, newspaper advertising revenues did
not keep pace with the United States gross national product (GNP), even though media
such as television, radio, and magazines were able to surpass the GNP figures. It was
posited that media providing more specialized content were on the upswing, while those
with generalized content, such as newspapers, were in decline.60 Other research showed
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that young people relied on television for news, even if they also read newspapers.61 The
battle to get people to read newspapers began long before the internet.
Reaction of newspapers
Leaders in the newspaper industry, though, did not appear to be concerned with
the rise of television and the introduction of news programming on television networks.
A review of newspaper professional and trade journals from 1954 to 1974 found a strong
belief through the 1950s that neither television nor any other medium was going to slow
what newspaper supporters saw as the juggernaut of print. In fact, one article from 1954
predicted that nothing would be developed or invented in 250 years that would threaten
newspapers. Even as television news became more popular, becoming the leading news
source for 55% of the American public in 1963, newspaper advocates maintained the
broadcast medium would never supplant print because of its lack of depth, context, and
explanation.62
In addition to newspaper practitioners reacting slowly to the threat of television,
newspapers were unable to match television in the areas of immediacy, video, audio, and
on-air presentation. Newspapers were slow to recognize how the bells and whistles
broadcast news offered appealed to viewers.63 Further, newspapers were equally
negligent in responding to online features that drew people to websites. Even as
newspapers went online, they did so without a plan and without taking advantage of what
the web had to offer.64
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Newspaper websites failed to utilize multimedia capabilities and interactive
features that would appeal to readers and give them a reason for visiting the sites.65
Website content consisted primarily of printed articles being “shoveled” online.
Newspaper websites not only resisted reader participation online, but editors would
function as gatekeepers and take steps to prevent readers from being involved.66
Additionally, newspaper websites regularly would omit bylines on articles, inhibiting
readers who might be interested in trying to communicate with a reporter.67
A lack of understanding regarding the capabilities of the internet has continued to
be a bane for newspapers. Newspapers put their efforts behind generating page views as
they launched their websites but ignored the need to generate revenue through the sites.68
A major problem when newspapers realized the importance of securing advertising for
their websites was that people who were online-only readers were less likely to be
interested in the online advertising, particularly classified advertising.69 Miles Groves,
who had been an economist for the Newspaper Association of American, said
newspapers had an opportunity in the early days of the internet to dominate classified
advertising online, but they failed to do so. With websites such as craigslist.org taking
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control of that aspect of online advertising, Groves added that newspapers never will be
able to regain what was lost, either in print or online.70
This has resulted in advertisers putting less “value” on the online-only users. An
analysis by Vincent Crosbie, a senior associate at American media consulting firm
Borrell Associates, showed newspapers need up to 100 online readers to compensate for
ad revenue lost from only one print reader.71
Conrad Fink, who taught newspaper management at the University of Georgia,
said newspapers didn’t latch on to amazon.com or other models where advertisements
included related, optional, or additional products along with the actual item in an ad. Fink
also said online readers often are not from the local area, which is no good for local
advertisers because the readers are going to ignore local advertising and never visit those
businesses.72 However, it has been shown that up to two-thirds of online newspaper
readers also read the print edition of the newspaper and are more active and consume
more on the website than do online-only readers.73
Overall, though, Fink said, online readers typically do not spend as much time on
pages, meaning they have a shorter frame in which to become aware of advertisements.
Further, online ads often are more annoying and intrusive than those in print, which
detracts from their effectiveness.74
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Flawed model
Newspapers are built on a business model that would be laughed at if introduced
today. The product containing news, entertainment, and advertising is assembled and
printed one day and overnight, shipped to various locations, transferred to other vehicles,
and distributed personally to each customer’s home. Although the product is available at
the doorstep when the customer wakes up in the morning, the information contained
within it is from six hours to seven days old, depending on the frequency of the
publication. The customer can obtain current information simply by opening a website or
a smartphone app, or even by turning on a television or radio.
The problem for newspapers, though, is not just how to get readers to consume
the information digitally, but how to develop a consistent and viable revenue stream
online. With online advertising not providing the income or value of print advertising,
newspapers are turning to other approaches to pay the bills. The most obvious approach
in this area is for newspapers to put up pay walls and charge customers for access to
online content. However, newspapers that do so must answer several questions and clear
numerous hurdles if they expect to be successful in this venue.
One of the bigger hurdles is the expectation of people to receive online content for
free. Not only for newspapers, but website content overall has been largely free
throughout the history of the internet. Also, much of the news content that might be
behind a pay wall on one news website is available for free on many others.
A positive note is that people’s willingness to pay for online news content is
growing. Also, that inclination to pay is not related to personal income, which is an
additional encouraging sign for the news industry. Marju Himma-Kadakas and Ragne
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Kouts wrote that what motivates people to pay for information online is receiving
“exclusive quality and web distinctive content” online. Part of this formula is for news
websites to provide unique content. This could include providing more depth, sources, or
insight on topics that all media cover. A second part is for news organizations to take
advantage of web-based features, such as interactive graphics, as a means of enhancing
the content and giving the reader more value.75
Some newspapers, while leaving much content available for free online, are
charging for unique material that they have found is popular with readers.76 This includes
well-read columnists and even puzzles and games. It does have to be, though, content that
readers cannot obtain elsewhere.
Another hurdle that newspapers must contend with if they want to generate online
revenue is the quality of the online platform available to customers. Problems related to
website organization, ease of use, prioritization of content, nonworking links and
features, and intrusive advertising are likely to drive people away from a website,
especially if they have to pay for the content.77 It is not just the reporters and editors who
are key in developing an audience that is willing to write a check for news coverage; the
technical staff of the newspaper also must develop a functional, well-organized site that
will not frustrate and alienate readers.
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One study found that while readers generally were satisfied with using an e-reader
version of a newspaper after a metropolitan newspaper stopped circulating in their area,
they were frustrated by what they saw as a reliance on entertainment news, as well as the
lack of obvious editorial judgment that the newspaper staff would provide. On the
website or electronic device, readers could not tell whether there was any priority or
significance related to the content.78 In other words, through the history of print
journalism it is understood that the newspaper editors have determined that an article on
the front page has more importance than one that is placed several pages into the
newspaper. Also, that articles at the top of the page with larger headlines have been
deemed to be more newsworthy than articles that are designated for the bottom of the
page or which have smaller headlines. Without that perceived editorial hierarchy online,
readers became frustrated, and frustrated readers become nonreaders.
College newspaper problems
College newspapers across the country are dealing with the same problems that
confront professional newspapers. Costs are increasing, advertising is in steep decline,
and institution or student-fee funding is flat because of stagnant or falling enrollment. On
top of this is the fact that college students today are not readers — at least of printed
materials — and are not heavy news consumers.
The result of these college problems also mirrors what is happening to print media
across the country — cuts are being made, equipment is not being updated, and staff
members are trying to raise money instead of covering the news.
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Cutting back
At the University of Texas, staff of The Daily Texan discussed reducing its fiveday-a-week print schedule in 2013 and 2014 because of financial problems. Annual
advertising revenue for the newspaper had declined from $2.2 million in 2007 to $1.3
million in 2012.79 Eventually the decision was made to continue to publish each
weekday, although the number of pages was reduced. The choice to continue with a daily
edition was influenced in part by alumni who lobbied in favor of it. The newspaper has
since received financial support from the university’s Moody College of Communication,
which committed up to $250,000 per year for a three-year period.80
The Daily Campus newspaper at Southern Methodist University dropped its print
edition in May 2018 following a vote of the Student Media Company, the independent
organization that published the newspaper. The newspaper has continued as an onlineonly entity as part of the university’s Division of Journalism. The financial problems for
the newspaper mounted beginning in 2003 when a mandatory student fee to fund student
media became optional.81 Following the announcement that The Daily Campus would
cease printing, a group of alumni raised $40,000 and developed a business plan in hopes
of being able to persuade the governing body to continue the print publication. That
effort, however, was rejected.82
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In a similar move, the Collegian Media Foundation Board of Directors voted in
2019 to dissolve itself and return the independent newspaper, The Independent Collegian,
to the control of the University of Toledo. The newspaper had operated as part of the
university for more than 80 years before breaking away in 2000 and forming the
nonprofit foundation.83 Declining advertising revenue led the newspaper to stop paying
staff members in spring of 2019 and to make plans to cut its print schedule to every two
weeks.84
At George Washington University, the campus newspaper, The Hatchet, cut its
print schedule in half, publishing one issue a week instead of two. To further ease the
newspaper’s financial problems, an alumni organization purchased a townhouse that the
newspaper could use, eliminating a $4,250 monthly rental payment to the university for
office space. The alumni offered naming opportunities for various rooms in the
townhouse to help offset the $2 million expense.85
The newsstands were empty for one week in February 2019 when The Triangle,
the independent student newspaper at Drexel University, did not publish because of a
lack of funds. The newspaper had published a front-page article the previous week
explaining the predicament of the newspaper, which is funded only through advertising
and fundraising. The university’s fundraising office bought an ad to enable The Triangle
to publish the next week and took charge of a fundraising effort to assist the newspaper.86
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The Columbia Daily Spectator at Columbia University calls itself the secondoldest college newspaper in the country. Beginning in May 2014, though, it no longer
was a daily newspaper. The Spectator reduced its print schedule to one issue per week,
while diverting other content to its website. It also stopped printing its weekly magazine,
The Eye, and moved all its content online.87
The number of publication days at The Diamondback, the University of Maryland
student newspaper, has been whittled back more than once as more emphasis was placed
online. What had been a five-day-a-week publication in the 2013-14 school year scaled
back to four days a week the next year, and to once a week the year after that. The
reductions were attributed not only to declines in advertising revenue and circulation,
along with increased printing costs, but also to changes in the skills that journalism
graduates need as they enter the professional world.88
The shifting media landscape also was a factor, along with the ubiquitous
financial concerns, when the Oregon Daily Emerald at the University of Oregon decided
to reduce its print schedule in 2012 from five days a week to two days a week.89
Among the other college newspapers that have dropped at least one day of
printing are Arizona State University, Cornell University, Duke University, Franklin &
Marshall College, Kent State University, Oklahoma State University, Syracuse
University, University of Akron, University of Arizona, University of CaliforniaBerkeley, University of Georgia, University of Kansas, University of Minnesota,
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University of Missouri, University of Nebraska, University of Pennsylvania, University
of South Carolina, University of Utah, University of Virginia, University of WisconsinMadison, and Virginia Commonwealth University.90
Covering the shortfall
As college newspapers struggle to maintain financial viability, they have adopted
various approaches to make up for the loss of advertising revenue. A common approach
has been to turn to fellow students for financial support through the adoption of student
fees. Newspapers that have gone this route include those at the University of Connecticut,
University of Illinois, University of California-Irvine, and Western Michigan
University.91 Even with the potential for conflicts that come with it, newspapers are
accepting university money to resolve financial problems. In one example, the University
of Florida College of Journalism and Communications is giving the university’s studentrun newspaper, The Independent Florida Alligator, $200,000 over a two-year period
without attaching any conditions to the donation.92
Introducing new products online is a method some college newspapers have tried
to regain advertising revenue. The Daily Tar Heel at the University of North Carolina
developed an online housing guide to provide an additional vehicle for advertisers, and
The Indiana Daily Student at the University of Indiana introduced a dining guide on its
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website.93 The Daily O’Collegian at Oklahoma State University became the first college
newspaper to charge online viewers to access content.94
With websites being a common platform for college newspapers, online
fundraising for student media is growing as well. Many college newspapers across the
country include a link on their websites where people can donate to support the
publications. Fifty-nine (37%) of the 161 United States college newspapers listed as
participating in the Save Student Newsrooms initiative, which The Independent Florida
Alligator at the University of Florida organized to highlight why college journalism is
vital, show an online link where they accept contributions.95 Other college newspapers
have turned to online fundraising sites such as GoFundMe and KickStarter to reach
supporters.96 Two sports writers and a photographer for the Daily Collegian newspaper at
the University of Massachusetts-Amherst, resorted to a crowdfunding effort through
social media and GoFundMe and raised $5,100 so they could travel to North Carolina to
cover the school’s men’s basketball team in the NCAA Tournament.97
Even as many college newspapers have resorted to various online and
promotional efforts to remain financially viable as print products, others have resorted to
low-tech and bare-bones efforts, such as a “Week of Begging” at Drexel University and a
bake sale at Brooklyn College.98
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Drawing attention
Two efforts are underway to highlight the problems college newspapers face
relating to funding, advertising, and circulation, while also emphasizing the important
journalistic work that occurs on college campuses and the consequences that student
journalists face.
The Save Student Newsrooms initiative at the University of Florida offers a
platform for newspapers to discuss confrontations they have with university
administrators over funding and access to information, as well as retribution they have
endured for critical reporting.99
The program includes a website (savestudentnewsrooms.com) where editorials
from college newspapers and testimonials from current and past college journalists are
posted describing some of the successes they have achieved and some of the hurdles they
have faced. Many of the testimonials include affirmations from professional journalists
about how their experience in college media laid the groundwork for their careers and
convinced them they were on the correct path.100
2019 was observed as the Year of the Student Journalist in an effort led by the
Student Press Law Center, the Freedom Forum Institute, and the Newseum. The
movement was designed to draw attention to the work student journalists are doing,
particularly when they are working in locations that no longer had professional media
outlets. It highlighted how student journalists typically face stricter censorship efforts, but
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also how being involved in journalism provides benefits for students beyond the
journalistic experience.101
Is online the answer?
Some critics do not think any newspaper that eliminates a day of print made the
correct decision. This is based on data showing that online advertising is not yet replacing
its print counterpart. While online traffic is growing for newspaper websites, online
advertising revenues are not keeping pace. For example, The Daily Texan at the
University of Texas generated less than 2% of its revenue online.102 Estimates are college
newspapers are generating from less than 2% to 4% of their revenues from online
platforms.103 John Reetz, president of Media Solutions Partners, said of the philosophy of
moving from print to online: “It’s a death sentence.”104
J. Ian Tennant and H. Iris Chyi examined the impact on revenue for college
newspapers if they chose to eliminate a day of circulation in hopes of saving money.
Citing that newspapers anticipate that up to 35% of their expense is in the cost of
newsprint, along with the cost of printing and distributing newspapers, the idea is
common that dropping one or more days of circulation is a logical way to reduce
expense. However, the researchers reported that the loss of advertising revenue can be
expected to outstrip the savings in printing and distribution. Tennant and Chyi projected
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college newspapers that drop one publication day would see reductions of 30% in
revenue based on losses in advertising and circulation.105
One study found that college newspapers that turned more to online products and
away from print in hopes of becoming more financially viable rarely had a plan on how
to accomplish their goals.106 David Bockino studied whether college newspaper staffs
took advantage of online analytical tools to help assess who their audience was and what
was effective in reaching that audience. However, it was found that staffs not only
underutilized online analytics, but they also did not engage with their newspaper
marketing staffs to aid in understanding what audiences wanted or how the marketing
side was working to enhance the newspaper. Bockino posited that the fact college
newspapers do not rely on advertising dollars to the degree of professional newspapers
(seeing as how they might have university or student-fee funding and also are not profit
oriented), the editorial staffs do not see the need to find ways to connect with their
audience.107
College newspaper staffs may not be taking advantage of analytics and other
online tools, in part, because of the type of education they are receiving. A survey of
college print journalism majors revealed that large percentages felt they were prepared or
well prepared in such areas as written skills (combined 88.7% responding prepared or
well prepared), listening skills (combined 89.3%), and interviewing skills (combined
71.2%), but only 14.8% responded they were prepared or well prepared in web/online
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skills and only 8.5% said they were prepared or well prepared in video production, which
is a key skill needed for online journalism. Respondents said they did not feel they had
received sufficient education to be prepared for a converged journalism environment
where they would be required to practice online and other types of skills in addition to
being traditional print journalists.108
A problem for many college newspapers is that they are operating with small
staffs. The students are doing their best to produce a print product, often resulting in
much less attention being devoted to a website.109 Other research showed only
approximately 20% of newspapers at more than 500 public, four-year institutions in the
United States were posting new content online at least five days a week. Staff size and
resources were seen as contributing factors in this. If students are juggling multiple
responsibilities without proper technology, products such as a vibrant, active website
often get pushed to the side.110
Many college newspapers with print products that are full of high-quality
reporting, writing, photography, and design have websites that are woefully lacking.
These sites often contain the same content that is written for the printed product, with the
content being placed online without any attention being paid to appearance or enticement
of readers. Photographs, graphics, and other accompanying features that would enhance
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the online product are regularly omitted. Additionally, many sites use the same templates
and show no attempt to innovate in their designs.111
However, an examination of college newspaper websites that had received
Pacesetter awards — a high honor that the American Collegiate Press bestows on print
and online products — reported these sites tend to utilize operational or content systems
that take advantage of online features.112 For example, 89% of these websites contained
staff-produced video, while an earlier study showed 16% of college newspapers websites
included unique video.113 Other online features included on the award-winning college
websites at numbers up to 10 times higher than the websites in the earlier study were
photo galleries, audio posts, audio slideshows, and interactive graphics.
Further, the award winners offered readers the ability to make comments on
articles and provided editors with blogs at substantially higher rates than other college
websites. However, the research did show the winning websites were less likely to
provide a means for readers to send email messages to editors.114
Other factors found consistently among the Pacesetter winners were staffs that
worked solely on the websites, all content went through multiple editors before being
posted, and content included unique online material in addition to some of what was
contained in the printed newspaper.115
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News deserts
The development of online technology in an information age has made it possible
for people to access, for the most part, whatever they want or need to know at any time.
Through websites, search engines, and social media, information relating to any topic
anywhere in the world is available with a few keyed letters or mouse clicks. For example,
detailed descriptions of activities within the United States government can be found
online and instantaneously through the news media, partisan organizations, governmental
and nongovernmental organizations, and even individuals who just have an interest in
politics and the process. People easily can find reporting that coincides with their
personal beliefs or that provides an objective view of today’s events. Granted, at times it
can be hard to differentiate between the two.
But for an ever-growing number of people, what has become harder than
separating fact from fiction and partisanship from objectivity regarding Washington
politics is finding news about what is happening in their own communities. These people
live in news deserts, which are geographic regions — most often counties — where no
newspaper is published. In news deserts, residents by and large are left without a
traditional printed source for local news.
The struggles of local newspapers in terms of advertising and circulation have led
to a steady decline in the number of publications across the country. From 2004 through
2019, the United States saw approximately 2,000 weekly newspapers and 70 dailies —
25% of the newspapers in the country — close or merge with another newspaper.116 In
addition to this, more than 100 daily newspapers reduced their publication schedules and
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became weekly publications. The result of this is more than 200 counties in the United
States without any newspaper, and an additional 1,540 counties with only one newspaper,
which, in most cases, is a weekly product. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, there
are 3,141 counties or similar geographic regions (such as the 64 parishes in Louisiana) in
the United States,117 meaning more than half of the counties in the country are served by
one newspaper or no newspaper.
A related area of concern is what are called “ghost newspapers.” These are the
publications that continue to print but are mere shadows of what they used to represent.
Cuts in staffing, coverage, and news hole have turned what were vibrant, active local
newspapers into newspapers that offer little content, depth, or enterprise.
According to the Arkansas Press Association, 19 Arkansas newspapers — two
dailies and 17 weeklies — closed in the state between 2014 and 2019. Additionally, four
other newspapers merged with nearby papers, six reduced their publication schedule, and
two moved entirely online. In summer of 2020, two of the 75 counties in Arkansas had no
newspaper. In 31 counties, one newspaper was published — 13 dailies and 18 published
weekly or semiweekly. On a positive note, two Arkansas daily newspapers added a day
of publication between 2014 and 2019.118
Effects of deserts
In news deserts, residents generally do not have a reliable, nonbiased source of
information about what is going on regarding their local governments, schools, business
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community, and sports teams, among many other topics. They also do not have a single
source regarding community, church, and civic activities. Although some faction —
whether public, private, or civic — within these locales might attempt to keep the public
informed through websites, social media, or other means, even radio, the results and the
value of the information are not going to be the same as if local journalists were
providing it. First of all, just like local newspapers, local governments often struggle with
financial and manpower barriers, and hiring or designating someone to serve the public’s
information needs must take away from some other activity or service within the
governmental structure. Also, what the government’s information source provides is
going to be couched in a way that is most beneficial to the government. And information
that is not beneficial or that is negative can be expected to never see the light of day.
A benefit of newspapers is that they serve as a collection pot for information
about a community. News that members of the community need can be found on the
pages of the publication, and the news comes from a wide range of sources. A city
government, school district, business organization, church, or civic group can publicize
information online, but it is unlikely that most residents are going to see all the
announcements or reports that might interest them because they are going to have to go to
a different online source for each one.
Locations in which newspapers closed can be found across the country in towns
and cities of all sizes. However, more newspapers closed in counties with older
populations, higher poverty rates, lower family incomes, less education, and below
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average access to broadband internet.119 These also are the groups that are less likely to
access information online, further reducing the likelihood that community information
will reach its intended audience.
No one is watching
Journalism’s watchdog role is lost when a community does not have a newspaper.
Research has found that when a local newspaper closes, the number of government
employees increases, as do the salaries of workers in county government. Further, interest
rates that government pays when it borrows money are higher in locations in which a
newspaper closed than are the interest rates of governments in adjoining areas where a
newspaper still is operating. Lenders see governments that do not have the oversight of a
local newspaper as riskier investments, thus qualifying for higher interest rates.120
In areas in which newspapers were able to increase their circulation or market
share, the amount of governmental public works spending — in particularly discretionary
spending — was lower.121
Research shows that when the local newspaper coverage of the local U.S.
representative was less, the area received a lower percentage of federal funds than areas
with higher newspaper coverage of their U.S. representative. Additionally, the U.S.
representatives for the lower-coverage locales had less contact with the local area, were
less involved in congressional committee work and were less likely to testify before
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congressional committees. These representatives also had a higher rate of party-line
voting.122
If a representative’s connection to the local area was reduced when newspaper
coverage was low, it stands to reason the effect would be even greater if no coverage
existed at all because the local newspaper had closed.
Vibrant local newspapers also are seen as having a positive impact on political
involvement within their communities. In cities in which the newspaper penetration and
percentage of local content were higher, turnout was increased in local elections.123
Congressional districts with lower levels of newspaper coverage of congressional races
had lower voter turnout. Also, reduced levels of congressional race coverage led to a
corresponding reduction in the public’s knowledge level about the race and in the
public’s civic engagement.124
Again, if less coverage results in less voting and public engagement, the
elimination of a newspaper and the removal of all its coverage should lead to an even
greater reduction in these civic activities.
Students to the rescue
In some communities, it is the college newspapers that are stepping in to provide
the news coverage. In Ann Arbor, Michigan, home of the University of Michigan, the
school’s newspaper, The Michigan Daily, has been the only daily newspaper in the
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121,000-population city since 2009. The students at the five-day-a-week publication
expand beyond campus to cover city government, law enforcement, and all the issues that
a daily newspaper is expected to cover. In addition to traditional meeting and event
coverage, the students have broken several major stories. While doing so, they also
continue to publish news about the university campus.125
When the Oglethorpe Echo in Georgia announced it was closing, a newspaper
publisher who is a University of Georgia journalism graduate developed a plan where
students in the university’s Grady College of Journalism and Mass Communication
would run the newspaper as a nonprofit entity. A professional journalist who taught parttime in the Grady College was selected as managing editor, but the remainder of the
newsroom staff came from senior journalism students.126
A Pew Research Center study of reporters who cover state capitols found that 223
of the reporters (14% of the total) were college students. Although the plurality were
affiliated with traditional media outlets, others were working for student publications or
providing content for university-run news services that distributed the material to
subscribing news organizations.127
In a twist on college students providing local coverage, Arizona State University
students are the only reporters in Washington, D.C., who are providing content from the
nation’s capital for 30 Arizona news outlets. A highlight for the Arizona State journalism
program was in September 2019 when a student journalist broke the story that a U.S.
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State Department special envoy to the Ukraine resigned. The student and the program
received international attention about the reporting.128
Critical reporting in the tradition of journalism’s watchdog role also takes place
on college campuses. The three student newspapers — at DePaul University, the
University of Indiana, and the University of Michigan — that were finalists for the
College Media Association’s 2020-21 Pinnacle Award for investigative reporting all
wrote articles detailing their campuses’ failures in protecting sexual assault and
harassment victims and in allowing those accused in these cases to remain on campus.
Investigative Reporters and Editors awarded University of Southern California students
in 2018 for an article outlining how the university handled a situation in which a student
who had threatened a faculty member a year earlier was allowed on campus and killed
the professor.129
Students have shown they are able to serve broader communities and to do tough
reporting. However, they also must contend with the problems that all journalists and
journalistic outlets face. It is important, as this research did, to look at the steps college
newspaper journalists are taking and determining the effectiveness of their efforts. With a
dearth of research into this area, a historical look at how college newspapers in Arkansas
have dealt with the problems that exist for them since the growth of the internet will
provide a strong contribution to the scholarship in a context that benefits college and
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professional media. Reporting the successful changes that college journalists have
implemented provides information that college and professional media can use to address
similar issues. The information also will show skills that college journalists have gained
that could be implemented in the professional world.
When examining how college newspapers are responding to the problems facing
traditional print outlets, theory related to organizational change can help explain what is
happening within the publications. College newspapers face a lot of pressures because of
industry woes. Not only must the actions the newspapers take be a subject of discussion,
but the impact on the organizations also must be considered.
Organizational ecology
To study the effect of these changing times on college newspapers, theoretical
approaches involving organizational ecology are useful. Organizational ecology, which
was first described by Michael T. Hannan and John Freeman, is used to explain how both
external and internal forces manifest change in organizations.130 Specifically, factors
relating to social, economic, and political environment are examined.131 As they relate to
college newspapers and the need for change, the social and economic facets are obvious.
Society no longer seeks information in a traditional print format. All newspapers have
had to add or even become electronic products if they are going to hold on to any hope of
maintaining readership. Economics are a growing issue for college newspapers.
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Advertising in print products has plunged in recent years, and online advertising
is insufficient to make up the difference. Further, college newspapers that have relied on
student fees or university subsidies also are finding their funding sources reduced or in
jeopardy. Declining enrollments and tight budgets have left student publications
scrambling to pay their bills. Dealing with political conditions is not necessarily as big a
factor for the college press as it relates to the other struggles, but on-campus politics can
come into play as the college newspapers try to navigate the economic problems that
arise from concerns about declining student fees and university funding.
Newspaper as an organization
Organizational ecology, which has its roots in the physical sciences,132 breaks
down its analysis among organizations, populations, and communities.133 Relating these
three elements to the current study, an individual college newspaper is an organization.
All the college newspapers are a population, and the college newspapers also are
affiliated officially or unofficially with all other college media — such as television and
radio stations, stand-alone websites, campus magazines, and yearbooks — which make
up the community. Further, college media have a relationship with professional media of
all types, creating another community.
The study of organizations follows a line that involves variation, selection, and
retention. Variation is any change within an organization. Selection relates to whether a
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variation is implemented, and retention details if the selected variation continues to be
used after it is introduced into the organization.134
As college newspapers seek ways to remain relevant, variations are mandatory. In
the professional world, few members of a particular organization have the authority to
institute change and, in many cases, those with the power are reluctant to alter the status
quo unless the situation becomes so problematic that it might be too late to prevent the
collapse of the organization. Newspapers must overcome the organizational inertia that
inhibits even the recognition of possible variations, much less the selection and retention
stages.
An advantage for college newspapers is — even though a hierarchy of student
leadership necessarily exists — the staff is composed of peers within the university.
Understandably, those with more experience probably are more likely to suggest
changes, but the constant new membership that every semester brings provides a
wellspring of potential innovation. Because of their age and lack of knowledge, students
might be even more likely to take a chance on a new approach. A college newspaper is
protected to some degree because it does not have the financial obligations to owners or
stockholders, even though it still must exist within its financial means.
Intraorganizational ecology
Organizational ecology research is broken down into four areas. This project is
focused on intraorganizational ecology. Intraorganizational ecology has been defined as
the examination of an organization’s variation, selection, and retention processes.
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Variations — and these can be intentional or accidental and positive or negative — that
lead to the fulfillment of the selection and retention qualities are reviewed to see what
affect they had on instituting, altering, or eliminating aspects or functions of the
organization. W. Graham Astley points to the variation step as the key because the
organization will remain static without it.135
Evolutionary theories
Going back to the physical sciences, organizational change can be categorized
into two evolutionary theories — Lamarckian and Darwinian. Jean Baptiste Lamarck was
a French naturalist who offered his theory of evolution in 1801. Lamarck proposed that
organisms adapt to their environments throughout their lifetimes, which leads to
biological changes that are passed on to their offspring. One example Lamarck used was
giraffes. He said that because giraffes would stretch their necks and legs to reach tree
leaves to eat, that over time the animals’ necks and legs became longer. Those elongated
characteristics would be passed on to the next generation.136
The English naturalist Charles Darwin published On the Origin of the Species in
1859 and presented a different evolution theory. To continue with the giraffe as an
example, Darwin’s theory posited that the giraffes that were born with longer necks and
legs were more likely to find enough food and survive than were their smaller cohorts.
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The surviving giraffes would then pass on to their offspring the traits that gave the
species a better chance of survival.137
Although scientific advancements and discoveries have shown Darwin’s theory to
reflect natural evolution more accurately, the organizational model supports both
Lamarck and Darwin. The Lamarckian approach to organizational studies is that
organizations adapt based upon their competitive environments, such as through
technological improvements, and are able to continue to succeed because of these internal
changes. The Darwinian explanation for organizations is that internal traditions and fears
prevent organizations from making changes, causing flawed organizations to fail. New
organizations recognize and embrace the positive traits of thriving organizations, while
also avoiding the problems within failed organizations, thus, giving themselves an
enhanced likelihood of success.
Michael T. Hannan and John Freeman took a Darwinian approach in their
organizational ecology research: “Inertial pressures prevent most organizations from
radically changing strategies and structures. Only the most concrete features of technique
can be easily copied and inserted into ongoing organizations” (p. 22).138
On the other hand, Richard R. Nelson and Sidney G. Winter wrote: “Our theory is
unabashedly Lamarckian: it contemplates both the ‘inheritance’ of acquired
characteristics and the timely appearance of variation under the stimulus of adversity” (p.
11).139
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College newspapers have traits associated with both the Lamarckian and the
Darwinian lines of organizational change. Because the publications go through constant
staff turnover as students graduate and new students enroll, the potential for new ideas
within the newspaper always exists, which speaks to Lamarck. However, even though the
change is internal, many of the ideas have their foundation outside the organization
because a new member of the staff is proposing them, thus, a connection to Darwin.
New staff, new ideas
The fresh voices that continuously are heard in college newsrooms work to
circumvent an issue that inhibits change. Organizations with onerous rules and
bureaucracies, along with leadership that moves slowly, can prevent variations.140 With
reporters and editors who do not know or are not concerned with what rules, regulations,
and ruts a college newspaper has dealt with previously because they weren’t on staff at
the time, the publications provide ample opportunities to propose new ways to approach
problems.
It is difficult for organizations to start or to restart, which is why positive
variations that enhance longevity are so important.141 College newspapers, in a sense,
restart every semester as staff members come and go, giving them the advantage of the
innovations that the new workers propose.
Organizational ecology works for college newspapers because of what the
publications face. Hannan and Freeman wrote that “changeable, uncertain environments”
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are good candidates for an ecological examination.142 Astley adds that challenges and
new competition that exist outside an organization, as well as new technology that is
introduced, all force organizations to take action — make changes — if they are to
survive.143 College newspapers are unquestionably in a changing environment with
constant staff turnover and with external forces and technology pressing in on them.
Speaking of any type of organization, Nelson and Winter proposed “[F]irms
change over time, with the condition of the industry in each period bearing the seeds of
its condition in the following period” (p. 19).144 College newspapers are reinvented each
semester or year as staff members come and go. Embracing the positive changes that
each staff introduces can help ensure the continued relevance of the student publications.
Organizational ecology theories have been utilized in various studies regarding
the newspaper industry. Among the topics covered in this research are use of hyperlinks;
adoption of social media by newspapers; survival of family-owned newspapers; and
development of newspapers and new media in a single market.145
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CHAPTER III – THE CAPITAL CITY
Student newspapers need to have an audience, and that audience is logically seen
as the students who attend the institution. This chapter reviews enrollment trends at
higher education institutions in the state and then examines the problems the student
newspaper at the University of Arkansas-Little Rock faces and how it is attempting to
address those issues.
Enrollment is important for student media not just for the potential audience, but
also for funding. At campuses where student media receive fee revenue, more students
mean more direct income. Additionally, advertisers are interested in what the potential
audience is for their investment. Having a larger readership gives the newspapers a
justification for charging more for its advertising, too.
Arkansas higher education enrollment
Enrollment at Arkansas higher education institutions has declined in the past
decade, but the change has not been consistent across the different types of campuses.
Overall, college enrollment in the state peaked in fall of 2011 with 173,887 students
enrolled. The number declined each year for the remainder of the decade, hitting 156,491
students in fall of 2019, a drop of 10.0%.146
Public two-year institutions
However, the reduction was most pronounced among public two-year institutions.
Those schools also had their highest total enrollment in fall of 2011 at 61,936 before
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falling in each subsequent year. The low point was in fall of 2018 when 45,146 students
enrolled in public two-year colleges. The numbers rebounded slightly the next year in fall
of 2019, with a total enrollment of 45,553. From fall of 2011 to fall of 2019, the overall
enrollment in these two-year schools fell 26.5%.147
Public four-year institutions
Similar enrollments were seen at public four-year universities in fall of 2011
(96,044) and fall of 2019 (96,216, a 0.2% increase), but the numbers climbed and
dropped considerably in the intervening years. Total enrollment in the schools climbed
each year from fall of 2011 to fall of 2016 when the number surpassed 100,000 for the
first time, reaching 100,414. For the next three years, though, enrollment waned each
year, resulting in a flat line between the beginning and ending totals.148
Private institutions
The enrollment fluctuations were even greater among private institutions in
Arkansas during this period. These schools also hit their high mark in fall of 2011 when
17,349 students were enrolled. The numbers dropped for two years, hitting 16,102
students in fall of 2013. From there, enrollment headed back up for two years, resulting in
total private institution enrollment of 16,611 in fall of 2015. From there the numbers fell
off each year, coming in at total enrollment of 15,469 students in fall of 2019, a 10.8%
decline from the peak in fall of 2011.149
Five of the six schools that are part of this research bucked the state’s enrollment
trend and gained students in the 10 years from 2010 to 2019, although each experienced
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peaks and valleys in enrollment during the decade.150 Even NorthWest Arkansas
Community College, the only two-year school included, posted a slight increase,
overcoming a decline in the middle of the decade. The University of Arkansas-Little
Rock was the institution that lost students, which contributed greatly to ongoing financial
problems that trickled down to the student newspaper. More detail about enrollment at
specific institutions is contained in the chapters that include each school.
University of Arkansas-Little Rock Forum
The University of Arkansas-Little Rock is an urban university that has struggled
financially for several years as enrollment has dropped. The school was established by
the Little Rock Board of Education as Little Rock Junior College, a two-year school, in
1927. It became a private four-year institution — named Little Rock University — in
1957, and merged with the University of Arkansas in 1969, becoming a public institution
and changing its named to University of Arkansas-Little Rock. It is the only institution
included in this project that has seen a decline in its number of students over the past
decade — even though financial challenges have faced all the schools — and that decline
has been substantial.
Enrollment at the university declined from 13,176 in fall of 2010 to 9,581 in fall
of 2019, a drop of 27.3%.151 During the decade, fall enrollment rose only once (in 2016)
and then by only 246 students. Arkansas-Little Rock’s financial condition worsened as
enrollment fell. The operating margin — funds remaining after subtracting annual
expenditures from annual revenues — was at a loss in fiscal year 2015-2016 (-$59,540)
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and was at break even ($0) in fiscal year 2018-2019.152 The 2019-2020 year ended with
an $11,000,000 deficit,153 and a loss of $6,500,000 was projected for fiscal year 20202021.154 The university was able to cover the deficits through available reserves.
Questionable financial decisions and actions by university administrators also affected
the bottom line. As leadership at the university changed, their predecessors were
criticized for not recognizing the consistent decline in enrollment and its impact on the
school, resulting in a response from the previous administration that did not sufficiently
address the issue.155
Retrenchment program
As enrollment and the accompanying revenue from tuition and fees dropped off,
new leadership at the school took drastic cost-savings measures. The University of
Arkansas System Board of Trustees approved a retrenchment program proposed by the
Arkansas-Little Rock administration in 2020. As part of this plan, the five academic
colleges were merged into three units, and cuts were made to about one-third of the
degree programs, with some academic programs and faculty positions slated for
elimination. However, the program cuts will not be implemented until all current students
have completed or leave a program.156
Persevering through all of this has been Sonny Rhodes, who joined the
university’s journalism faculty full time and became the adviser of the student
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newspaper, The Forum, in 2000. Prior to that, Rhodes worked as a newspaper reporter
and editor for 25 years in Arkansas, including time at the Pine Bluff Commercial and Log
Cabin Democrat in Conway before moving on to Little Rock and the Arkansas Gazette,
the Arkansas Democrat, and the culmination of the merging of those two newspapers, the
Arkansas Democrat-Gazette. He had been an adjunct faculty member at Arkansas-Little
Rock while employed in the newspaper industry.
The Democrat-Gazette is a statewide newspaper, but provides substantial local
coverage relating to Little Rock, Pulaski County, and state government. It has eliminated
home delivery throughout the state, although subscribers in some areas — including
Pulaski County — still can receive a printed copy on Sundays. Subscribers are provided
an iPad on which they can access the daily newspaper.157
Newspaper finances
Among student newspapers in Arkansas, The Forum has been particularly
hampered by its university’s financial problems. Although it is an independent student
newspaper, The Forum exists through an allocation from the Student Experience Center,
as Arkansas-Little Rock does not have a fee designated for student media. The Forum is
considered a student organization and must compete with other student groups at the
university for the fee revenue that comes to the Student Experience Center.
As the enrollment at Arkansas-Little Rock has declined, “student fees have
dropped precipitously,” Rhodes said. The newspaper’s budget went from $35,000 to
$15,000 “just overnight … due to enrollment declines” in the fall of 2017, forcing the
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publication to drop its biweekly print edition and move solely online. “Ten years ago, I
think, we were printing about 2,000 copies of the newspaper,” Rhodes said in 2020.
“Slowly, each year, we cut it,” and by the time the newspaper moved exclusively online it
was down to 1,000 copies.158
Prior to that, “We haven’t had any significant advertising in five or six years. I
don’t think advertisers care too much to invest in a student newspaper,” Rhodes said.
Also, “It was difficult to find students who wanted to sell advertising.”159 Even when The
Forum was generating advertising revenue, it was not necessarily benefiting from the
income. Rhodes said, regarding the university’s annual allocation to the newspaper, “Half
was a grant, the other half was a loan, which the newspaper was supposed to repay
through advertising income. So, any money from advertising went back to the Student
Experience office.” The move to a web-based newspaper depleted advertising
completely. “Advertising, which had been negligible, disappeared altogether when the
paper went online,” he said.160
With the bare-bones budget that The Forum has, Rhodes said the newspaper can
request an additional allocation from the Student Experience Office for capital expenses.
“They will come up with the money if we can justify it,” he said, but added that The
Forum newsroom was equipped with computers that were “at least 10 years old.”161
Travel and off-campus training basically have been eliminated.
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Opportunity to expand
One year after the newspaper went online, an opportunity arose in which The
Forum could have become the provider of focused local news in several nearby
communities. GateHouse Media in 2015 had purchased seven weekly newspapers in
Pulaski County and in Lonoke County immediately to its east. The newspapers were the
North Little Rock Times, Sherwood Voice, Maumelle Monitor, and Jacksonville Patriot in
Pulaski County. The Lonoke County purchases were the Lonoke County Democrat, the
Cabot Star-Herald, and the Carlisle Independent. Two years later GateHouse merged the
Pulaski County newspapers into a single publication as the North Little Rock Times. The
Lonoke County newspapers combined to become the Lonoke County Democrat.162
GateHouse, which in 2019 took over Gannett in a $1.1 billion deal and now operates
under the Gannett name,163 closed the remaining two newspapers in 2018.164
The Arkansas Democrat-Gazette provides little coverage in the area those closed
newspapers served, except for in North Little Rock, which is on the opposite side of the
Arkansas River from Little Rock. Without local newspapers operating in those
communities, The Forum could have stepped in to cover the events and news in those two
areas. Articles pertaining to the small towns could have been posted on a separate page
on the newspaper’s website, or a new website could have been created. This would have
allowed The Forum to fill a news vacuum at basically no expense and possibly garnered
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online advertising for the newspaper. The effort would have required the Arkansas-Little
Rock student journalists to travel to those areas.
However, Rhodes said the idea to expand into Lonoke County and some parts of
Pulaski County never was considered at The Forum. “That probably would have been a
good thing to do,” he said, but he doesn’t recall anyone suggesting it at the time. He did
mention that with the ongoing financial issues at the newspaper and the university, such
an undertaking would have been difficult to pull off, even if advertising support could
have been found in the communities.165
Returning to print
The Forum remained as an online-only product for about one and a half years, but
Rhodes and the student editor were interested in resurrecting the print edition. “The
executive editor and I both wanted to have a physical product again. We figured out a
way that we could afford it.” The Forum returned as a printed monthly publication in
spring of 2019. It started as a 12-page broadsheet but shifted to a 24-page tabloid product
in fall of 2019. “I felt like that with a tabloid format you might make more attractive front
pages,” Rhodes said. The initial press runs were 1,000 copies, but the returns mounted
into “the many hundreds,” Rhodes said, although they were not regularly counted.166 The
press run was reduced to 500, but “about half that many would not get picked up.”167
“We live in a time where students want to read everything on their phones,” he
said. “We go out and retrieve newspapers from the stand and, in a lot of cases, hardly any
of them have been touched.” The Forum was distributed on campus only, where the
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newspaper had about a dozen wire racks with the newspaper’s logo. The monthly print
edition also was unsuccessful in securing advertising. Rhodes said, “It was hard to find
anyone to advertise in a monthly print edition with a run of 500.”168
Paying less
To make the new print edition possible, cuts had to be made elsewhere. The
Forum did have 10 paid positions — which was basically everyone one staff — but that
number was reduced to four, and the students who were paid received less than their
predecessors.169 Despite this, “The editors still were gung-ho on print,” he said. The
payroll cuts affected the newspaper, Rhodes said. “When you can’t afford to pay anybody
anything, it makes it harder to recruit. The students on staff for the last five years or so
just love the idea of a student newspaper.”170
Jordan Woodson spent three and a half years on The Forum staff, including his
last three semesters as editor before graduating in December 2020. Woodson said, “Very
few students know The Forum exists. Unless you’re very involved on the campus, you’re
not going to know, and the university has a campus-involvement problem.”171
Woodson said he used different tactics to try to encourage students to read the
newspaper. He said he would place a crossword puzzle in The Forum and then spread the
answers throughout the pages in the newspaper. People who submitted a completed
puzzle were put in a drawing for an Amazon gift card. Woodson said this contest went on
for several months, but it averaged only about five entries per month.
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Even though the crossword-puzzle contest showed not many people were reading,
Woodson said the university needs The Forum. “The newspaper is important to keep
track of what’s going on around campus.”172
Journalism majors at Arkansas-Little Rock do not have to participate in student
media. For someone to be on staff, “They don’t even have to have had a journalism
course,” Rhodes said.173 Recruiting for staff positions is handled through announcements
on the newspaper’s social media accounts and in journalism classes at the university.
“The [journalism] professors will encourage students to work for the paper. The editor is
invited to speak to the classes.”174 He said typically about half of the staff is composed of
journalism majors.
Back to online
The new printed edition of The Forum lasted just over one year, coming to a close
with the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. Rhodes said, “Our last print edition was in
March 2020. We went completely online, in a tabloid format. Because of severe
budgetary constraints and a concern over sustainability, I doubt we will ever go back to a
print edition. There was so much waste with the print edition.”175
The Forum web page is hosted on the Arkansas-Little Rock website at
life.ualr.edu/forum. The staff also continues to produce monthly full-page PDFs of The
Forum in a traditional newspaper design, and these are available on issuu.com, a website
where publications can post PDFs of their products. It is a common online location for
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college newspapers because it provides a way for the pages to be posted without any cost
for the publication. The images also can be accessed through a link on The Forum web
page. The monthly product — both when printed and as an online PDF — encapsulated
what had been online. “Typically,” Rhodes said, “the content appears first online and
then in the print edition.”176
Woodson said the newspaper staff had limited ability to monitor its web page
analytics, but he was able to glean some information from issuu.com. “I could see the
number of views on Issuu and how long people looked at it,” he said, but he did not know
what articles viewers might be looking at on the page.177
Social media
The Forum is present on social media through Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.
When the pandemic began and all content went online, Rhodes said that The Forum staff
was “more aggressive … with getting new content up there. The students now are more
savvy about this and are better about getting breaking news on the website.”178 He said
the newspaper does not have a formal social media strategy. “Anything they think is
newsworthy is put out through Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.”179 In addition to this,
“Every staff member is encouraged to make the public aware of the newspaper in every
imaginable social media platform” using their personal accounts.180
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Woodson said that when new

Table 1

issues of The Forum were uploaded,

life.ualr.edu/forum website features

“We would promote them a lot on

Arkansas-Little Rock*
Photo galleries**
Video
Audio
Hyperlinks
Reporter contact***
Reporter bio
Reporter photo
Graphics
Interactive graphics

social media, especially Facebook
and Instagram,” using the
newspaper’s accounts. Students on
staff also put word out about the
newspaper on their own social media
accounts.181

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

*During 2020-21 academic year
**Includes multiple photos accompanying articles

A review of The Forum’s

***Email or personal social media links

social media accounts showed that while new content was posted regularly at the start of
the pandemic in spring of 2020, since the 2020-21 school year began most of the posts
have been monthly announcements that the PDF version of the newspaper is available.
Woodson said the decline in online posts was caused by staff members failing to make
deadlines.
The newspaper’s website also lacks the features that draw people to consume
online news. It has only single photographs with stories and no photo galleries or video or
audio components. Rhodes said not having these web features is not for a lack of trying.
He said The Forum’s website that is hosted on the university’s site can accept the plugins that would enable components such as video, but the school had not given the
newspaper permission to install them.182
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Although readers can comment on articles, no evidence exists that they do.
Bylines do not include any way to contact the writers and do not give any additional
information about them.
Staying on campus
The content contained in The Forum almost entirely relates to Arkansas-Little
Rock. “The vast majority of articles are campus focused,” Rhodes said. The newspaper
has published some stories related to off-campus topics, but even those tend to have an
angle that relates to the university. Rhodes said the opportunities to expand the coverage
area are many and would be good for The Forum. “The campus goes far beyond its
borders,”183 but the newspaper never has had a concerted effort to cover the community
as a whole.
The pandemic did force the newspaper to expand its coverage area in some ways.
Woodson said, for example, content in the entertainment section of The Forum
traditionally focused on campus. Without many events taking place at Arkansas-Little
Rock, the staff covered more events that were throughout Little Rock. He said the section
also had to rely more on reviews and feature articles about on-campus artists. These
elements previously were included in The Forum, he said, but became more prevalent
because of the lack of entertainment events. Woodson said he encouraged staff members
to develop more story ideas because the traditional activities were not occurring. “We
asked a lot of people what ideas they had,” he said.184
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Listening to staff
Rhodes said students on The Forum staff always have been encouraged to present
their ideas on what the newspaper could do differently. “For instance, if someone wants
to write a music review column and convinces the editor that they will be faithful in their
contributions, then they will get a shot,” he said.185
Several years ago the students wanted to change from a standard masthead that
listed staff members’ names. The decision was made to have photos of everyone on staff.
Rhodes said, “The past two years, mugshots have taken up two full pages of our tabloidsized online edition. That’s been popular with the staff members and seems to have given
them more of a sense of inclusion and pride in their product.”186
Conclusion
Even with all the problems at Arkansas-Little Rock, especially in how they have
trickled down to The Forum, it is positive to see the students still have a desire for
journalism. Production of a newspaper has continued with a website and with online
PDFs of a print format. The number of students on staff has remained consistent, and
Rhodes reported they took on with vigor the challenges of reporting during a pandemic.
With it being likely that the newspaper will not exist again as a physical printed
product, devoting more attention to the online elements must occur. The website is too
static. The pages don’t offer anything beyond an article and a photograph, but The Forum
is limited to what the university allows on the website that the university hosts. Social
media accounts are used infrequently, and they primarily promote the new online PDFs
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— which mostly consist of content that already has been on the website. Finances and
web restrictions limit what organizational ecology describes as the variations The Forum
can select. Without the ability to put new ideas into action, the best opportunity for the
newspaper to increase its relevance is through its social media structure. Finding students
anywhere on campus who understand social media components and who will push
changes on those platforms could help the newspaper become more viable.
What The Forum has become because of the disappearance of advertising and
Arkansas-Little Rock’s financial situation is disheartening to Rhodes. “It’s very sad. The
university’s enrollment has steadily declined over the course of roughly 10 years, so
funding from student fees has declined. We have about a fifth of the budget we had 10
years ago.” He said, “The newspaper now is just a shadow of itself,” he said. “At one
time we had an advertising manager, a circulation manager, a business manager, a variety
of editors. Now we are barely able to pay [the newspaper’s] costs.”187
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CHAPTER IV – SOUTHWEST ARKANSAS
Arkadelphia, Arkansas, is a small town, and a typical southern town in many
ways. Timber and agriculture are big in the area, and — to its credit — its population has
been steady through the years. One aspect that sets it apart is it is home to a state
university, a private university, and a weekly community newspaper that college
journalism students are running.
Henderson State University
Henderson State University in Arkadelphia is the smallest public four-year
university in the state with a student newspaper, although two other state universities
have less enrollment. And Arkadelphia, with an estimated population is 10,726,188 is the
second smallest Arkansas town that is home to a state four-year university. The school’s
enrollment climbed the last two years of the decade of the 2010s, reaching 4,037 students
in fall 2019, but for most of the 10-year period enrollment at the school was stagnant or
declining. The student population dropped from 3,726 in fall 2010 to a low of 3,336 in
fall 2017 before rebounding.189
Student debt
Henderson State has had its fair share of financial problems, but these were not
solely the result of plummeting enrollment. It also was hamstrung by the failure of many
of the students who were enrolled to pay their tuition and fees. Students were allowed to
enroll in and attend classes even if they had an outstanding balance of thousands of
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dollars with the university. Student debt owed to Henderson State reached more than
$10,000,000 in 2019, including $4,500,000 from that year alone, resulting in severe cashflow problems.190
Other problematic financial decisions at the university also occurred. The board of
trustees approved a maintenance efficiency project in May 2019 that was projected to
save $315,518 over the long term even though it would show a net loss of $730,934 in its
first nine years. On top of that, the project was implemented without a way to finance it,
resulting in $4,500,000 in debt to a contractor with no means for payment.191
Loan from the state
The university showed an operating loss from fiscal year 2015-2016 through
fiscal year 2018-2019, when the deficit in that final year reached more than
$7,300,000.192 Henderson State requested and received a $6,000,000 loan from the state
of Arkansas in 2019 just to ensure it could remain solvent.193 Top administrators at the
school were replaced, and the institution has since merged with the Arkansas State
University system.
Henderson State opened its doors in 1890 as a private, four-year school affiliated
with the Methodist Church. It became a public institution and part of the state higher
education system in 1929.
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The Oracle
The university’s student newspaper, The Oracle, which first published in 1908,
has battled financial problems just like every other college newspaper and its own
university. In this case, though, the institution’s money woes have trickled down directly
to the newspaper. Mike Taylor is a professor and chair of the Department of
Communication and Theatre Arts at Henderson State. He served as the faculty adviser of
The Oracle from 1991 through 2017, except for a year-and-a-half break in the late 1990s,
and he still teaches some journalism classes. Taylor began the process in the 1995-96
school year to institute a student media fee because financial problems were so severe.
“We decided the only way we could move forward was to shut the yearbook down
completely,” Taylor said.194
Student fee
At that time, the newspaper and the yearbook shared a $9,000 line item in the
university’s budget, with that funding being augmented by advertising sales. As the
amount of advertising declined through the years and expenses such as printing
increased, the university allotment no longer was adequate to support both publications.
The idea of eliminating the yearbook, The Star, drew the attention of Henderson State
alumni who wanted to ensure the continuation of the publication. Taylor said alumni and
he worked with the Student Government Association on the idea of a student media fee to
provide funding for the newspaper and the yearbook. With the Student Government
Association supporting the proposal, the university’s board of trustees approved a fee of
$7.50 per full-time student per semester. Taylor said 75% of the funding generated was
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designated for The Star and 25% went to The Oracle,195 a split that has not changed over
the duration of the fee.
Diverting the fee
This stabilized the financial positions of the student media until the university
began experiencing its own budgetary problems. Taylor said the university took control
of all student fee revenue. “We were generating the fee money, but we couldn’t spend it.
Basically, the past three years,” Taylor said in 2020, “they put on a spending freeze. This
past year, if we needed a box of paper clips, it had to go through a committee for
approval.”196
In addition to student media having to jump through the administration’s hoops to
spend fee money that was designated for them, Taylor said, the amount available for the
publications has been less because the university was diverting the fee revenue for other
purposes. “Easily, over the last three years, over $100,000 was skimmed off the media
fee,” he said. Taylor added that the administration was utilizing all student fees, not just
the one for student media, in the same way — taking funding intended to provide specific
student services and plugging it into gaps in the budget.197
Because Henderson State collects the fee, which remains at $7.50 per full-time
student per semester, Taylor is responsible for ensuring the university’s financial policies
are followed relating to how fee proceeds are spent. Instead, he said, “I’m trying to
protect them [the student media] from being raided by this previous unscrupulous
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administration.” The university “gave us a budget that related in no way to our income”
from the fee.198
Steve Listopad is a lecturer in journalism and media at Henderson State. He has
been the faculty adviser for The Oracle and The Star since 2017, taking over from
Taylor. Regarding the administration appropriating the student media fee proceeds,
Listopad said, “The biggest impact has been a reduction in travel and a reduction in
equipment purchases and capital improvements.”199 In his time as adviser, he said, the
publications have been unable to purchase much-needed new cameras because of the
funding curtailment. When it comes to small purchases such as office supplies, Listopad
said it generally is not worth the effort it takes to get approval to use the fee money. “A
lot of times, I just buy things out of my pocket.”200 Taylor said The Oracle was able to
buy some computers, but revenue from a university technology fee that students pay —
not the student media fee — funded the purchase.201
Small-town advertising
Keeping with the situation newspapers face across the country, The newspaper’s
difficulties are not only because of Henderson State’s financial situation. Finding
advertising revenue in the small town has become increasingly hard. “They do still sell
ads,” Taylor said, “but in my last year as adviser, we may have had $3,000 or $3,300 in
ad revenue.”202 The amount has fallen since then.
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Listopad said, regarding the newspaper’s advertising, “our best year since I’ve
been here was about $5,000. That’s not great, but Arkadelphia just doesn’t have much to
go around. It’s a small town. There’s just not much business community. There are not a
lot of businesses that see college students as a good place to spend their money.”203 He
placed the newspaper’s advertising revenue in 2019-2020 at around $1,500. The Oracle
has gained advertising through its website, hsuoracle.com, where a business sponsored
the news briefs and through sponsorships on its social media accounts, Listopad said, but
this has amounted to only a few hundred dollars during a year.
Voters in Clark County, in which Arkadelphia is located, approved retail alcohol
sales in the county in the 2010 general election. The first liquor store in the community
opened in August 2011, but this potential new market has not been much benefit for the
student newspaper. Although The Oracle has gained some advertising from alcoholbased businesses, Listopad said, “There is not even enough competition between liquor
stores where they feel the need to advertise.”204 Taylor said the newspaper has gotten
some advertising from bars and restaurants in the past.
As the financial problems mounted, “It’s been tough,” Listopad said. “We tossed
around some ideas for fundraising, but nothing has panned out.”205 Taylor said a Friends
of The Oracle fund was established at the Henderson State University Foundation so
supporters of the publication can contribute financially to benefit the newspaper.
However, he said most gifts to the fund have come from journalism faculty members at
the school.
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Identifying readers
Readership always is an issue for college newspapers, and Taylor said The Oracle
tried to track how many people were picking up the printed publication and who those
people were. “We had a requirement that whoever was our distribution manager would
take the undistributed papers back to The Oracle office” where the returns were
counted.206
Listopad said some changes have been made in distribution locations based on
how many newspapers were picked up out of each rack. The newspaper also conducted
readership surveys to identify its audience. Taylor said the results showed only a low
number of faculty and staff and even fewer students read the paper. “In the past 10 years,
students are on their phones and are not reading the paper. They’re not reading it even if
it was on the desk in front of them,” he said.207
The newspaper has introduced innovative approaches to try to draw readers to The
Oracle. One editor designed a “color the cover” contest in which students could literally
use markers or crayons to color the front page and then return it to the newspaper.
However, the newspaper received fewer than 10 submissions.208
Listopad said The Oracle once used on on-campus online survey in an effort to
find out what issues were important to the campus community. He said the survey was
promoted in the printed newspaper and on its social media accounts. The staff also told
their classmates and others about the project, put up posters, and emailed faculty,
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department chairs and others. He said the university would not provide student email
addresses to the newspaper, so The Oracle was not able to contact all students directly.
The result of the project was a single printed issue that was devoted to the top 10 topics
that were tallied in the survey.
Listopad still has belief in a traditional newspaper. “Hyperlocal print editions are
still important to young people if they think they’re going to see their faces, their
buddies’ faces in the paper.”209
Taylor said The Oracle is distributed on campus and placed in wire racks that had
the newspaper’s logo. At one time the newspaper sold advertising space on the racks, he
said, but that market has dried up just like in the printed product. Listopad said some
distribution of The Oracle took place off campus, in locations such as convenience stores
and professional offices.
Publication change
The Oracle was traditionally a weekly print publication, but as the newspaper’s
finances worsened, Listopad said it was moved to biweekly printing in the fall of 2019.
The printing contract is handled annually through Henderson State, with The Oracle most
recently being printed at a newspaper in Benton, Arkansas, approximately 45 miles away.
Listopad said the printing cost has been about $7,000 per year for the biweekly product,
which was in a 12-to-16-page broadsheet format with a press run of 1,000. As a weekly
newspaper, he said The Oracle was a 12-page tabloid of which 500 copies were printed.
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“We wanted to move more of our funding from the printing cost to paying staff,”
Listopad said, regarding reasons for the reduction in printing.210 Taylor credited Listopad
with being able to accomplish this goal. On top of paying students more, Listopad said
there was an intent to increase the focus on the newspaper’s website, hsuoracle.com. The
newspaper has had a website since 1996. “We wanted to make the website more
prominent in news content delivery. We wanted to be writing stories for the website on a
daily basis,” he said.211 Increasing the emphasis on online content meant a reduction in
articles for print, even though some stories were printed in the newspaper and also placed
online.
“Most of the content that has gone online in the last two years has gone online
first,” Listopad said in 2020. “The print-first articles, all of them are shoveled over to the
website.”212 However, he added, only a small percentage of the content that originates
online was included in the printed publication, too. With less original content for the
printed newspaper, along with financial considerations and the heightened attention to
online, the reduction in printing was confirmed.
The Oracle stopped printing in spring 2020 because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The staff continued to produce eight pages of broadsheet content every two weeks, with
PDFs of those pages posted online through the website issuu.com. Even though the
newspaper suspended printing throughout the 2020-21 school year, having students
continue to design traditional newspaper pages was seen as important training that allows
them to develop publishing and design skills they can use following graduation.
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Taylor said that after The Oracle cut its printing schedule in half, it did produce
two single-topic magazines in tabloid format. Listopad said one option he has considered
going forward is for The Oracle to print as a quarterly magazine instead of in a
broadsheet or tabloid newspaper, while continuing to turn to hsuoracle.com for current
reporting on campus news and activities.
When The Oracle was producing both an online and a print edition, a single staff
did the work. Listopad said the staff typically has been composed of approximately 15
students who are enrolled in a practicum class that a student who is a journalism major
must complete twice as part of the
program’s curriculum, along with
about an equal number of paid staff
members. “Most of our students who
work in student publications are in
either traditional media or innovative
media,” he said.213
Innovative media is a degree
offered in Henderson State’s

Table 2
hsuoracle.com website features
Henderson State *
Photo galleries**
Video
Audio
Hyperlinks
Reporter contact***
Reporter bio
Reporter photo
Graphics
Interactive graphics

No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

*During 2020-21 academic year

journalism program. Students in the
innovative media program receive

**Includes multiple photos accompanying articles
***Email or personal social media links

instruction in such areas as web design and the journalistic applications of drone
technology, augmented reality, and virtual reality. Listopad said some of the content
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students in the innovative media program have produced has been carried on
hsuoracle.com.
Content for student media comes out of other Henderson State journalism classes.
Taylor said student editors “would come to class and make the assignments for the
following week.”214 This approach could be a factor in the type of content that would be
available for the publication in any given semester. During a term when classes are
available on specialized topics, such as online reporting or feature writing, it stands to
reason students in those classes would write articles that match the course requirements.
Taylor did add that students would turn in two copies of their articles — one for the
newspaper’s editors and one for the course instructor. This ensured, he said, that the
student media remained in the control of the students, and a faculty member was not
editing the work before it was published.
Taylor said that when The Oracle was being printed, “There are students who are
web editors, who try to keep the online content going and get more material onto the
website.”215 The online editors worked under the editor-in-chief, who was responsible for
the printed edition as well as the online version.
Oracle: Community Edition
Arkadelphia was served by a daily newspaper for almost 100 years. Two weekly
newspapers merged in 1918 and became the Arkadelphia Siftings Herald. Two years
later, the owner and publisher, Philip McCorkle Sr., changed the name of the newspaper
to the Arkadelphia Daily Siftings Herald and expanded the publishing frequency to six
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days a week. The daily newspaper continued through several ownership changes until
September 2018, when its owner, GateHouse Media, shuttered the publication.216
GateHouse is the same company that closed seven weekly newspapers in Pulaski and
Lonoke counties in the preceding month.217
A new weekly newspaper
John Robert Shirmer is owner and publisher of the weekly Nashville News-Leader
in Nashville, Arkansas, about 55 miles southwest of Arkadelphia, and decided after the
Siftings Herald closed to expand into Clark County by establishing the Arkadelphia
Dispatch, also as a weekly newspaper. Shirmer, who had studied journalism at Ouachita
Baptist University in Arkadelphia, was a teacher and student newspaper adviser at
Nashville High School when he started the Nashville Leader in 2003. He bought the
existing Nashville News in 2013 and named the combined publication the Nashville
News-Leader.
Shirmer said that after college he continued to visit Arkadelphia regularly and was
familiar with the community. Following the closure of the Daily Siftings Herald, he
received encouragement from numerous people who lived in Arkadelphia or who had ties
to the town to open a newspaper there. “It seemed like a pretty good deal,” he said. “We
knew there would be plenty of news with the two colleges.”218 Ouachita Baptist
University is across 10th Street from Henderson State.
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“We started planning it probably three or four weeks after the Siftings Herald
closed,” Shirmer said. Bill Sutley, a former Henderson State and Ouachita Baptist faculty
member in journalism, was hired as editor. “Our first issue was in December [2018], right
after Arkadelphia had won the state high school football championship,” Shirmer added.
“It was encouraging at first. It was new and different, and we had ads in the first issue,
the first couple of issues.”219
No ad sales
However, that momentum could not be sustained. Just as Listopad and Taylor said
was a problem for the college newspaper, the Arkadelphia Dispatch could not find
enough advertising support. Shirmer said he thought the newspaper would be able to find
businesses willing to buy ads congratulating the high school football team. As is the case
across the South, Arkadelphia is a town that loves its local high school football team and
has a long history of success in the sport. That did not translate, though, to ad sales for
the Arkadelphia Dispatch. On top of that, Shirmer said that even though the paper first
published in early December, Christmas-related advertising did not amount to much,
either. “People liked it. They said they enjoyed reading it, but they just wouldn’t
advertise in it,” Shirmer said.220
A second problem that the Arkadelphia Dispatch faced was its inability to secure
a periodical class mail permit from the U.S. Postal Service that allows for a reduced rate
to mail newspapers. “That turned out to be a nightmare,” Shirmer said. The newspaper
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was selling subscriptions but never was able to obtain the permit that would have given it
the financial advantage of mailing the publication.
Although not getting a mail permit was a factor, in the end, “We just didn’t get
any advertising,” Shirmer said. “We just couldn’t keep going with it, losing money every
week.”221
On top of that, in April 2020 Sutley announced his retirement.
Press association involvement
In hopes of continuing the Arkadelphia Dispatch, Shirmer contacted Ashley
Wimberley, the executive director of the Arkansas Press Association, the newspaper
trade group in Arkansas. The Arkansas Newspaper Foundation, which is the press
association’s fundraising arm, funds a number of internships for college students each
summer, and Shirmer had taken advantage of that program in the past at the Nashville
News-Leader. “When Bill Sutley decided in 2020 that he was going to retire, I checked
with Ashley Wimberley to see if we could get one of those interns” for the Dispatch.222
Listopad said Wimberley contacted the Henderson State journalism program to
see if the students wanted to be involved in continuing the Dispatch. Wimberley said,
“There was not anyone we knew in the Arkadelphia area who wanted to be an editor.”223
However, one concern Listopad had was the amount of time it would take to
produce a professional weekly newspaper. “Bill [Sutley] said he was working 60 hours a
week, and I wasn’t comfortable finding a student intern and throwing them into that
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situation.”224 One difference was Sutley worked as an editorial staff of one, handling
most of the reporting, writing, and design himself. Although Shirmer said Henderson
State and Ouachita Baptist students had been recruited to assist, he added that “It pretty
much was a one-man show for [Sutley].”225 If Henderson State could provide additional
staffing for the Dispatch, then the workload on the editor would be lessened.
The students take over
As the details were worked out, Henderson State journalism students in summer
of 2020 became immersed in weekly community journalism. Listopad said at the time,
“We have taken over all content, production, and layout. Every Tuesday at noon, the
publisher [Shirmer] sends over the layouts with ads.”226 The role of editor fell to Pete
Tubbs, a graduate student in media and popular culture at Henderson State and a former
Oracle editor, while three other Henderson State undergraduate journalism students filled
editorial internship positions at the Dispatch. Advertising was handled by the existing
professional staff.
The undergraduates were not paid (professional internships are required as part of
the Henderson State journalism curriculum). Tubbs was paid through a grant from the
Arkansas Newspaper Foundation. Listopad said in the summer of 2020 that, “We’re
comfortable with Pete that for the next eight to ten weeks the newspaper is going to
continue because he’s being paid. The concern is what’s going to happen then.”
Wimberley said, “Ultimately, John Robert is the publisher and he makes the
decisions. It is his call.” Although she said concerns were raised that Tubbs, a student,
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would be editing the newspaper in Arkadelphia while the publisher was an hour away in
Nashville, having Listopad to serve as a mentor to Tubbs and to meet with him several
times a week allayed those fears. “I like the fact you have a journalism student working
with a faculty member,” she said. “The student feels comfortable working with a faculty
member” whom he knows and who can offer advice or answer questions.227
“I’m having a great time so far,” said Tubbs in 2020, adding that public officials
and community members in Arkadelphia had been “very receptive” to him and the
newspaper. “People will say to me, ‘Have you heard about this or heard about that.’”228
“I like connecting with the community and learning more than I would if I didn’t
work for the newspaper,” Tubbs added. “It’s great to meet all these people you would
have never met.”229
“We have moved the Dispatch office into the Oracle office,” Listopad, whom
Shirmer paid to oversee the project, said in 2020. “If this works well over the summer,
how can we incorporate our student media and media classes and OBU students in the
fall [of 2020]?”230
The Arkadelphia Dispatch operated under the model involving Shirmer and
Henderson State for the remainder of 2020, and then in January 2021 the university
students took control of the newspaper, changing its name to Oracle: Community Edition,
or Oracle: CE. Shirmer said he had offered the newspaper to Henderson State University
but was turned down. Listopad said, “The new [university] president and the new provost
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did not want that exposure. That’s the word they used. They said no to the gift to give us
the name and all the rights to the Arkadelphia Dispatch.” However, because The Oracle
is an independent student publication, the administration could not dictate to it. “They
couldn’t tell the students not to create a community edition,” Listopad said, “and that’s
what they did.”231
Arkadelphia now is served by a weekly newspaper with college students
responsible for all aspects of reporting, writing, design, and advertising while also
producing a weekly student newspaper during the school year. “This is truly studentmedia produced,” Listopad said. “These students aren’t helping out some professionals.
They are the professionals.”232
“It’s the same staff,” Listopad said. Throughout the summer, “The Oracle: CE
editor is in charge of our entire news production. In the school year, The Oracle editor in
chief is in charge and the Oracle: CE editor is an employee of The Oracle editor.” He
said Oracle: CE has published some submissions from community members, but it is the
college students who are carrying the load.233
Lance Brownfield, an innovative media major at Henderson State, served as
Oracle: CE editor in chief in the summer of 2021. He wrote in the newspaper: “Our goal
at the Oracle: CE is to provide the best news product possible for Arkadelphia and Clark
County. We aim to provide the very best coverage of what matters most to locals. We
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will consistently cover sports at Arkadelphia High School and other surrounding schools
as well as the two universities.”234
Bursting the campus bubble
Listopad said the benefits of having Oracle: Community Edition are numerous.
“Students think about campus events and activities that interest them. There’s a lot of
stuff that wouldn’t get covered by The Oracle if it was up to the students. The community
edition is run as a community newspaper. We need to have high school [coverage]; we
need to have crime and courts and fires. This is forcing the students to get outside their
campus bubble and cover that stuff. As just a student newspaper, I couldn’t force them to
do that stuff.”235
Tubbs said the coverage in The Oracle is about campus and topics that were of
interest to students. Speaking of the student population as a whole, Tubbs, who moved on
to become editor of the Malvern Daily Record 20 miles from Arkadelphia, said, “It has to
be something about them. They won’t read about city government or anything like
that.”236
Henderson State requires its journalism majors to complete a professional
internship before graduating, Listopad said, “but our students don’t have anywhere to go”
in the small community where they can get that internship credit. The Oracle: Community
Edition is providing that internship opportunity for students. “Those that are interning for
the Oracle: CE, they are treated like news lab students, and I am the instructor/publisher
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of the paper, but only for them,” he said.237 In that regard, Listopad said he takes a more
active role in the community edition as opposed to the on-campus Oracle, where the
students on staff make all the decisions regarding the publication. “I set certain demands
for the Community Edition that I don’t make for the student product. I see the final
product before it is printed. I don’t see the student product,” Listopad said. He gave an
example of working with a student editor of the Oracle: CE on a column the student was
writing. “I held that back for several weeks before it actually ran. That’s something I
wouldn’t do with the student newspaper.”238
Bi-campus collaboration
Another benefit will be the hoped-for expanding involvement of Ouachita Baptist
students. Journalism students at the private university have contributed some articles to
Oracle: Community Edition, and faculty at both institutions are optimistic the students’
role can grow. Taylor said, “This is the first time we have talked about a direct
collaboration” involving the journalism programs at Henderson State and Ouachita
Baptist, even though the two institutions sit across the street from each other.239
Jeff Root is faculty adviser of The Signal, the Ouachita Baptist student newspaper,
in addition to his roles as professor in the Rogers Department of Communications and
dean of the School of Humanities and of the Huckabee School of Education. “I think it’s
a great idea Steve had to create a local newspaper,” Root said, “and we greatly appreciate
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being asked to be involved. I’m from Arkadelphia. I miss the Daily Siftings Herald and
having a local newspaper.”240
Root said, “Our [Ouachita Baptist] students have been involved mainly through
writing stories. I don’t think we’ve had anybody design pages or anything like that.”241
The articles that have been contributed from Ouachita Baptist thus far have come from
students who wrote them as part of their course work. Root said these primarily were
feature stories that had a community angle and were not specifically about Ouachita
Baptist.
Listopad is thankful for the encouragement and participation of Root, whose wife,
Deborah, also teaches journalism at Ouachita Baptist and has had students in her classes
contribute to Oracle: Community Edition. “The Roots have been totally supportive and
on board.” Ouachita Baptist “has not integrated as we have internally, but they are
welcome to, and I have encouraged it.”242
Root said in 2021 that the holdup has been the coronavirus pandemic. “Just with
the pace of things with COVID and how everything has been going this year, all the
craziness of the past year, we just have not been able to be an active part of it. I just
haven’t been able to have any conversations with Steve. He has made it clear that this
isn’t something where they want to put out a couple of issues and then it is going to go
away. He is committed to this, and we want to help it be successful.”243
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Ouachita Baptist journalism students also must complete two practicum credits,
and Root said he does not see any problem with those being through Oracle: Community
Edition. He said the administrative details about managing students for academic credit
can be worked out even if someone who is not affiliated with the university is responsible
for the publication or serves as the editor.
“I’m pleased with the amount of community involvement our department already
has,” Root said, and he sees the community edition as a way to build upon that.244 Root
said faculty members serve on a variety of local boards. Root is a member of the local
school board.
Ouachita Baptist journalism students have experience working in the community,
including broadcasting Arkadelphia High School sports for many years. “We livestream
every [football] game home and away with two faculty members and three students
involved,” Root said. “Those three and other students then host and produce a 30-minute
show with the AHS coach each week. It is posted online and presented on local cable TV.
The livestream followed decades of the same pattern with radio. We also livestream AHS
basketball, and it’s totally produced by students.”245
Need for a local newspaper
Root, who Shirmer said was one of the people who encouraged him to start the
weekly newspaper, said he was optimistic about the Arkadelphia Dispatch. “I thought it
would work as a local newspaper, but it failed miserably. A big reason for the failure was
the lack of advertising. People talk about needing a local newspaper, but when the
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Dispatch started, nobody bought advertising.”246 He wants to publicize Oracle:
Community Edition even as participation by Ouachita Baptist students is still in its initial
stages. “They have greatly improved on the design of the paper and how they are
presenting it. I’m very hopeful it will fill a niche. It will help our community if this
succeeds.”247
Root pointed out that an advantage the community edition has is it is not burdened
by large labor expenses. However, it does have expenses, and those expenses must be
covered.
Seeking sustained funding
Listopad said, “We’ve had enough funding to continue to print it without much
advertising yet. We’ve been able to pay our editor in chief [during the school year]
through our student fees, our regular budget.”248 Two other students are paid for page
design and distribution. As was the case in 2020, the Arkansas Newspaper Foundation
provided funding for the editor position in summer of 2021. Listopad said, “We’re
working on a couple of other grant opportunities for more sustainable funding. Ashley
Wimberley is helping with an Arkansas Community Foundation grant application.” A
reliable funding source would enable Oracle: CE to pay more students. “That’s where a
sustainable grant from the Community Foundation would really help out,” he said.249
Even if that occurs, though, Listopad added that it is vital that the newspaper secure more
advertising to enhance its revenue.
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One problem the community edition has not faced is getting members of the
public to pick up the free product. The newspaper still is printed by Shirmer in Nashville
and has a weekly press run of 450. Listopad said, “Whatever we put out, they’re gone. I
think we can easily go up to a thousand and get rid of a thousand.”250 A benefit is a local
grocery store takes many of the copies and almost “forces them into customers’ hands,”
he said.
Regarding an online presence, the community edition does not have its own
website, so its content is carried on hsuoracle.com. Oracle: CE does have its own social
media accounts. Because of the overlap, a singular effort is used to promote what is
online. Listopad said the business staff coordinates the social media accounts on
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter for both newspapers. “We post stories on there [social
media], but it takes more of a marketing approach,” such as through promoting online
content and making announcements.251 The staff makes a conscious effort not to “clutter”
people’s social media feeds with posts about the publications. He added that social media
are used when breaking news is being reported.
Web analytics also fall to the business staff. “When we have big stories, we want
to see if our promotional initiatives are successful,” he said. “We want to know which
stories we have online are getting the most traction.”252 With this information, the
editorial staff will look to make more assignments in the areas that are gaining the most
views online.
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The Oracle is more active on two social media platforms than any other university
newspaper in this work except Arkansas-Fayetteville. During the 2020-21 school year, it
posted 126 times to Facebook for its 623 followers, and 98 times on Twitter, where it has
414 followers. Although The Oracle does have an Instagram account, it has no posts on
the platform. In the first month of the fall of 2021 semester, the newspaper posted 16
times on Facebook and tweeted seven times. In the time from when campus closed in
spring of 2020 because of COVID-19 until the end of that semester, 36 posts were made
to Facebook, but no tweets were broadcast.
The Signal
The environment is tough for any college newspaper in the 21st century. When the
environment is a small college town with two universities, the challenges can be even
greater. Ouachita Baptist University and Henderson State are on opposite sides of a street
in Arkadelphia, which means the student newspapers are competing for the same offcampus advertising dollars. And with Henderson State journalism students taking over
the local weekly newspaper, another product is in the mix in the search for revenue.
Root has been the adviser of The Signal, the Ouachita Baptist student newspaper,
since he arrived on campus in 1991. When he was an undergraduate at the private
university, he was editor of The Signal. Like all other advisers, he has seen advertising
and print runs shrink during his tenure. “The town is not inclined to buy advertising in a
campus newspaper,” he said. “We have tried to hire a [student] advertising manager, but
it’s difficult. We haven’t found a magic bullet” to address advertising.253
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University support
The Signal, which is part of the academic program and not an independent
newspaper, is fortunate that the private university covers its printing expense. Root said
the typical biweekly press run of 1,400 costs about $4,000 per year. The number of
copies during the 2020-21 COVID-19 school was reduced to 1,200, but the number might
be increased in the fall of 2021. Advertising is intended to cover other expenses, with the
exception of a $300 university allocation to cover supplies. “The university also just
agreed to replace our computers when they update a department Mac Lab. That’s a great
help since advertising is harder to raise these days.,” Root said in 2021.254
One effect of declining advertising revenue is students have to pay more of their
own expenses if they attend conferences.
The tabloid publication typically has eight pages, although it has gone up to 12
pages on occasion. Even without the responsibility of paying for printing, The Signal has
cut back on its publication schedule. The newspaper, which is in its 130th year, printed
weekly until the fall of 2019.255
Focusing online
“We have moved more of our attention to the online side,” Root said. We’re
trying to do more with that.” The newspaper’s website is obusignal.com, and it is hosted
by the university. A former faculty member who was at Ouachita Baptist for only one
year created the website, and Root said it floundered for a while after that, but “The staff
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has refocused on it in the last three or four years. Since we print less often now, we’ll
begin to do more original content on the website”256
The Signal content relates to campus almost exclusively, although some featureoriented community stories that are connected to the university might garner coverage.
Root hopes to see broader coverage in online content. “We plan to add some online
content aimed at alumni,” he said.257 The website had its first ad in late September 2021.
Root said he would like to see more advertising sold online. “We just haven’t given it the
effort.”258
The PDFs of The Signal in print are included on the website through issuu.com,
but about half of the content on obusignal.com is articles that were shoveled online after
originally being in the printed edition, he said. The editor decides what content is going
to move from print to online, although Root said he will discuss the matter with the
student. Key factors in making the decision to cross post is the timeliness of the article
and whether it has additional features that go with it, such as a video package. Root said
rewriting print articles in an online format is something he hopes the staff will address
going forward. Also, many original web articles are not in online style. “Not everything
is specifically written for online because we are getting content from many different
sources,” including some stories that students have written for classes.259
The Signal has used its website for student-produced video and audio content,
including a news broadcast, podcasts, and sports programming. “We’re working as a
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faculty to give the students another place where they can put their work,” he said.260
Ouachita Baptist offers a communications and media major with emphases in strategic
communications, multimedia journalism, visual media and film, sports media, integrated
communications, and communications studies. However, this does not mean the print
edition is going to be downsized or ignored. “We’re not going to do less in The Signal.
We’re just moving our focus more to the online side.”261
The Signal print and online editions operate with a single staff that averages about
a dozen students, a number that has been steady during Root’s time as adviser. “It is one
publication with one editor over both,” he said.262 Even though increased focus is being
placed on the website, he said the editors have embraced the transition. Media majors are
required to spend two semesters in a journalism practicum, where options other than The
Signal include The Ouachitonian yearbook and sports broadcasting. The staff also
includes student volunteers, most of whom are majors, as well. The editor receives a
scholarship, and five federal work-study positions are available for staff members. Root
said, “At one time we had the advantage of using OBU-paid work study positions. Those
are no longer available.”263
Students training students
As far as building a staff each semester, Root said much of that work falls on the
students themselves. “We spend a good deal of time recruiting prospective students [to
attend Ouachita Baptist], but the staffs come together after that based on their own
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interests. Since the publications are largely student run, the personality of the editor
makes a difference in how many students join the team. Our practicum students can
choose a publication. We don’t assign them.” Root did add that he will encourage
students in his classes to get involved in student media.264
A lot of the training that staff members receive is through their coursework, Root
said, “but we let our freshmen join the staffs, so a good deal of the day-to-day training is
done by upperclassmen showing the younger student the ropes. Students generally rise to
positions of leadership by a combination of devotion to the publication and performance
in class. You learn the concepts in class and then master them through the repetition
demanded by the publications.”265
Changes to The Signal often begin with the editor. “I always tell my new editor
the paper is there for them to redesign. It leads to an inconsistent look from year to year,
as some venture to a more traditional look and others to more of a magazine style, but
more often than not the new editor follows the lead of the one before with only minor
changes,” Root said, adding that the newspaper has switched between broadsheet and
tabloid formats because of different editors’ desires.266
The biweekly printed result of the students’ work is distributed across campus
both in racks that have The Signal signage and in other locations where stacks of the
newspaper are left. Adjustments are made to the locations based upon the number of
copies of the newspaper that people take. Ouachita Baptist had enrollment in fall of 2019
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of 1,638 students, which is an 8.9% increase from the fall 2010 student count of 1,504.267
The students, though, aren’t regular readers of the publication. “Students aren’t
accustomed to reading a newspaper at all,” Root said. If they see their friends on the
cover or if they see events they are interested in, they might pick one up. They don’t
come up with the habit of reading a newspaper.”268
The newspaper does not
Table 3
undertake any formal analysis of
obusignal.com website features
readership, but “based on feedback

relatively small number of avid

Ouachita Baptist *
Photo galleries**
Video
Audio
Hyperlinks
Reporter contact***
Reporter bio
Reporter photo
Graphics
Interactive graphics

readers among the students and a

**Includes multiple photos accompanying articles

and conversations with students,
faculty, and staff throughout the
university, The Signal has a strong
readership among administrators and
faculty,” Root said. “We do have a

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

*During 2020-21 academic year

***Email or personal social media links

large number of occasional readers.
This and the well-documented changes in media consumption patterns have led us to turn
more of our focus toward the online version of the paper, with its advantages of adding
video, podcasts, etc.”269
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Social media promotion
When The Signal is printed every two weeks and when content is added to the
website, Root said promotion is handled through the newspaper’s social media accounts
and website. He said more promotion occurs at the beginning of the academic year. The
students on staff are good about trying to spread word about the newspaper, too. Root
said the students are proud of the work they do and want others to know about it. “When
they work on the paper, they like it. They like to see the byline.”270
On its social media accounts, The Signal was most active in the 2020-21 school
year on Twitter, where the newspaper had 25 posts. Through September 20 of the fall of
2021 semester, it had posted four times. Although the newspaper’s Instagram account had
only 12 posts in all of 2020-21, there already were 14 posts in the first month of the
2021-22 school year. However, The Signal is inactive on Facebook. The last post on the
account was made in April 2018.
Analytics needed
The Signal does not have a formal policy on social media use, Root said.
“Somebody on staff will say, ‘I know how to do this.’ It’s not formalized, but the
students understand it is important.” The formalization of a social media plan is
something Root would like to see The Signal staff accomplish. He also said more scrutiny
of website and social media analytics is needed. In the past, because of a former professor
who taught analytics, data were available for the website, but those analyses mostly
ended when the professor left the university.271
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The Signal does accept letters to the editor and carries a letters policy on its
editorial page. Its website is set up to receive feedback, too. Root said some letters are
printed in the newspaper, with most of those coming from campus. He said The Signal
does not have a system in which it regularly gathers feedback from advertisers.
Root acknowledged that the promotion of The Signal will have to change as more
original online content will result in added emphasis to the website. Attention to the
online analytics also will have to increase. “With the printed paper, I could see students
pick up a paper when they happened across one in the student center. With the website,
we’ll have to work harder to influence students to make an intentional choice to go to The
Signal website.”272
This is a problem that any newspaper has when it starts to shift its focus online.
Having a printed product distributed on campus is a tangible sign of the newspaper’s
existence. Without a well-orchestrated social media plan or other notification measures
that reach a large portion of the campus community, an online product can easily
languish without viewership.
The Ouachita Baptist journalism program has had other opportunities to expand.
Several years ago a discussion was held about taking over a local FM radio station.
Instead of taking on the broadcast enterprise, Root said this was when it was decided to
increase the emphasis on The Signal website. He said the concern was that running the
radio station would weaken the core campus product. “We had to ask ourselves, would
we just prolong the death of the newspaper? We’re going to spread ourselves too thin,”
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he said.273 Devoting attention to the website, though, can be complementary for both the
online and print products. The cross promotion and cross content opportunities can allow
both to continue successfully.
Presenting a vibrant online product that draws people is important to the future of
The Signal, but the traditional print format is vital, too. “The print edition will always
have weight to it,” Root said. “It’s the edition bound and housed in the library. Our online
archive is helpful, but I don’t know if it will be accessible in 100 years.”274
Conclusion
Henderson State and Ouachita Baptist are the catalysts to change the media
landscape in their community, and if the students in the two universities’ journalism
programs do not buy in to the importance of what is happening, it could mean the end of
a local news source in the town. If they succeed, though, it could serve as a model for
other college newspapers in the state.
The Oracle: CE is the result of college students and faculty members, along with
some help from a newspaper publisher down the highway and the state press association,
deciding to serve their community in the purest of ways. Just like The Michigan Daily at
the University of Michigan is the only newspaper in Ann Arbor, the Oracle: CE is the
sole print publication based in Arkadelphia. The result of this effort should be watched
closely, not only by college newspapers, but by professional publications, too. A
struggling newspaper — and that is just about all of them — should look to work with
local college students, providing benefits for the students and for the publication. The
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effort in southwest Arkansas shows how college students can make their mark beyond the
campus borders.
The Oracle at Henderson State and its adviser, Steve Listopad, deserve accolades
for taking on this task. Turning a local newspaper over to college students and even
making a student the editor is daunting. The next step is to further involve the college
students across 10th Street at Ouachita Baptist. College journalists have worked together
in other instances, such as to cover sports, and competing professional journalists
participated in a collaboration that resulted in their winning a Pulitzer Prize.275 It will
benefit the community, as well as the students at both schools, when the Oracle: CE
includes regular contributions from Henderson State and Ouachita Baptist.
The Oracle: CE represents a major institutional change that is covered in
organizational ecology. When the Henderson State administration declined to take over
the Arkadelphia Dispatch, it was the students with the independent newspaper who
considered the variation, selected it, and hope to retain it through the production of a
successful community newspaper. At Ouachita Baptist, changes are possible as different
students are put in the position of editor, which limits the retention aspect of
organizational ecology. What an editor institutes one semester could be replaced in the
following semester by the next editor.
The students will have opportunities to cover a wider range of issues and people,
giving them more experience and better portfolios as they move forward in life. Those
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involved also will gain from being around peers from a different organization who might
look at coverage options differently or have ideas that could be instituted in the college
publications, as well. If the students are willing to listen to their rivals and to each be
equally involved in the process, the community, the newspapers, and the students all will
be rewarded.
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CHAPTER V – NORTHWEST ARKANSAS
The University of Arkansas-Fayetteville is growing. The city of Fayetteville is
growing. The northwest corner of the state in which they are located is growing. The area
is home to the corporate offices of Walmart and Tyson Foods. The internationally
renowned Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art opened in 2011 in Bentonville,
which is home to NorthWest Arkansas Community College and is just north of
Fayetteville. The region is known for its amenities and quality of life, its arts and culture,
and it has become a southern megalopolis as multiple cities have grown together.
The population of Washington County, which includes Fayetteville, grew by
21.1% from 2010 to 2020, and this figure was surpassed in Arkansas only by
Bentonville’s home county, Benton County, which added to its population by 28.5%.
Fayetteville itself saw its population reach 93,949, a 10-year increase of 27.7% that
makes it the second-largest city in Arkansas behind Little Rock. But Bentonville almost
doubled Fayetteville’s growth rate during the decade, increasing its population by 53.4%
to reach 54,164 people.276 As noted, the University of Arkansas-Fayetteville did not miss
out on this regional growth trend. The university’s enrollment grew every year
throughout the largest portion of the decade, reaching 27,778 students in fall 2018.
Although the number of students dropped to 27,559 in fall 2019, the enrollment growth
for the 10-year period was 28.9%.277
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University of Arkansas-Fayetteville Traveler
On the campus of the university, though, The Arkansas Traveler, the independent
student newspaper, has struggled to find readers, and finances have become tighter. The
Traveler used to be a daily newspaper, but through the years has reduced its print
schedule to three times a week, to weekly, and finally to monthly in 2018. The adviser,
Bret Schulte, said the shift to monthly publication was done to make more money
available for salaries and to improve the newspaper’s website, which is uatrav.com.278
Robyn Ledbetter, director of student media at Arkansas-Fayetteville, said 10,000
copies of the weekly paper were printed in years past, but that number declined, too, over
time and is at 3,000 for the monthly edition, with only a small number of those circulated
off campus. The number of copies picked up each month “is nothing like it used to be,”
she said. “Mostly it is faculty and administration picking up the paper, and some students,
depending on what is printed.”279
‘They want the experience’
The Traveler did not have a printed newspaper during the 2020-21 pandemic year.
“We’re going back to a monthly publication printed the first Wednesday of each month,”
Ledbetter said before the fall of 2021 semester began. “We are going to keep a close eye
on our pickup rate. We have it in our contract with our printer. I have a feeling we will
change to 1,500 in the spring [of 2022].”280
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Schulte said the monthly newspaper runs from 12 to 18 pages and each issue has a
focused theme, even though other content is included, too.281
Ledbetter does not see the printed edition going away, though, in large part
because of the students who are producing it. “They want the experience; they want to be
in the newsroom; they still want to print that paper,” she said.282 A large part of what the
students are seeking and what they enjoy about the work, Ledbetter added, is the
camaraderie that they get from being in a newsroom and working together.
What has gone away, just like with other college newspapers, is advertising in
The Traveler. Ledbetter, who has been in her position since 2017, said, “The Traveler
was the bread and butter” for the university’s student media. “It generated revenue
through advertising and had a full-time adult advertising manager.” But through the years
the advertising revenue plummeted.
Cheri Freeland, student media business manager at Arkansas-Fayetteville, stated
that in the 2013-14 academic year The Traveler generated $80,200 in advertising in the
printed product and $2,500 on the website for a total of $82,700. The website advertising
was all from a single client. In 2019-20, advertising in The Traveler amounted to
approximately $13,600, she reported, including $13,000 in print and $600 in online
sales.283
Student-led media at Arkansas-Fayetteville is composed of The Traveler; UATV;
KUXA, a National Public Radio affiliate that includes student-produced content; The
Razorback yearbook; The Hill, a journalistic literary magazine published annually; and
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Main Hill Media, an advertising agency. Ledbetter oversees all six of the media outlets,
which means she works with the editors and managers, and handles personnel and budget
matters.
The decline in advertising has led the Arkansas-Fayetteville student media and
Ledbetter to be careful with their budgets. “We are very conservative,” Ledbetter said. As
an example, she said travel has been infrequent. “We typically don’t send them unless
they’ve won some award,” she said, while adding that the editor and adviser can try to
justify other travel to her.284
Student-based ad agency
Main Hill Media also is a revenue source for the outlets. Ledbetter said, “We
didn’t have a lab experience for students in advertising and public relations, so this led to
the ad agency.”285 The ad agency provides services to the public in social media
management, web design, and ad sales. It handles all advertising for The Traveler, with
the newspaper having no advertising staff. Ledbetter said the revenue that Main Hill
Media generates is available to all student media. “It goes wherever it is needed,” she
said.286
What has been good for Main Hill Media has been bad for The Traveler print
edition. “Usually the first thing they [clients] want is social media advertising,” Ledbetter
said. “That’s been way more popular than the print newspaper.” Social media advertising
has been a “steady stream” of revenue for the ad agency. She said it is popular because
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“It’s a new look, a new feel for their business.”287 Also popular is video production,
which produced $4,500 in revenue for Main Hill Media in 2019-20.288 The ad agency
students also have pushed ad bundles to clients, in which a business receives ad
placement in several formats or media outlets.289
Students working for Main Hill Media have done a good job, she said, of
following up with advertisers and using an evaluation form to get feedback on their work.
Speaking of the students, Ledbetter said, “We kind of know what we are doing for the
first time.”290 In addition to the advertising and public relations students working for the
ad agency, she said, numerous marketing students are involved, too.
Some success has occurred regarding advertising in The Traveler. Ledbetter said
that when the newspaper had a special advertising package involving the NCAA men’s
basketball championship bracket, “They sold it all. They had no more space to sell.”291
Student media also benefit from a dedicated student fee. All ArkansasFayetteville students pay a media fee of 90 cents per credit hour with the six outlets
sharing the proceeds. The media fee was 69 cents per credit hour in fall 2013. It increased
in the following years to 80 cents per credit hour in 2015, 84 cents in 2016, 86 cents in
2017, 88 cents in 2018, and 90 cents in 2019.292
The Arkansas-Fayetteville student media do not receive any other revenue, but,
Ledbetter said, “One of the things we hope to do is to launch fundraising efforts to pay
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for scholarships for all of our student managers.”293 Even with the concerns over
finances, she said, “The payroll pretty much has looked the same over the years,” but all
expenses for students have increased. “This is not a place to get rich. You have to be here
for the right reasons, but I don’t want them living in poverty,” Ledbetter said.294 Even as
the university’s enrollment grew by more than 6,000 students over a 10-year period,
Freeland said the size of the staff has been constant. She said The Traveler generally has
about 10 student editors and 15 staff writers and photographers.295
No staff requirement
The student media staffs at Arkansas-Fayetteville are all volunteers. The
journalism program does not require students in the program to participate. “Recruitment
is a perpetual problem” for the newspaper, Schulte said. “Recruiting has taken place
largely by student editors going class to class and saying to journalism students ‘you
should do this and this is why.’”296 He said journalism faculty also encourage students to
get involved, and editors will promote staff opportunities on social media. The staff
mostly is composed of journalism students, but, he said, “Some students wander in from
other majors.”297 Schulte said all staff members have the opportunity to be paid, but the
rates are low, with writers receiving $7 per article.
Reducing the print schedule of The Traveler to a monthly publication also was
intended to direct more staff attention to uatrav.com. Schulte said that when The Traveler
was published weekly, the website was not being updated daily. “That was
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unacceptable,” he said. “We are on a 24-hour news cycle,” but there was no consistency
to when content was posted online.298 A single staff is responsible for both the website
and the printed newspaper, an arrangement that Ledbetter expected to continue, although
she added that the editor of The
Traveler could have a different

Table 4
uatrav.com website features

organizational structure in mind.299
The website always had a mixture
of original content and articles that
had appeared in print. Some online
articles also found their way onto
the pages of the printed newspaper.
Eliminating the weekly newspaper
“force[d] them to do more daily

Arkansas-Fayetteville *
Photo galleries**
Video
Audio
Hyperlinks
Reporter contact***
Reporter bio
Reporter photo
Graphics
Interactive graphics

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

*During 2020-21 academic year
**Includes multiple photos accompanying articles
***Email or personal social media links

reporting,” Schulte said.300
Pandemic coverage
Ledbetter said it wasn’t until the COVID-19 pandemic hit and students were
forced to put all their work on the website that the online product took off.301
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Figure 1. Interactive COVID-19 graphic on uatrav.com.
The Traveler staff at Arkansas-Fayetteville would update the campus coronavirus information in this online graphic daily.

Students had repeatedly been told about the importance of online analytics in
assessing the effectiveness of the content and what people are interested in seeing, she
said. “We have talked about why you need people in pictures and the importance of
color in graphics. Content matters.”302
An interactive COVID-19 dashboard (Figure 1) was added to The Traveler
website, and the newspaper had a “COVID team” producing data-driven content on the
pandemic. “Our students did a really good job of covering COVID,” she said, and even
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the university would direct people who wanted campus coronavirus information to the
newspaper’s website.303
A graduate assistant has had the responsibility of following online analytics in a
position that has been grant funded, Ledbetter said. The executive editor is involved, too,
as the newspaper continuously examines, “What is your best delivering medium,” she
added.304
Among the changes the students made was the creation of a TikTok account.
TikTok is a social media platform where users can upload short videos. “They really
jumped in with new ideas,” she said, including creating more detailed and more visually
appealing graphics. “It wasn’t just “Go read this article.”305 As a result of the intense
online focus, Ledbetter said The Traveler website has increased its number of followers
since the pandemic began.
Social media success
The Traveler is the most active on social media of newspapers in this research and
has the followers to validate its efforts. On Twitter, the newspaper has 11,456 followers,
which is almost 10 times as many as the next highest college newspaper studied,
Ouachita Baptist, which has 1,180 followers. The Traveler tweeted 372 times (this
includes original tweets and retweets) in the 2020-21 school year and had 29 tweets
through the first month of the fall of 2021semester. After the pandemic closed campus in
spring of 2020, the newspaper tweeted 57 times before the end of that semester. The
Traveler has 5,289 followers on Facebook, while the second-highest number is 1,939 at
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Arkansas State University. The Facebook page started the first month of the fall of 2021
semester with 69 posts. The 1,470 followers The Traveler has on Instagram are not
receiving as much information. The newspaper posted 30 times on the account in the
2020-21 school year, and five times at the first of the fall of 2021 semester. Only one post
was made in spring of 2020 after the campus closed. The newspaper has a Hootsuite
account, which allows it to schedule social media posts. The TikTok account has 33
followers and four posts. Even with the highest numbers of followers on social media,
The Traveler accounts receive little reaction online. The vast majority of posts across
accounts have no “likes,” and those that do — and content about the university’s athletic
teams receive the most — rarely have as many as 10. Comments on the posts are even
more infrequent.
Ledbetter said the newspaper staff created a social media and website handbook
around 2019 to guide the use of the different platforms. The staff has dabbled in live
tweeting and Facebook Live but have not made either a consistent feature. She said some
advertising has been sold involving Facebook Live. The Traveler added a smartphone
app but eliminated it after having only two downloads in a year.306 Ledbetter said there is
interest in resurrecting the app.
NorthWest Arkansas Community College Eagle View
Some advisers of college newspapers have vast experience in professional
journalism. Others have years teaching journalism classes at the college level. Many find
themselves working at a four-year institution with a publication that has a century or
more of publishing history on which they can draw.
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Then there is Denise Nemec.
After serving as an English instructor for a decade at NorthWest Arkansas
Community College in Bentonville, Nemec was approached by the administration of the
two-year school in 2007 and asked if she would establish and advise a student newspaper.
“I had noticed that a student group had begun producing a newsprint newsletter. It
seemed very newspaperish, but it was not a newspaper,” Nemec said. She started the
student newspaper in the fall of 2007 with the help of an adjunct professor who had
experience in journalism. “I proposed taking a sabbatical to learn about community
newspapers and to bring back what I learned about them.” That sabbatical was in the
spring of 2008 — the adjunct professor served as adviser during the semester — and gave
Nemec her first exposure to the world of journalism. “I had no journalism experience,”
she said.307
Nemec has been adviser of the Eagle View student newspaper since then and also
has taken on teaching journalism classes in addition to English. “I have felt like a sheep
in wolf’s clothing,” she said, “but I’ve learned a lot.”308
On top of learning journalism from scratch and having to teach the topic to
students in a newspaper setting, Nemec also must contend with a population that turns
over much faster than at a four-year institution. “If we are lucky, we have someone for
two years.”309 She said the staff might start the school year with 20 to 25 volunteers, but
by the end of the school year the number is down to only seven or eight. There have been
times when a 100% turnover in staff occurred from one semester to the next.
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And 2021 was one of those times. “At the end of the spring semester, none of the
students who were on staff said they were coming back,” said Nemec, who was unsure as
the semester ended if the campus would have a newspaper in the fall. “But eight have
stepped up. We are so thankful we have these students who were willing to step up,” she
said at the start of the fall of 2021 semester. None of the students who expressed interest
had journalism experience, so the student leadership had not been established. “We still
don’t have a student editor, but we think we have some good candidates.”310
The Eagle View — the only student newspaper at a two-year college in Arkansas
— does have plenty of students from which to pull a newspaper staff. NorthWest
Arkansas Community College was established in 1990 with an enrollment of 1,200 and
has grown to become the largest two-year institution in the state with a fall of 2019
enrollment of 8,383. This includes students taking classes at a Bentonville facility
separate from the main campus and at a location in Springdale, which is south of
Bentonville in adjacent Washington County. Enrollment at the school fluctuated
throughout the decade of the 2010s, reaching a low of 7,744 in fall of 2015. However, the
high enrollment of 8,383 at the end of the decade was 18 students more than the
enrollment in fall of 2010 of 8,365.311
Nontraditional commuter students
As a two-year school, NorthWest Arkansas Community College has a large
number of nontraditional students, and all students commute to campus. This makes it
difficult to build a staff, even though the college offers two certificates in media, which
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include the journalism classes. Students who are studying journalism are required to be
on staff for two semesters.
“We have depended heavily on being able to attend the first-of-semester events
that happen around campus,” Nemec said, adding that staff members and she will attend
these gatherings to tell students about the Eagle View. “I recruit in my classes. My
colleagues in the English department will recruit,” and editors will go to classes and other
places to encourage students to join the staff.312 The staff also will attend other campus
events and put up fliers to let students know about joining the newspaper.
“We also do a boot camp at the beginning of the fall semester and sometimes at
the beginning of the spring semester,” Nemec said. “These will draw some people in.” At
the daylong boot camp — during which breakfast, lunch, and snacks are provided —
students are taught how to write a basic article, how to take a photograph, and how to
submit the work to the Eagle View’s production system. “They actually get experience
doing what we are going to ask them to do,” she said. “It covers the basics of reporting
and writing, interviewing, style, what to expect from editors.”313
Nemec said the Eagle View has changed depending on the vision of the editor.
“Each new editor brings in his or her own distinctive style of leadership, and each one
has emphasized different aspects of journalism,” she said.314 Among these changes have
been additional focus on investigative journalism, student activities, or seeking oncampus angles for off-campus news stories.
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The college funded the Eagle View launch and its first several years with an
annual allocation of $4,000. The newspaper had an agreement in which the Springdale
Morning News would print the college newspaper at no charge in exchange for being able
to sell advertising onto its pages. Several newspapers in northwest Arkansas, including
the Morning News, have merged into Northwest Arkansas Newspapers, but the printing
contract remains in effect.
Advertising ban
Around 2013, the printing agreement was amended to allow Eagle View students
to sell advertising in the newspaper as long as they avoided four primary advertisers in
the Morning News. “We did have the opportunity to sell ads, and we were doing great,”
Nemec said. “We probably were bringing in around $5,000 per year.”315 One advantage
of the staff-produced ad sales was the revenue went to the publication and could directly
benefit students. The college allocation paid for the basic operation of the newspaper,
including software licenses, telephone, and travel. The advertising dollars paid for a
newsroom refrigerator, food, supplies, and additional travel to conferences.
The Eagle View hit the wall on advertising sales in 2018, but not because of the
unwillingness of students or businesses to participate. Nemec said the advertising receipts
were deposited in the newspaper’s account with the NWACC Foundation. Management
at the foundation changed, and “We were told we could not sell ads any more” because of
the foundation’s tax status as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit entity, Nemec said.316 “The college
allowed it [advertising sales by staff] for about five or six years and then claimed sales
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were jeopardizing the NWACC Foundation’s nonprofit status, despite proof from SPLC
[Student Press Law Center] and others that ad sales for a student-produced product do not
qualify as earned income.”317
Mattie Bailey, an adjunct faculty member and newspaper lab supervisor at
NorthWest Arkansas Community College, handles much of the finances of the Eagle
View in addition to teaching a journalism class. Although the foundation maintained
accounts for student organizations, she said, the reasoning for the prohibition was the
money was being generated through advertising. She said, “We were told that this is
outside the business of the foundation. You can’t put money from ad sales into a
foundation account.”318 In addition to this, Nemec said the newspaper was told it could
not have an account with the college or with an outside financial institution.319 Nemec
and Bailey both said they tried repeatedly to find a way to make advertising sales
acceptable, with Bailey saying she tried to make the point that the work in generating
advertising sales was part of the education process for the students; however, all their
efforts were unsuccessful.320
Even when advertising was possible for the Eagle View, Bailey said it was
difficult to find students willing to do the work. “We have enough trouble getting
students to be on the newspaper staff, much less to try to sell ads. We would email
business teachers and say, ‘hey, can we come to talk to your business classes.’” She said
teachers were asked to make recommendations of students who might show a penchant
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for or interest in ad sales, or to just provide information about the newspaper to those
students. “We never got any response or recommendations,” she said.321
Without a regular advertising staff, Bailey said, “Usually the ads that were sold
were to people who approached us over the years. They were coming to us; it’s not me
going out and beating the bushes.” When ads were allowed, she said, “I would try to do
some things over the summer,” such as contacting advertisers who had been in the
newspaper in the previous year. “But I haven’t done anything with advertising in the past
year and a half,” she said in 2020. “It came to be such a hassle that I stopped. I’m tired of
pulling my hair out.”322
Reduced budget
Not having advertising sales left the Eagle View dependent on the college for its
funding. However, the newspaper’s line item in the college budget has been reduced. In
the 2013-14 school year, the college provided $4,000 for the newspaper’s operation,
along with $1,000 for travel. The Eagle View also received $3,050 from the NWACC
Foundation for two scholarships to pay the editor-in-chief and the managing editor and
still was generating advertising revenue.
For 2020-21 the newspaper again had no advertising revenue, and its allocation
from the college was $2,500 — $2,000 in operations funds and $500 for travel.
Scholarship money from the foundation was reduced to $1,700.323 Nemec said, regarding
the operations money the college provided, almost $2,000 is needed to pay for the
newspaper’s Adobe Creative Cloud software subscriptions. Because travel was
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eliminated during the 2020-21 pandemic academic year, the $500 in travel funds could be
used for other newspaper expenses throughout the year.324 “On so many levels I really am
thankful to the college and the administration for the support they have given the Eagle
View. The college has been fantastic to provide space …. The college provided the
computer hardware,” but after paying for its software licenses the newspaper has little
money left on which to operate.325
NorthWest Arkansas Community College authorized two federally funded workstudy positions for the Eagle View in 2018, Nemec said, and when one or both editors
qualified for these positions, the foundation scholarship money was divided among other
staff members. Budget concerns at the college during the COVID-19 pandemic led to the
newspaper receiving only one work-study slot in 2020-21, but it was to have two again in
2021-22. Nemec was uncertain if the newspaper would receive foundation money for
scholarships during the 2020-21 school year.
The Eagle View has tried to generate revenue in ways other than advertising.
Nemec said, “In the early days of the paper, we did bake sakes; we did T-shirt sales. We
raised money that way.” She estimated the bake sale brought in around $50 and the Tshirt sales were worth about $200 to the newspaper. The newspaper also sponsored a run
through campus. “That was a very, very stressful time trying to organize the run because
there were so many factors that had to be considered.” At the end, the newspaper profited
approximately $100, she said, and “It did not build readership, and it did not lead to
people knowing more about the paper.”326
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Lacking website
The lack of funding has hampered the Eagle View as it has tried to provide
content in the internet age. The newspaper had a website for five or six years, Nemec
said, but shut it down in fall 2018 because of the expense. “Mostly we dropped it because
we couldn’t afford even that,” she said. Plans to launch a new website have not come to
fruition. “That’s one of the things that’s going to change” if money can be found to pay
for it.327
Nemec said, “The college wants the Eagle View to move into the 21st century by
moving to a website, but it won’t give us enough money to make it happen.”328 Although
she recognizes the need for a website and wants the Eagle View to have one, Nemec has
concerns about maintaining a site even if the newspaper could afford one. On an allcommuter campus where most students on staff are volunteers and are producing a
monthly newspaper, she worries that students would not produce enough current content
to keep the site updated.
Not only are all students commuters, but Nemec said most have full-time jobs
outside of their classes. “We have to be careful about pushing them toward doing
something that might take a lot of time.”329 She also said, “We might get lucky some
semesters and have a gung-ho student, maybe two” who would write and post online
regularly, “but we can’t be sure.”330
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Turning to social media
Even without a website, Nemec said the staff uses social media to promote the
newspaper’s articles and sometimes to post original content. “We’re active on
Facebook,” she said. “That’s where the editors have been posting. When the students post
to Facebook, they are much more structured. They resize the photographs; they have
guidelines on how to post. They also will do unique announcements on Facebook, such as
campus events that are to be held. We have a Facebook policy that is written, but it’s not
formal. It was created by a very savvy Facebook user who served as editor for one
semester.”331
One drawback of the Eagle View not having a website is some full articles are
posted on Facebook. Although it is good that the staff is looking to get content to readers,
the format of a Facebook posts makes it difficult to read a long newspaper article that is
in a single post.
The Eagle View Facebook page had 20 posts in the remainder of the spring of
2020 semester following the campus shutdown for COVID-19, and 53 posts during the
2020-21 school year. In the first part of the fall of 2021 semester, the page had two posts,
even though Nemec was forming a new staff. The page had 723 followers, but Nemec
said the newspaper receives little feedback on its posts. When posts are shared, she said it
typically is by faculty or administrators at the college.332 The newspaper’s Instagram
account has had no activity since two posts late in the spring of 2020. The Eagle View
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Twitter account was reactivated in September 2021 after being suspended by Twitter.
Bailey said she does not know why it was suspended.
The staff has used a blog site (eagleview.news.blog) to post some articles and
photographs from the printed newspaper, but the blog has not been promoted. “You kind
of have to know about it,” Nemec said. “They promote the Facebook page on the
masthead [of the printed newspaper], but they don’t promote the blog site.”333 Some
social media posts relate to content on the blog.
Nemec said the Eagle View editor who developed the Facebook policy also
watched the analytics closely. “A couple of editors who came after her were heavy into
the analytics, too. When they left, that died with them. The editors who came after them
didn’t give a hoot about that stuff, even though we showed them how to use it.”334 It was
helpful when the editors followed the metrics, she said, because “It let the staff know
what people were looking at and was the Eagle View succeeding in reaching people.”
Nemec said the analytics from Facebook did influence what the newspaper covered.335
No printing allowed
The NorthWest Arkansas Community College website does have a web page
devoted to the Eagle View. The page includes PDFs of the Eagle View print editions. In
the 2020-21 school year, these web images of the newspaper were the only ones
available. The college had concerns about the possibility of COVID-19 being transmitted
on copies of the newspaper and would not allow the newspaper to be printed, leaving
only the online PDFs for people to see. Nemec said she did not ask the college if the
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newspaper could post articles directly on the web page in addition to having the
newspaper PDFs.336
Eager editors
The Eagle View began as a tabloid publication in 2008 with an agreement to
publish at least two editions per semester. “We saw that the editors were eager to do
more; they wanted to do more.”337 Within a year or two, the newspaper was publishing
eight or nine times a year, and it switched to a broadsheet format in 2014. She said the
Eagle View typically has eight pages per issue but has ranged from six pages to 12 pages
— the latter being when advertising still was part of the publication. Having more than 12
pages would require the Eagle View to pay for its printing. Nemec said that happened
once.338 “[A]ll staff are frequently and enthusiastically encouraged to present their ideas
for stories, many of which are then offered up as assignment options,” she said.339
During the 2020-21 pandemic year, the staff produced two newspapers each
semester, which were available only on the college’s website. Nemec said the print
edition will be back in the fall of 2021 semester. “We’re publishing twice in the fall. We
don’t know about the spring. We’re waiting to see how things work.” The plan is to have
four pages in the first edition. “If we have more copy, it’s possible we could have more
pages,” she said, adding that Northwest Arkansas Newspapers always has worked to
accommodate the Eagle View.340
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Four thousand copies of the newspaper are printed because of the structure of the
advertising sales agreement with Northwest Arkansas Newspapers. “We bring back at
least half of what we put out,” Nemec said. The returns are not formally counted, but
“eyeball reckonings” are made of the returns and whether particular distribution locations
are effective. “We have asked to reduce” the press run, but to no avail.341
Community circulation
Distribution of the newspaper is not limited to campus. Nemec said, “We are way
into the community. We take them to the library; we take them to the coffee shops; we
take them to restaurants. We go anywhere we have permission.”342 The newspapers also
are taken into other cities in the area, including Fayetteville and Rogers. Additionally, she
said that if students are willing to make the deliveries the newspaper has been placed in
smaller towns throughout northwest Arkansas.
To cover the campuses of NorthWest Arkansas Community College, the Eagle
View is distributed on the main campus in Bentonville and at the satellite operations in
Bentonville and Springdale. “We have a couple of newspaper boxes that were donated to
us. Those are on the main campus.”343 About 10 logoed wire racks are on campus, too.
No racks are used at any of the off-campus distribution points. At times staff members
have gone into classes and handed out copies of the newspaper to students, and the
newspaper is left in faculty mail.
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Conclusion
The Traveler and the Eagle View, although located only a few miles apart
geographically, are miles apart in resources and support. The Traveler receives most of
its funding from a student media fee that keeps producing more revenue as the
university’s enrollment climbs. The Eagle View relies on a college line item that is half of
what it was at one time.
The commuter makeup of the student body and the other demands on staff
members’ time affect how and what the Eagle View covers. This leads to coverage that
focuses on the campus. Nemec said some events, concerts, and political rallies in
northwest Arkansas have been covered. “The students covered the Mike Bloomberg visit
to Bentonville” when the former New York City mayor was seeking the Democratic
Party’s nomination for president in 2020. “Every once in a while they will have a feature
story” from off-campus, she said.344 “Several editors have wanted to bring the world (or
the world of NWA, at least) into Eagle View, so they found ways to connect that larger
news to NWACC and make it relevant to Eagle View readership.”345
Staff turnover and funding issues put the Eagle View in a unique situation among
Arkansas college newspapers, not just with its counterpart in Fayetteville 27 miles to the
south. The turnover aspect could be expected because NorthWest Arkansas Community
College offers only certificates in media and not an associate’s degree in journalism or
media. As a two-year commuter school, students have fewer semesters on staff and less
time to spend on the newspaper. This creates a challenge because even the experienced
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students cannot be expected to have as much knowledge and training as those at a fouryear institution who have been on a newspaper staff for most of their time at the
university and who have had many more classes in journalism. It also does not leave as
much time for students to be trained in journalistic leadership roles before they are asked
to step up and fill those positions on the staff.
It is to the credit of the Eagle View students when they determined they wanted to
produce more issues during the school year than the college required. This variation — as
the organizational ecology theory defines it — was retained at the school, despite
dwindling financial resources, until COVID-19 temporarily ended printing.
Changes editors introduced to improve the production process also have been
retained, Nemec said. These include creating a new system for copyediting, changing the
layout of the newsroom, implementing a policy for posting to Facebook, and offering
monthly incentives for meeting deadlines.346
For the Eagle View to thrive, it needs a viable online presence that goes beyond
Facebook posts that are entire articles from the newspaper. It is positive that the
newspaper is using the social media platform to share its content, but the formatting of a
Facebook post makes the articles difficult to read. The articles posted on the blog site are
more reader friendly but do not include photographs or other art elements. Also, if the
blog site is not promoted, as Nemec said, it is difficult for people to find it. At times the
Eagle View has posted links to the blog site on social media, which is a better approach
than placing the entire story as a Facebook comment.
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The lack of an Eagle View website, though, is not through the fault of the adviser
or the staff. Without sufficient financing to pay for a quality website, the newspaper is
left with page PDFs that are buried on the college’s website. The funding the newspaper
receives from the college is inadequate to allow the Eagle View to fulfill its mission in an
internet age. Yet, as long as the college foundation prohibits the newspaper from selling
advertising, it has no readily available options for generating other revenue.
Nemec said, “[The] Eagle View was expected to pay for everything out of its
$2,500 [maintenance and operations] allotment, out of which nearly $2,000 went to pay
for Adobe Creative Cloud software subscriptions. … What it means is Eagle View won’t
be able to submit as many contest entries, will have fewer institutional memberships, and
won’t be able to send many, or any, students to conferences.”347
The Traveler has shown the strongest shift to online journalism among its
Arkansas college newspaper peers. Its website and social media accounts carry more
content and have considerably more followers that any other. Of course, the enrollment is
more than twice that of the second-largest university, and its alumni base is exponentially
larger. However, the size advantage has not translated into a growing newspaper staff or
people reacting to the online content.
The biggest change in Arkansas-Fayetteville student media is the addition of
Main Hill Media. Although the need for a program for public relations and advertising
students drove the idea, its implementation and retention under organizational ecology
benefits the students who work for it and all student media that share in the revenues it
produces.
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The newspaper’s website has a good interactive feature with data relating to
COVID-19 but lacks other interactive components. Online video content is limited. For
example, only five videos were uploaded during the 2020-21 school year, and three of
those were posted within eight days of each other, including two on the same day. The
addition of a TikTok channel, a social media video platform that is highly popular among
the young adult population, is an additional variation that is a good way to draw college
students to the newspaper’s content. The Traveler’s use of the medium has been limited
thus far.
Although the newspaper’s advertising revenue has tumbled in recent years, it still
has three advantages on the financial side. One is a student fee that is dedicated to student
media. Although The Traveler shares the proceeds with other student media outlets, it is
less susceptible to the whims of a university budgeting process. A second advantage is
the growing enrollment at the university. More students mean more fee revenue for all
student media. Finally, with Main Hill Media filling the role for advertising sales, the
newspaper staff does not have to worry about dealing with that aspect of the publication.
Students interested in journalism rarely are interested in advertising. Having a separate
outlet on campus with the purpose of selling advertising and promotional content frees
the student journalists to focus on their primary responsibilities.
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CHAPTER VI – NORTHEAST ARKANSAS
Jonesboro, Arkansas is a growing, thriving community surrounded by rice,
soybean, and cotton fields in the Mississippi River Delta region. Along with the area’s
extensive economic ties to agriculture, the city has a strong industrial base, is a health
care hub for northeast Arkansas and southeast Missouri, and is home to Arkansas State
University. The city saw its population grow from 67,263 in the 2010 U.S. Census to
78,576 a decade later, an increase of 16.8%. During those 10 years — not counting
Craighead County in which Jonesboro is located — all but one other Arkansas county in
the Delta lost population. Most of those counties saw their populations decline by more
than 5%, and Phillips County, which is approximately 100 miles south of Jonesboro, had
the largest population falloff in the state between the two census counts, losing 23.8% of
its residents.348
Arkansas State University Herald
As with most universities, Arkansas State draws a large portion of its students
from its geographic region. The university did see overall growth during this time, as
enrollment climbed from 13,410 in 2010 to 13,891 in 2019 — a 3.5% increase. However,
enrollment peaked at 14,144 in 2017 and then declined each of the subsequent two
years.349
Arkansas State is served by The Herald, a weekly independent student newspaper,
along with a variety of other media: student-led radio in Red Wolf Radio, student-led
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television in ASU-TV, an on-campus National Public Radio affiliate station in KASU,
and a student-operated regional online news service in Delta Digital News Service.
The Herald, which has its own website in addition to a print edition, focuses it
coverage on campus, while the Delta Digital News Service has the goal of being a news
source for 41 counties in eastern Arkansas, as well as venturing into the bootheel of
Missouri and possibly across the Mississippi River into Tennessee and Mississippi.
Sandra Combs has been on the faculty at Arkansas State School of Media and
Journalism since August 2008 and became the adviser of The Herald in April 2015 when
Bonnie Thrasher, who had been the adviser for more than 20 years, died unexpectedly.
Combs spent more than two decades in newspaper journalism before moving into higher
education. She worked at the News-Press in Fort Myers, Florida, for two years before
spending the next 20 years at the Oakland Press in Pontiac, Michigan. At the Oakland
Press, she worked as the metro editor and was on the newspaper’s editorial board, being
the first person of color to serve in each of the positions. Combs also was an editorial
writer at the Detroit News for one year. Prior to joining the faculty at Arkansas State,
Combs taught at Wayne State University in Detroit and at Michigan State University.
Recruiting business students
The Herald, which celebrated its 100th anniversary in 2021, operates as part of the
university’s overall budget without a designated internal revenue source, such as a
student fee. Combs does not create the annual budget, although she is responsible for
ensuring that the publication’s finances are in order. The newspaper is able to have
advertising in its print edition and online, but that revenue stream has “gone to practically
nothing,” she said. “When I took over, there were two staffers who were in charge of
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selling ads, but they weren’t doing anything. If they sold three ads that whole year, I’m a
white woman. It just didn’t happen.”350
Combs developed an agreement with the Arkansas State College of Business in
which business students took over the newspaper’s ad sales. The partnership lasted only
one semester, however, “because the university was so dogmatic about the way students
were going to get paid. We had more ads in that semester than any time that I’ve been
here, but the students didn’t get paid” because the university would not approve a
commission-based pay structure instead of a standard hourly wage.351
Repaying the university
Brad Rawlins, director of the Arkansas State School of Media and Journalism,
said the university’s approach to The Herald finances had been to supply the budget but
to expect a portion of the total to be repaid.352 This is the same system that was in place at
Arkansas-Little Rock for The Forum. In 2013, the university provided $82,000 and The
Herald was expected to repay $29,000 of the amount (35% of the total) through
advertising sales. As the newspaper’s advertising revenue declined, the expected
reimbursement amount fell, but so did the university’s allocation. Rawlins reported that
the 2019 Herald budget of $65,776 included anticipated advertising revenue due to the
university of $8,750 (13%). The 2021 budget is listed at $55,768 from the university with
nothing expected in terms of advertising. The 2021 figure does not include a 20%
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reduction in supplies, services, and travel funds that all academic and auxiliary units at
the university had to absorb. This makes the actual budget $50,644.353
Minimum-wage impact
Even as The Herald has operated on less money, it has seen its expenses increase,
especially in staff pay. Combs said The Herald staff averages around 15 students,
including about seven in editor positions. “Everybody is paid based on the hours they
work. For example, if a photographer goes to a basketball game and turns in pictures,
they are paid for the time they spent on it.”354 The staff members are considered student
workers and are paid minimum wage. The editor in chief receives 50 cents an hour above
minimum wage and also is on scholarship.
In Arkansas, a grassroots effort garnered enough signatures from the state’s voters
to allow on the 2018 general election ballot a proposed initiated act to raise the state’s
minimum wage. At the time, the state’s minimum wage was $8.50 per hour. The initiated
act, which passed, included a three-step increase in the minimum wage. On January 1,
2019, the state’s minimum wage was raised to $9.25 per hour. One year later it was
increased to $10 per hour, and on January 1, 2021, it went up to $11 per hour.355
“Minimum wage takes a big chunk” of the budget, Combs said.356
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In-house printing press
One positive fact for The Herald on the financial side is it receives a high-quality
printed product for a minimal cost. The Herald utilizes the university’s printing facility
that is part of the graphic communication program in the School of Media and
Journalism. “We have a very expensive printing press [on campus]. It is able to use a
different, heavier type paper and to use color. We have color on every page,” Combs
said.357 The Herald still must pay for printing. Combs said the cost is less than $400 per
week for 2,000 to 3,000 copies of an eight-page newspaper. The newspaper is in a
broadsheet format, although Combs said the page size is between that of a traditional
broadsheet and tabloid. The print shop also handles the distribution of the newspaper on
campus and collects the returns.
The Herald is distributed only on campus, and Combs said that is where the staff
focuses its coverage. “When there are pride parades in Jonesboro, the staff is going to
cover it. When the A-State LGBT group goes to Memphis for a pride parade, that will get
covered,” she said, but those are exceptions.358
Delta Digital News Service
For news occurring off campus, the Delta Digital News Service provides an
online platform for student work at deltanewsservice.com. Ron Sitton, who joined the
Arkansas State journalism faculty in fall of 2015, launched the news service the
following spring. Realizing that students needed more opportunities to report and that the
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Delta region was short on news resources, Sitton said, “I just went home and built the
platform over the Christmas break and said, ‘Hey, what do you want to do with it?’”359
Sitton, who has print experience working for the North Little Rock Times in North
Little Rock, Arkansas, and The Trucker magazine, along with freelance journalism, had
established a website while he was in graduate school at the University of Tennessee and
had started a student newspaper at the University of Arkansas-Monticello when he was
hired as faculty there. “As long as you have computer access and internet access, you can
do it from anywhere,” Sitton said of
the news service.
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no university funds but was launched
with a $10,000 grant from the Fred Darragh Foundation.361
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Double websites
With both The Herald and the Delta Digital News Service having websites, Sitton
said the key difference — which he also sees as a key advantage for students — is the
broad area that the news service covers. “The Herald is covering ASU, unless you can
find a community angle,” he said. “Students aren’t going to get the experience of being a
full journalist if all they are doing is covering campus news. They have to interview
people they don’t know. It pushes them into the uncomfortable position of deciding ‘is
this what I want to do?’ … Anything you want to cover in here [the Delta region] is fair
game.” He said the news service has had students covering beats in areas such as
government, public safety, religion, and entertainment. “Whatever you have in a
newspaper,” Sitton said.362
Because of the difference in focus, neither Combs nor Sitton see the two outlets as
being in competition. “Absolutely not,” Combs said. “They [the news service] really stick
with noncampus stuff. If we were in full campus mode and had eight athletes test positive
for COVID, that would go in The Herald. If it was found out later that the students were
from different parts of northeast Arkansas and were going home, that information would
be in DDNS.”363
Combs said that when former President Bill Clinton came to Arkansas State, “The
Herald had its story and DDNS had its story. They were written by different
reporters.”364 Sitton said there has been “a little bit of crossover between the publications,
but not a lot. They [student reporters] will have something for one and it will cross over
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and be in something else as well.”365 This is limited to a large extent, he added, by the
different coverage areas for the newspaper and the news service.
Sitton has turned over the Delta Digital News Service advising responsibilities to
Arkansas State multimedia journalism instructor Terrance Armstard. One of Armstard’s
goals is to expand the news service’s coverage throughout the Delta region. He said the
site has good content, but it is focused almost exclusively on Jonesboro and Craighead
County. One way he sees to accomplish this expansion is through the assignment of
geographic beats. This would force students to find and report the news in locations other
than their own back yards.
News deserts created
The closure of small-town newspapers has created holes that the Delta Digital
News Service could step in and fill. Areas of northeast Arkansas have been left without a
local newspaper, as several publications have closed in recent years. Four towns within
an hour’s drive of Jonesboro have seen their weekly newspapers shut down or merge.
The Bald Knob North Central Arkansas Eagle closed in 2014. The Harrisburg Modern
News printed its last edition in 2018 after the retiring owner could not find a buyer. The
next year, the Imboden Journal ceased publication. Also in 2019, the Manila Town Crier
joined with the nearby Blytheville Courier. The merged newspaper was renamed the NEA
Town Courier and is published twice a week.366
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Encouraging students
For its first four years, Delta Digital News Service did not have is its own
dedicated staff. Armstard said students “were taking classes and their material was being
put on the DDNS website, so they didn’t see any need” to dedicate their time solely to the
news service.367
Arkansas State journalism students are not required to participate in student
media. “Anybody who wants to write, anybody who wants to take pictures” is welcome
in student media, Combs said. “Your major does not have to be in journalism. We get
some of the majors to publish and broadcast in those [different media platforms], but,
otherwise, it’s not required to be part of the staff.”368
Combs said, “In journalism classes we encourage it, if not give extra points, for
students to have something published in The Herald or put on ASU-TV or DDNS,” and
being published on the news service website is required in some upper-level classes.369
Within journalism classes, Sitton said, “We’re making the students go out and cover
stories. The stuff they do for class assignments become something that can be published
either in Red Wolf Radio, the newspaper, DDNS, or ASU-TV. The classes are feeding
the publications, and we’re trying to make the student work count.”370
In the summer of 2020, Armstard said, “I need to have students who are dedicated
to DDNS, not just submitting content to DDNS. I need a staff. I need a student who’s an
editor, who’s a news director, who’s a reporter.”371 A major hurdle to establishing a staff
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was that students working for The Herald were paid while those published on Delta
Digital News Service were not. The news service depended on output by students in
Sitton’s, Combs’, and Armstard’s classes for its content.
Without a staff — specifically editors — it fell to Sitton and Armstard as Delta
Digital News Service advisers to edit the work that has been submitted. “I realized I need
to function as an editor. Stories were submitted and they needed work. This is the real
world; it must be correct,” said Armstard,372 who has worked at newspapers in Monroe,
Louisiana, and El Dorado, Arkansas, and in marketing and as a photographer at the
University of Louisiana-Monroe.
Competing with professionals
Because of the direct hand that the advisers had in news service content, students’
work was not eligible for many collegiate competitions. This did not deter Sitton, who
submitted Delta Digital News Service content in professional contests, in which students
won a Society of Professional Journalists Diamond Award, beating professional
journalists from Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Tennessee. The award was for a
special package students produced for the 20th anniversary of a shooting at Westside
Middle School near Jonesboro where two male students, ages 11 and 13, killed five
people and injured 10 others. Regarding the package, Sitton said, “Everybody had a
different angle; everybody had a different approach, and it came together great.”373
Armstard got his wish for a staff in the fall of 2020 after the Darragh Foundation
awarded a second grant — this one for $20,000 — to the Delta Digital News Service.374
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The grant enabled Armstard to “hire three students to cover news in the Delta. It wasn’t
until I actually had money to hire students in the fall of ’20 that I was able to get
students”375 Additionally, a student enrolled in a news practicum served as the editor
during the semester.
However, he soon found that starting a paid staff was easier than keeping one.
“This is the challenge Delta Digital has,” he said. “Students don’t want to report off
campus” and none of the three fall hires returned to the news service in the spring of
2021. His only hire that semester was a student who served as social media coordinator.
Armstard said her job was to monitor
a large number of media websites
every day online and share relevant
content they were posting through the
Delta Digital News Service’s social
media accounts. “Her thing was to
aggregate news. There wasn’t any
original content.”376 During the
semester more than 500 posts from
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came from a multimedia journalism class Armstard taught. He said the social media
coordinator promoted that student work through social media, too.
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A student photojournalist worked for the news service in summer of 2021. In the
fall of 2021 semester, Armstard hired two new students, including one enrolled a
photojournalism class he is teaching. He intends to use photography-based packages the
student produces on the website. “We’re going to dive into multimedia story telling. ...
That’s my goal, and I think she’s going to be a good investment.”377 Also, one of the
student hires from fall of 2021 returned to the Delta Digital News Service as a news
practicum student in fall of 2021.
Dream of independence
Armstard’s vision goes beyond just having a separate staff for the news service. “I
wanted to come in and make it autonomous, make it a 501(c)(3) [nonprofit under U.S.
Internal Revenue Service regulations],” he said. “Actually having a staff, generating
some revenue, having some ads online, maybe make it a mini AP [Associated Press]
website.” He said the idea includes reaching out to professional media outlets to see how
the news service can assist them.378
“We would communicate with the radio stations, the news stations and tell them if
you need something covered, we’ll cover it. Newspapers need content. We can provide
content.”379 As the news service establishes its independence, Armstard’s vision expands
to having relationships with freelancers who are not students. “We would act as the
broker between the actual freelancer and the actual newspaper,” he said. The newspaper
would pay the freelancers for their work, but the news service would connect the entities.
Armstard also is not concerned about what direction the freelance content takes. “The
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person who collects goats, raises spiders or whatever” could submit articles and the news
service would try to connect them with a publisher.380
Sitton said work Arkansas State students have produced for the Delta Digital
News Service already is available for media outlets. He said he attends conferences of the
Arkansas Press Association, the newspaper trade organization in the state, and
encourages the publishers and editors in attendance to take advantage of the content on
the website. “If we’ve got something you can use, just give credit to the students, give
credit to the news service. You don’t have to pay us anything,” he said.381
Pushing multimedia
All three advisers at Arkansas State recognize the importance of having students
understand the changing media world. “You’re part of a bigger spider web of journalists
around the world,” Armstard said. “You have to understand news and how it is generated
and who is generating it around the world.”382
Sitton said, “You can’t just be a face; you can’t just be a voice; you must write.
It’s just multimedia journalism. We’re still teaching print; we’re still teaching broadcast.
Even the newspaper, on their website they want to have video, they want to have
audio.”383
“We enjoy the stories,” Armstard said, “but any medium that goes with it is great.
I would really like a photo” or audio, video, or graphic element.384
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Combs said The Herald does not have a separate online staff but does have a
multimedia editor who handles the newspaper’s website — theherald.home.blog — and
social media. Several of the editors are trained in how to post content, too. Articles from
the physical newspaper that are used online are “pretty much posted as they appeared in
print, unless there is some sort of update,” she said. Regarding stories intended for the
newspaper, she added, “Some of the stuff that they would submit was too late or they
didn’t want to use it in print, so it was used online.”385
The multimedia editor is responsible for promoting content and posting content
on social media, Combs said, although at times other editors will post on the newspaper’s
social media platforms, as well. “With stories that are breaking news, they push it out so
that people know it’s there,” but the staff is not doing live reporting through social media,
she said.386
Social media accounts of The Herald showed little activity during three periods
that were observed. From the time campus closed because of the pandemic in mid-March
2020 through the end of May of that year, the newspaper’s Facebook account had one
post. During the 2020-21 school year there were no posts on the page. It did have three
posts in the period from August 1 to September 20, 2021. This is despite the Facebook
page having the second-most followers — 1,939 — of any of the student newspapers in
this project. Arkansas-Fayetteville had 5,289 followers.
The Herald, with its 859 Instagram followers posted 12 times in the last month
and a half of the spring of 2020 semester, 35 times during the 2020-21 school year and
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started the fall of 2021 semester with 11 posts through September 20. Both of those
numbers were the most among the Arkansas universities in this work. The Herald website
includes a link to the Twitter account @heraldasu, but that account does not exist. The
Twitter account @asuherald has had no tweets since April 2018.
Combs did say, “The editors made special efforts to post on their personal social
media accounts.”387
Armstard said, “The content on the [news service] site is news stories from the
students. Social media is extremely important — that’s how you get them [students] back
to the site.”388 He uses the social media management tool Hootsuite to schedule posts on
social media, and also is able to schedule when articles appear on the news service’s
website using features available through Wordpress, which hosts the site.
Thinking about advertising
Improving the website and the content will create other opportunities for the Delta
Digital News Service, Armstard said. “I would like to get to the point where we have
advertising, but word has to get out. First, the word gets out by having content.” The
website allows readers to leave feedback, but he said no one has done so. Armstard said,
“We would like to be more of a news source for the media and the public.” His vision is
to grow content on the site for at least a year and then begin introducing advertising. “I
would like to start with small businesses first.”389
Although the revenue that would come through advertising would be important,
Armstard also sees this aspect of the media business as hugely beneficial to students. “I
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love the idea of rotating responsibilities” so that students are exposed to all facets of the
news service operation, including advertising. “With ads, you have to get into analytics.
Students need to understand how advertising works and the importance of it.”390
As with the other student newspapers in Arkansas, The Herald receives little
online feedback. The Herald carries a policy on letters to the editor on its opinion page,
but Combs said rarely does the newspaper receive a letter. Although social media posts
receive some “likes,” few comments are made.
Conclusion
Journalism students at Arkansas State have a unique opportunity with the Delta
Digital News Service. The online operation provides a major change in coverage area for
a traditional college newspaper, stretching hundreds of miles beyond the university
campus. Multimedia journalism that requires reporters in all media to be adept at writing,
photography, video, and audio is going to become more prevalent in coming years. It is
the content that creates the experiences that people want today, and it gives the audience
stories and presentation that they cannot get elsewhere. The Herald, which puts the focus
on campus coverage for its print and online editions, is a valuable training ground that
gets students heading in the right direction. With the news service, students can expand
their skills and produce content that is available for use by any professional media outlet
that wants it.
Sitton said an advantage of the news service is how it forces students to work in
all media. “They get to test all the different types of media and get to decide which one
they want to focus on.” The students might decide they prefer television, radio, print, or
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online journalism, but when they graduate, “They will have a portfolio that shows they
know how to get content.”391
As with most of their counterparts across the state, the Arkansas State student
media need to enhance their social media presence. Even if students on staff are posting
personally about the online content, the media outlet needs to be more involved. The
Herald is strongest with Instagram, but its 35 posts in the 2020-21 school year is an
average of roughly one per week. Facebook and Twitter postings are basically
nonexistent.
For Delta Digital News Service, social media posts were plenty in 2020-21, but
almost all of them relayed content from professional media, serving as a news aggregator.
The news service’s social media accounts have few followers, which some might say
belies the need to fill the platforms with posts. Instead, it shows the importance of getting
original content placed on the news service website, so it can be promoted on social
media. People must find value and enjoyment in the social media and website of a news
organization before they become followers. Quality content followed by quality social
media promotion is key.
Combs selected a variation for the advertising problems at The Herald when she
enlisted business students to sell ads. However, the organizational ecology step of
retention could not be implemented because of the university administration’s reluctance
to accommodate a payment system for the students who were selling ads.
The Delta Digital News Service could be the site for substantial changes, and it is
a variation itself. Sending students equipped with multimedia equipment throughout the
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Mississippi River Delta region is a major change, but more possibilities exist. Armstard’s
list of suggested variations for the news service — 501(c)(3) status, news syndicator,
freelance broker — could result in a new model for student media if any of the ideas are
selected and retained.
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CHAPTER VII – COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS AND COVID-19
As if college newspapers did not have enough challenges already, the COVID-19
pandemic that struck the world in spring of 2020 forced student journalists to make
instantaneous wholesale changes to on-campus media while also contending with all the
disruptions in their personal and educational lives. Campuses shut down with little
warning, forcing many students to move to apartments or back to their homes with no
idea of when a “normal” college experience would return. Classroom instruction was
thrown onto video conferencing platforms where — for the most part — both students
and faculty were learning on the fly as they tried to navigate the last part of the academic
year. By the time the fall semester began, everyone had a better idea of what to expect,
but many questions remained about how classes would meet, would students be present
on campus, how would social distancing be handled, would students in a single class be
divided between in-person and online instruction, and on and on.
The advisers interviewed for this study said that, through it all, student journalists
on their campuses continued to work.392 Newspaper printing stopped with the onset of the
pandemic in March 2020, but websites kept going. For some, print products returned in
the fall of 2020. For others, everything shifted to online for the entirety of the 2020-21
school year. For all, coverage, communication, and production became unlike anything
they had done before.
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What to cover?
Student journalists tend to focus on what they know and what they can see. In
traditional times, that means considerable coverage of events and activities that take place
on campus, but all of those — by and large — went away from March 2020 through the
end of the academic year in 2021. Websites or printed pages that had carried content
relating to student organizations, concerts, productions, classes, panel discussions,
intramurals, and even intercollegiate athletes had to be filled with something else. But the
students who were making decisions about what to cover and those who were writing and
photographing had limited face-to-face opportunities to talk about how to approach the
news. And in many instances the face-to-face communication was held through a
computer screen.
Changes in production
The staffs that continued to engage in traditional newspaper production —
whether the pages were actually printed or were posted online through a host such as
issuu.com — had to contend with social distancing, masking, sanitation, and other
requirements that were intended to limit the spread of COVID-19. A process that in the
past involved a group of people gathering in a newsroom to work closely together was
spaced out over a longer time or over multiple locations to ensure the safety of students.
If the production schedule was lengthened to give staff members opportunities to work in
the newsroom at different times, it increased the demand on editors who oversaw the
work and wreaked havoc with production deadlines. When students worked remotely,
software issues came into play, as well as the oversight that would have been received
had they been working in a group.
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The stress that the coronavirus brought was felt throughout the staffs, but many of
the students rose to the occasion and used the opportunity to look at their content from a
different perspective. Topics that in the past might have gotten scant coverage were
pushed out front. Inroads were made in social media and online content. Attention to
analytics grew. At some institutions the knowledge that was gained by being forced
completely online might result in the elimination of a printed newspaper, especially if the
surface-level financial benefit is considered. Others might take the lessons learned and
work to make both the print and online products stronger and more complementary. Staff
organization and roles can be reviewed in a new light to shine the attention on innovative
processes that were effective during the pandemic.
The list of negative impacts from COVID-19 is long, and college media suffered
in many ways. However, the staffs that shook off the pandemic and refused to let the
isolation and the confusion dictate their reaction have the opportunity to produce products
that are stronger than before.
Students excel
Sonny Rhodes, adviser of The Forum at the University of Arkansas-Little Rock,
said, “It amazed me how quickly they [the students] adapted. I think these students were
born to work remotely. I was real surprised and pleased with their performance under
stress.”393
At the University of Arkansas-Fayetteville, “They just did what we have asked
them to do for several years now,” Director of Student Media Robyn Ledbetter said. “We
wanted them to focus on online and social media, and they did it. They did a really good
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job.” Because of the work students have done since the pandemic shut down printing and
media content was shifted online, “I feel like for the first time they really did think about
multi-platform posting. It proved that they actually got it,” she said.394
Jeff Root, adviser to The Signal, said that at Ouachita Baptist University not much
happened with the newspaper at the end of the spring 2020 semester. A few articles about
the coronavirus were posted on the newspaper’s website, along with some articles that
already had been written for the print edition. “One of the things we learned from all of
this is that if we put together more of a structured system, we can deal with a situation
like this more effectively if it happens again.”395
Arkansas universities approached the fall of 2020 semester in different ways.
Some reduced class sizes, instituted social distancing rules, required masks, and limited
gatherings. Others moved almost all instruction online. No matter what policy a school
adopted, the number of people on campus was considerably fewer than in previous years.
This meant the newspaper staffs had to continue to adapt, too. From determining how to
hold staff meetings, to deciding whether to print a paper and how many copies, to
discussing what to use as content, questions constantly arose because students and their
advisers were in unknown territory.
The Arkansas Traveler went all online in 2020-21. Ledbetter said ArkansasFayetteville primarily used remote instruction throughout the year. As to the newspaper
and journalism program specifically, “The way we are set up here in our building, we
basically were told not to have students here.”396 That meant if there were campus events,
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it was difficult to cover them because the students on the newspaper staff had returned
home.
“We became extremely versatile in using Teams and Zoom,” which are two video
conferencing platforms, she said. “They still kept their weekly budget meetings, but it
was harder to hold students accountable” because the lack of in-person contact made it
easier for staff members to avoid or ignore requests and questions from editors.397
At Arkansas-Little Rock, newspaper staff meetings were not held after the
pandemic closed campus. Rhodes said students would text and email each other as was
necessary, and this approach worked well. Content for the end of the spring of 2020
semester came from print stories that already had been prepared and original online
articles, including several on topics other than COVID-19.
When classes resumed in the fall of 2020, production of the printed Forum did
not. Meetings, as well as the newspaper content, moved online. Rhodes said the online
staff meetings worked well. “The executive editor conducted two staff meetings a week,
one at 5:30 p.m. Wednesday and the other at noon Thursday, via Google Meet [a video
conferencing platform]. Notably, staff meetings were better attended virtually than they
had been in person.”398
The Forum at Arkansas-Little Rock faced a campus that was mostly quiet in the
2020-21 school year. “Just about everything on campus but sports went virtual,” Rhodes
said, “so, largely, everything was done virtually, such as covering meetings and speeches
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via Zoom or Google Meet. Admirably, in terms of photographs, students did don their
masks and got out and took photos.”399
Jordan Woodson, who served as editor of The Forum his last semester at
Arkansas-Little Rock before graduating in December 2020, said the problem was not
having sufficient staff, but finding news. “I feel like my last semester there we had
slightly more people on staff. The problem was coverage. Campus events were the
mainstay of coverage, and they weren’t happening.”400
Among the approaches he used to ensure The Forum had enough content was to
work harder at encouraging staff members to find and develop story ideas on their own.
As an example of how one section in the newspaper addressed the content shortage, he
said the entertainment section increased the number of reviews that were posted to the
website and expanded its coverage area to include community events because of the
dearth of campus activities.401
Still printing
The Ouachita Baptist campus was open throughout the 2020-21 academic year,
which allowed The Signal to continue its twice-a-month print schedule. Root said, “The
pandemic-related challenges for the newspaper and photography staffs were primarily
related to the fall cancellation of all sports and several other major campus events that
normally receive significant coverage.”402 He said large group meetings, homecoming,
and major stage productions were not held during the semester.
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“The photographers were instructed to shoot everything possible early in the fall
semester in case the entire student body was sent home during the semester,” Root said.
“Fortunately, that did not occur. In fact, the academic section of the yearbook had more
photos at its disposal than usual because of the early caution.”403
More activity could be found on the Ouachita Baptist campus in the spring of
2021 semester. “Sports were back, but attendance was limited,” Root said. “For
basketball, the largest spectator sport played in the spring, only families of players could
attend. A spring musical was produced, but seating was limited. It was double-cast in
case a cast member tested positive” for COVID-19.404
The Ouachita Baptist student journalists expanded coverage during the 2021-21
school year. “We had an increase in the number of podcasts, which we make available on
The Signal website. We also added links to news and sports productions,” Root said.405
Sandra Combs said The Herald at Arkansas State University did not finish the
spring of 2020 semester strongly after campus closed because of the pandemic. “The plan
was to have each editor post something online at least once a week. For instance, this
meant that the news editor would write up the campus crime, while the opinion editor
would comment on something going on in and around campus. The life editor didn’t
write reviews or horoscopes and the sports editor didn’t keep up with the coaches and
athletes. None of this happened during the last weeks of spring 2020.”406
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The website did have some content during that last part of the semester. Combs
said students in a Civic Reporting class had conducted interviews with students and with
faculty. The articles written for the class were posted online. “They did faculty one week
and a couple of weeks of students.”407
In the fall of 2020, The Herald returned to its weekly print schedule until the final
two weeks of the semester when all instruction was moved online as a precautionary
measure. “There were no changes in the production process when the school was open
and the first-floor print shop was in operation,” she said.408 However, many students were
attending classes virtually, and Combs said that, in hindsight, it probably would have
been good to reduce the publication frequency and the number of copies printed of each
issue. Regarding the fall of 2021 semester, she said, “The number of copies probably will
be reduced because we expect fewer students will be on campus. The number of pages
will remain the same. Distribution locations will remain the same.”409
When the Henderson State University campus closed in March 2020, The Oracle
increased its online focus as the print edition went on hiatus. Oracle adviser Steve
Listopad said, “We used the practicum class and the paid staff and gave them basically a
story a week as assignments. We gave them a lot of flexibility. It basically was left up to
our top editors to report on campus news.”410
To keep the staff engaged, Listopad said he organized meetings over Zoom. “We
talked about stories to cover and who’s doing what, just to check in. We were making it
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less about the physical meeting and more about making the practical experience more
flexible,” he said.411
Listopad said the intention was to resume printing the monthly newspaper in fall
of 2020, but those plans never came to fruition. One edition was printed in spring of 2021
but was not distributed on campus because of major problems with one of the articles.
Listopad said that after the story was corrected, it was placed on hsuoracle.com and the
revised full-page PDFs were posted on issuu.com, but the physical copies of the
newspaper were recycled.412
NorthWest Arkansas Community College shut down its campus for the 2020-21
academic year. Denise Nemec, adviser of the Eagle View, said, “No on-campus classes,
work or meetings were allowed at all unless absolutely necessary …. If a meeting on
campus was approved, masks had to be worn at all times, and physical distancing,
handwashing, and sanitizing of touched surfaces were required. Doors of all buildings
were locked, and entry to them required check in through Campus Security.”413
The college’s administration took the decision out of Nemec’s hands when it
stated the Eagle View could not be printed in 2020-21 because of uncertainty over
whether people could catch COVID-19 if the coronavirus was present on the pages of the
newspaper. “We went to PDF facsimile editions that were posted onto the college’s
server …. From a usual production of nine issues per academic year, four digital
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facsimile editions were created, two in the fall and two in the spring semesters,” Nemec
said.414
With the campus almost completely closed, “Almost everything was done
digitally or by phone except for the actual creation of the facsimile issues, which were
produced on computers in the newsroom with limited persons on site,” she said.415 Staff
meetings were held via video conferences.
Reporting in person
One student media outlet that the coronavirus did not greatly affect was the Delta
Digital News Service at Arkansas State. “When you’re online, the pandemic had
absolutely no bearing as far as the product. That’s never been my challenge. I hired three
students in the fall [2020 semester],” said Terrance Armstard, adviser of the news
service.416 Also, because the news service covers more than half of the counties in
Arkansas, content was not a problem, either. “It’s just not a challenge,” he said.417
With 2020 being an election year, during the fall semester “the students did a lot
of stories that had to do with elections. They went to places and did stories on voting and
things like that,” he said.418 Because the focus of the Delta Digital News Service is
multimedia journalism, Armstard said students had to do their reporting in person and not
rely on making phone calls or using video conferencing to gather information. “For
multimedia, you have to have video and audio,” he said. “You have to be face to face.”419
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In addition to the three students who were hired as reporters for the news service,
an additional student who was in a news practicum served as the editor. “She held
meetings every Friday. They [the three reporters] had to show up; it wasn’t an option.
They had to have updates on their stories.”420 Armstard said he attended “maybe the first
two” meetings before turning the reins over to the student.
The only pandemic-related problem that the news service had to endure, he said,
was one of the student contracted COVID-19 and was not able to work for a month.
Root also reported staff COVID-19 infections at Ouachita Baptist. “Some staff
members contracted the virus during the fall and early in the spring semester, while
others found themselves suddenly quarantined because of close contact with those who
tested positive,” he said.421
COVID-19 policies
From a health standpoint, advisers had to worry about their students during the
2020-21 school year. The concern no longer was centered on producing content, but on
ensuring that students remained safe. In locations where campuses were mostly closed,
students were no longer at the university and under the eye of their adviser, but they also
did not have the benefit of a closed environment that was observing sanitation protocols
designed to protect them.
Students who returned to their universities for the 2020-21 academic year
encountered long lists of rules and guidelines designed to prevent, or at least slow down,
the coronavirus. As an example, Arkansas State faculty included a two-page university
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document in all syllabi for the 2020-21 academic year. The document included
statements about how students should prepare in case classes were moved all online,
admonitions about students ensuring they had access to reliable high-speed internet, and a
reminder about how official communications would be made. The document also
contained recommendations for technology, including computer and cellphone operating
systems, software, and hardware.422
A second syllabus document was included for all Arkansas State School of Media
and Journalism students. It provided information about how students should conduct
interviews, cover events, and use audio and video equipment in the safest way possible. It
also outlined the safety protocols for different spaces within the school’s building.423
Conclusion
Despite all the rules that students had to follow, journalism continued. Students
were limited in what they could do and where they could go, but they also had
opportunities to show their innovation. Organizations selected variations because of
students’ desires to keep working. In many cases, these organizational ecology variations
are not temporary and will become retained in the fabric of the publications. As Root put
it heading into the 2021-21 school year, “Additional changes are likely during the fall or
spring as we rethink what we’re doing online and strive to improve.”424 Root also said he
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expects Ouachita Baptist students to become aware of online analytics moving forward.
“This is an idea that will get more attention in 2021-22,” he said.425
Some media changes brought on by the pandemic were negative, as the
organizational ecology model includes both positive and negative variations. The Oracle
at Henderson State and The Traveler at Arkansas-Fayetteville did not produce print
editions during the 2020-21 school year, although that variation is not expected to be
retained with both planning to be back on the stands in fall of 2021. The NorthWest
Arkansas Community College Eagle View did not print during the 2020-21 school year
either, but it was because of a college mandate over COVID-19 concerns. At ArkansasLittle Rock, the picture is bleaker. The print edition of The Forum was dropped at the
onset of the pandemic, and Rhodes does not expect it to return.
Through it all, the students persevered. They covered activities in person when
they could and conducted interviews through video conferencing or by telephone when
they had to. They scrambled to develop content because their mainstay of campus events
was not available, and they found new ways to make content available online to keep
their campuses informed. The online and social media efforts could have been more
pronounced on most campuses, but many student journalists embraced the challenges
they faced and the changes they had to make during the tumultuous year.
Ledbetter said she gives a lot of credit to the students for recognizing they had an
opportunity to put the tools they had learned about into practice. She said, “They had the
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attitude that ‘this is what we’ve got, so let’s make the best of that.’ It took a pandemic,
but they did it.”426
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CHAPTER VIII – FINDINGS
College newspapers in Arkansas have opportunities to grow their publications,
report more news, and reach more people. However, they face challenges not only in
accomplishing this, but even in continuing their existence. The student journalists are in
the position where they can broaden their reach and serve their local communities and
larger areas, not just the campuses on which they reside. By undertaking this, they also
would be building on their journalistic skills and improving upon their portfolios as they
prepare to enter the professional world. They have to overcome limitations that are the
result of finances, structure, and technology to make the growth happen. They also must
look for new approaches to reporting and presenting news and be willing to make and
retain organizational changes that will grow their success through readership on the
college campus and beyond.
Answering the research questions posed in the introduction of this project
provides a basis for how they might accomplish this.
Finances
RQ1 – What financial problems do college newspapers face and how are the
newspapers addressing them?
As evidence that this case study is germane to college newspapers specifically and
even to professional newspapers, these Arkansas student newspapers all have suffered
from loss of advertising, with several reporting that advertising no longer exists in their
publications. Compounding that problem is the fact that institutional funding has been
slashed for most of the newspapers. Both of these points have been repeated on campuses
across the country.
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The Arkansas newspapers’ most common response has been to reduce printing,
whether that be number of issues or number of copies, and put more focus online. The
online focus, though, often has not been adequate. At some institutions, the number of
paid staff members was reduced, too. Even as the newspapers devoted more resources
into websites and social media, they have not generated advertising revenue on those
platforms.
Fiscal woes are the norm in the 21st century for print journalism. Whether college
or professional, publications do not have advertising that is sufficient to support a fraction
of the work that was accomplished in decades past. An advantage for the university press
is that it does not rely entirely on advertising. Circulation revenue never has been an issue
at the college level, as student newspapers traditionally are distributed free of charge,
whether on campus or off campus. Without advertising, student newspapers rely on their
institutions for funding, with the allocation coming one of two ways.
Some newspapers are included as a line item in the institution budget. Such is the
case at Arkansas-Little Rock, Arkansas State, NorthWest Arkansas Community College,
and Ouachita Baptist. The problem with this funding method is that the newspapers are
subject to the shortcomings in the school’s revenues and the whims of the administration.
The three public institutions that receive budgeted allocations all have seen their funds
cut drastically in recent years. The Forum at Arkansas-Little Rock suffered a reduction of
more than 50% — from $35,000 to $15,000 — from one year to the next,427 and has had
further reductions since then. The NorthWest Arkansas Community College Eagle View
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at one time had a $5,000 budget from the school, but it was slashed in half to $2,500.428
At Arkansas State, The Herald budget already had been reduced over several years from
$82,000 to about $56,000 (a 32% cut) when a universitywide 20% reduction in academic
and auxiliary budgets for the 2021-22 academic year dropped the funding another $5,000.
The Oracle at Henderson State and The Traveler at Arkansas-Fayetteville are in a
better position theoretically to control their own finances. These publications receive the
proceeds from a dedicated student media fee that all students pay at their universities:
Henderson State students pay $7.50 per semester, and Arkansas-Fayetteville students pay
90 cents per credit hour, although the fee money is divided among multiple student media
outlets at both schools. The amount of revenue generated, obviously, is a factor of
enrollment, but the newspapers should not have to be concerned that the administration
will redirect the funding. However, that is exactly what happened at Henderson State.
Mike Taylor, chair of the Henderson State Department of Communication and Theatre
Arts and former adviser of The Oracle, said the newspaper and yearbook have had more
than $100,000 in student media fee collections redirected to the university’s general
budget because of the institution’s financial problems. He added, “There is no indication
that this ‘emergency’ measure will end anytime soon.”429
Arkansas-Fayetteville student media have been in a better position than their
counterparts throughout the state because of the university’s growing enrollment that
results in additional fee money. The increased revenue is needed, though, because of the
steep decline in advertising sales at The Traveler. The newspaper generated $82,700 in
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advertising in the 2013-14 school year, but by 2019-20 the advertising revenue for all
student media — which student-based Main Hill Media now handles — had dropped
78% to $18,200.430
Some of the newspapers have attempted other methods of advertising and
fundraising, ranging from bake sales at The Eagle View to ads being sold on distribution
racks on campus for The Oracle and The Herald. Overall, all the schools in this research
have attempted little in the way of fundraising. An advertising venue in which the
newspapers have not gained traction is online. There is no website advertising throughout
the websites of the college newspapers in this research with the exception of ArkansasFayetteville and one ad at Ouachita Baptist. The Traveler also is the only newspaper to
have paid promoted content on its social media accounts. Both of these successes for The
Traveler can be attributed to having a separate advertising agency to handle these
matters.
Cooperative efforts between student newspapers and their campus counterparts in
marketing, public relations, or other programs are a way to involve students who have
interests in aspects of advertising — a trait that is uncommon among those studying
journalism. The Herald enjoyed such an arrangement with the Arkansas State College of
Business for one semester, and adviser Sandra Combs said it was highly successful. It
ended, though, because of university administration concerns over how the business
students selling the ads would be paid. Since then, the burden has been back on the
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newspaper staff. “I don’t ask the staffers to sell ads,” Combs said. “I ask them to give me
suggestions if they know someone who is interested in advertising.”431
Recruiting students who are studying fields related to advertising could pay
benefits for the newspaper, but it could take considerable effort to make inroads into the
groups. Mattie Bailey said The Eagle View reached out to business students at NorthWest
Arkansas Community College but had no success in persuading them to join the
newspaper.
No matter what the majors might be of the students who are selling the space, the
advertising focus needs to be online, including social media. It is ironic that these
platforms are said to not carry as much value for advertisers or publications,432 because
this is where advertisers and readers want to be. Online advertising and readership have
risen — although not at the same pace as print advertising and readership have declined.
The newspaper staffs or their advisers have to change their approach to advertising,
ensure the technical training is conducted on the online platforms, and provide an online
advertising experience that draws advertisers and readers.
Online ads should not be limited to a static image, but should include interactive
elements, such as videos or photo galleries, that provide the viewer with more
information about the products featured. The enticement should focus on what viewers
want and lead them into the interactive components that make the sale and provide value
for the advertiser and the publication.
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Structure
RQ2 – How have the structures of college newspapers been altered to embrace
new technology and to attract readers?
These Arkansas college publications are fortunate they have managed to maintain
their staffs even as their institutions have grappled with enrollment fluctuations and the
journalism profession has been subject to widespread criticism. However, the workload
has increased for student journalists. Because no publication in this study has a separate
staff for its online platforms, students are producing content for print, websites, and social
media.
Journalists worldwide continually are being required to do more with less. In the
professional world, staffs are smaller, resources are scarcer, time is limited, and demands
are greater. College journalists face many of the same challenges. Even with the ongoing
financial problems that student newspapers face, they should find ways to adopt the
means and deliver the content that will result in people wanting the product.
College newspapers have an advantage over professional operations when it
comes to staffing. Professional journalists are paid — from the executive editor to the cub
reporter. That is not necessarily the case with a college publication, and those who are
paid are not compensated anywhere near the level of their professional peers. Everyone in
the newsroom at The Traveler and The Herald is paid, respective advisers Bret Schulte
and Sandra Combs said, but for many the amount is minimal.433 These two are the
exception in this study. At the other publications observed, the staffs are a mixture of
paid positions and volunteers. Journalism students at Ouachita Baptist and Henderson
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State are required to spend two semesters on a student media staff, but the other schools
have no such requirement.
The advantage is not in the lesser payroll on the college campuses, but in the
potential to build a staff from the student body. Professional journalists looking for work
submit applications, go through interviews and a hiring process, and hope they wind up
with a job. For college students interested in journalism, the only requirement to being on
staff on most campuses is to show up. College newspapers are willing to take in any
student who walks in the door and is ready to work. “Being a truly student newspaper,”
Rhodes said, “every student is welcome to contribute.”434
While Rhodes’ fellow advisers echoed this statement, they reported face-to-face
recruitment for staff positions most frequently occurs in journalism classes, not across
campus. The advisers reported no recruiting of students studying computer science, social
media or web analytics who could fill and enhance online technical roles. The exception
to this is seeking marketing or public relations students for advertising jobs. The
newspapers do utilize their printed products, websites, and social media accounts to
recruit, too, so the message is being broadcast to the campus where any student could
hear it.
Having anyone in the student body available to fill positions — of course, there
are a lot of students who want no part of a publication — allows college editors to take on
new projects and expand their coverage if they can find fellow students willing to do the
work. It also can mean fresh ideas and concepts from students whose backgrounds and
interests in other academic fields can help create an innovative environment. Those with
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experience on staff need to be willing to listen to and consider these suggestions, and
implement the ones that will improve the product. On the other hand, if students are
volunteers, it is easier for them to walk away from the publication for any reason.
The number of staff members at Arkansas college newspapers can be seen as a
positive or a negative, depending on how the data are assessed. The newspaper advisers
who were sources for this work report that, for the most part, staff size has been fairly
stable in recent years. Situations do arise, such as at NorthWest Arkansas Community
College, where no staff members returned from one semester to the next and forced the
adviser to recruit from the ground up. Even at the Eagle View, though, adviser Denise
Nemec said the number on staff tends to be consistent.435
A bright spot in staff size remaining relatively stable for all the publications is that
enrollment at the institutions has not. Although Arkansas-Fayetteville has seen sustained
growth, the numbers are heading in the other direction for the rest of the campuses. While
the staff sizes are small in comparison with the student body population, the publications
do not face the dilemma of professional newspapers that are trying to provide the news
with a staff that is several times smaller than it was 10 to 20 years ago.
Keeping the same number of people working for the campus newspaper also
speaks to the attractiveness of journalism as a major and a career, even as print products
are in decline. Although the profession has endured a large amount of criticism through
the years, and the death knell has been sounded for print journalism time and again, it is a
positive sign that students still are drawn to working for a college publication. Several of
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the advisers commented that it is the newspaper aspect of journalism and seeing their
name on a printed page that excites students the most.
Having a similar-sized staff as in past years has its stated advantages, but
drawbacks exist, too. Just like professional journalists, college staffs must do more now
than they did at the turn of the 21st century. The internet age has brought websites and
social media to the front of the line, and college newspapers must be present on these
platforms. No longer is it adequate for a newspaper to be a printed product — especially
as only an online PDF version of its print format.
The online version of the college newspaper requires more attention than ever.
The effort does not all fall to the web editor or editor. It must start with the reporters who
go into the field to collect the information for their articles. The structure of college
newspapers must be changed so that these students are trained in photography, video, and
audio, enabling them to collect the content that must be part of the newspaper’s website.
Editors, as well as the reporters, need the skills to take the raw footage or images and turn
them into online components that are compelling and give readers an experience that
informs them and also encourages them to return to the website. The need for interactive
graphics that highlight the viewer’s time online means graphic artists or others must
create these features.
In addition to the website, staff must be available to maintain and expand the
newspaper’s presence on social media. Posts that are carried cannot be limited to
admonitions to read an article on the website. The social media content must be
interactive and give users a reason to click the link that goes to the article and
accompanying elements. On top of this, all the content across the platforms must be
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coordinated and the technical aspects must be perfectly established so that the elements
work as intended.
For the reporters in the field, social media mean live tweeting and Facebook Live
to allow the audience to experience an event as it is unfolding, which adds an additional
responsibility to the reporters’ plates and more pressure to their jobs.
College newspaper staffs must be aware of all parts of this process and why they
all are important. This requires institutional knowledge on the part of editors who have
been with the newspaper for several years, a willingness for them to train their younger
counterparts, and the acceptance by the newer staff members of what is required for the
publication to be successful. The more experienced staff members must be aware,
though, that others on staff might have ideas to alter the process that will benefit the
newspaper. New ideas from new people benefit college newspapers.
All of this is going on while the traditional print product is in production. The
pages must be designed, proofed, and corrected. Ads (if there are any) must be built,
approved, and placed. The students with these skills have to be on the job.
The newspapers at Henderson State, Arkansas-Fayetteville, and Arkansas-Little
Rock reduced their print schedules in the years leading up to the COVID-19 pandemic,
with the changes brought on by financial concerns and a desire to be more active online.
For those three schools, along with NorthWest Arkansas Community College, the
pandemic year of 2020-21 meant no printed newspaper was produced. The Oracle, The
Traveler, and the Eagle View plan to return to printing in the fall of 2021. The Forum
very well might have seen the end of its print era. On every campus, a PDF version of a
printed newspaper is being placed online, even if the publication is never sent to a
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printing press, so the same design work continues, but the process ends before the
newspaper is printed and distributed.
From a workforce perspective, the changes in structure in the Arkansas college
newspapers studied here have come in the increased requirements and responsibilities for
the staff. A similar number of people are doing more work, not only on the different
platforms, but also in how content must be collected and prepared. None of the
newspapers operates with a separate online staff that is responsible for the website and
social media, although some have online editors. Finances come into play, as well.
Rhodes said The Forum at Arkansas-Little Rock had an online editor at one time, but
“We can’t afford anymore to be that specific.”436
The closest model for separate staffs operating in print and online is at Arkansas
State, where the journalism program includes The Herald, the weekly newspaper that has
its own website, and the Delta Digital News Service, an online operation working to
cover the Mississippi River Delta region. The two outlets have separate staffs with some
students contributing content to both. Terrance Armstard, the news service adviser, has
had a difficult time attracting students to work exclusively for the website. Until the fall
of 2020, news service students were not paid, while those at The Herald did receive
money. That changed when the news service was awarded a grant, but even then
Armstard discovered the demands of the large coverage area kept students away.
A positive element of structure that is in place for the newspapers is the role each
adviser has assumed. These journalism faculty members are adhering to a literal
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definition of the word “adviser” and sitting back and letting their staffs make decisions
and implement their plans.
At Ouachita Baptist, Root, who was editor of The Signal when he was a student at
the school, said, “I try to be as hands off as I can. I believe that philosophy worked for me
when I was an editor, and it will work now. I give them a lot of freedom. I think it helps
them become adults that much faster.”437 In fact, Root said that although he meets with
the editors, he does not attend staff meetings, even though The Signal is classified as part
of an academic program and not as an independent student publication. “It will mean
more to the students, and they will do more and work harder, if they have ownership,” he
said.438
Across 10th Street in Arkadelphia at Henderson State, Taylor said, “You want to
encourage, but you don’t want to encourage to the extent that you take over what they
do.”439
Rhodes said that at Arkansas-Little Rock, “I don’t read anything before it goes in
the paper. I’ve always regarded it as strictly a student newspaper. They certainly come to
me with questions, but I leave the day-to-day operations up to them.”440
The situation is the same at Arkansas-Fayetteville, as Traveler adviser Schulte
said, “My job is to provide feedback. I’m here to answer questions.” He said he offers
critiques of students’ work after it is published, but “They make their own editorial
decisions.”441
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It isn’t always easy for an adviser to stick to advising. Sandra Combs, adviser of
The Herald at Arkansas State, said, “Having decades of journalism background and
having been in newsrooms for more than 20 years full time, for me, sometimes it’s hard
to stand back and look at the many mistakes. But, at the same time, what I see myself
doing is prodding, just prodding them.”442
Content
RQ3 – What content changes have college newspapers made to embrace new
technology and to attract readers?
The Arkansas university newspapers featured here have put themselves online
through websites and social media, but they still have room for improvements in many
areas. Much of what is lacking is in online features that would add to the information
provided and allow for a more enjoyable experience for the audience. Additionally, social
media activity has not been sufficient, and social media posts need to provide context that
will encourage people to click a link to read an article.
The staff of The Oracle didn’t change the content of its publication to attract the
community’s readers, it took over the community newspaper and asked the other
university in town to come along. The Oracle: Community Edition — as well as the
collaboration between Henderson State and Ouachita Baptist — deserves close attention
in years to come. A successful endeavor would serve as a model on college campuses and
in cities and towns in Arkansas and across the country.
As far as coverage area, campus remains king. The Traveler weekly report on the
statewide COVID-19 situation is the extent of reporting beyond the local community in
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the traditional college newspaper. The Delta Digital News Service created the new model
— seeking to report in 41 Arkansas counties using multimedia journalism. The effort is
in its early stages, but it has the potential to be a method of excellent training for students
and a provider of quality news for residents of the Delta region.
Pushing coverage off campus could provide benefits for the student journalists
and for their fellow students whom they are trying to attract as readers. The journalists
can enhance their skills, knowledge, and portfolios by tackling issues and events that lie
past the campus borders. By examining what topics and activities are of interest to other
students, the newspaper staffs can tailor their off-campus reporting and concentrate on
the matters that carry weight with their peers.
Developing a website and establishing social media accounts are content changes
that improve the publication through technology. However, that is just the starting point
of utilizing innovative tools if newspapers hope to grow their online following and even
translate the gains to print. The positive components of internet platforms that have been
discussed are needed to create the value that people want when they go online.
A question for these Arkansas college newspapers is how they can improve their
online presence. The starting point for establishing a website that people will seek out is
the content. The articles must adhere to journalistic standards of accuracy, clarity,
completeness, and fairness just like in any other medium, but the topics have to be of
interest to potential readers and the writing approach should be different.
As Jonathan Dube of The Poynter Institute put it, “Writing for the [w]eb should
be a cross between broadcast and print — tighter and punchier than print, but more
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literate and detailed than broadcast writing.”443 This definition should not be taken to
mean that online content is light hearted and feature based. Hard news and investigative
work fit just as well online as they do in print. But the writing style should be adapted to
the computer or smartphone screen. Timeliness is even more important because the
internet lives in a 24-hour news cycle. That does not mean the well-written articles that
have appeared in a printed edition need to be immediately shoveled online before being
rewritten in an online style, although that is a common approach.
The newspapers in this study that still are publishing weekly — The Herald and
The Signal — report most of the online content started in the print product and was
placed on the website afterward without being rewritten. The situation was the same at
The Oracle before the Henderson State newspaper went from weekly to biweekly in
2019.
On the other end of the spectrum, The Forum publishes its traditional broadsheet
newspaper monthly and only as an online PDF. However, Rhodes, the newspaper’s
adviser, said most of the content that is included in the PDF edition already had been
posted on the website, and that when the newspaper was printed weekly the website
content, “Basically, it was just what had been in the paper.”444
It does take time to create two versions of an article but doing so increases the
likelihood that it is read in both media. It is understandable, though, that when a single
staff at a college newspaper is responsible for print and online content, the most common
approach is going to be one article on two platforms.
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Even with an identical article online, college newspapers can enhance the online
offerings through other elements. In a critique of college newspaper websites, Michael
Koretzky complained that too many of them — even those that had outstanding print
products — suffered from a lack of web components that would elevate the online
platform and make it more attractive for the audience.445 It was mentioned earlier in this
chapter that it is important for college newspapers to have photography, video, and audio
on their websites. As a starting point, these Arkansas college newspapers are carrying
single photographs with many articles online, while most are also posting online photo
galleries or more than one photograph with individual articles.
Video components are available on most of the websites, but in different forms.
Delta Digital News Service and The Traveler carry original broadcast packages, while
The Oracle and The Signal have links to the universities’ broadcast news segments. The
Traveler also has clips from athletic news conferences. The Oracle links to KSWH, the
campus radio station, while Delta Digital News Service has audio accompanying online
content, and The Signal provides access to two podcasts.
Use of graphics online is limited in this group, with The Herald having some
illustrations, and Delta Digital News Service and The Traveler offering a small selection
of graphic features. The COVID-19 graphic highlighting pandemic numbers at ArkansasFayetteville was the only graphic with interactive elements.
If websites are not going to offer all the features and in-depth content themselves,
they still can give readers a way to access the information through hyperlinks. Adding
links with or within articles builds the experience for audience members by allowing
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them to see the documents on which an article is based, previous stories on the same
topic, or an online reference regarding some aspect of the work. The two outlets at
Arkansas State, however, were the only ones to include hyperlinks in their online content.
An important way that the media can engage with its audience and build a better
relationship is to be accessible. Traditionally, that meant providing contact information in
the printed newspaper and being amenable to and publishing letters to the editor. Today,
enabling online accessibility to the publication and its staff is vital in giving the audience
a personal experience.
All these college newspaper websites provide ways for readers to contact the
publication and to comment on articles. However, all require users to register or provide
their names before doing so, which could be a hurdle that many online users would be
unwilling to challenge. Comments on individual articles could not be found.
Information about the staff members who contribute to the website also can build
a positive relationship with readers. Having a photograph of the reporter and a short
biography or description of the individual helps the audience see the students as real
people. Providing a direct way to contact the writers, or at least linking to their social
media accounts, also strengthens the connection. The Oracle, The Traveler, and Delta
Digital News Service do all of these, while The Herald offers biographies and staff
photos, but not contact links. Neither The Forum nor The Signal provide any information
about their writers, but The Forum does link to a compilation of each writer’s online
work. Several sites offer this feature, as well, and Delta Digital News Service takes it a
step further by including work the reporter has done for The Herald in the list of article
links.
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Social media accounts are a vital means to draw people to a website. The
Arkansas college newspapers featured here all have established accounts on various
platforms, but their use and probable effectiveness are inconsistent. Publications need to
establish an online name and stick with it, both for websites and social media. When a
website name is different from social media account names, and even different social
media for a publication have different names, it makes it difficult for interested
individuals to find the right online location. The social media links posted on
newspapers’ websites also have to be correct, or readers will get frustrated and move on
to something else.
Social media posts need to allow the audience to access an article or the
newspaper website with a single click embedded in the post. Asking the reader to go
through a multi-step process of going to the social media bio to find the hyperlink to the
website will discourage users. Even worse is posting a message to the effect of “go pick
up the newspaper,” which does nothing to drive readership. Also, the posts need to give
enough information about the article being referenced so the reader can understand the
topic and be persuaded to click the link. A post that says nothing more than “read this”
will not result in increased web traffic.
It must be mentioned that this research does not account for how staff members
are using their personal social media accounts to promote the newspapers.
The Traveler has a formal social media and website guide, and the Eagle View has
instructions on posting to Facebook, but the other publications have only loose guidelines
at best regarding online content. A how-to document such as this provides a strategy to
help ensure online and social media content was posted in a way to be most effective and
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consistent across platforms, and that future staffs would follow the same procedures
when they take over.
Assessment
RQ4 – What is the effectiveness of the measures college newspapers have taken
to address financial and readership problems?
Newspapers need to assess whether the changes they make benefit the publication
— such as drawing readers to the print edition or online platforms. The Arkansas
newspapers in this study are not making a regular accounting of print newspaper
circulation or readership. The use of online analytics is in place on some of the campuses,
but also, for the most part, is not formally organized.
Instituting change with the goal of sustaining a newspaper in some form is only
one step in the process. The publications must have measures in place to assess where
they were when the changes were initiated and whether the actions that were taken were
effective.
For printed college newspapers, measurements could come in two forms:
advertising sold and copies circulated. The loss of advertising has become almost
complete for the publications in this effort, with the cited figure for advertising in print
and online being almost universally “zero.” All the publications have institutional
financial support either through a line item or student fee revenue, although several
struggle to operate on the declining amount of funds they receive. Students engaged in
college media want their words to be read, their photos to be seen, and their voices to be
heard. Having an audience for their work helps to inspire them to continue with their
work.
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As readership has declined, the advisers at all the publications except the Eagle
View, which is locked in to a designated number of newspapers because of its printing
agreement, talked about reducing the number of copies in their press runs to limit
expense and prevent waste. Before the pandemic pushed the publications completely
online, over the course of several years Arkansas-Fayetteville cut the number of copies
printed from 10,000 to 3,000,446 Arkansas Little-Rock went from 2,000 to 500,447 and
Henderson State dropped from 1,200 to 500, although The Oracle was increased to 1,000
when the printed newspaper went from weekly to biweekly.448
While these reductions were almost certainly prudent, the publications relied on
anecdotal evidence and observation to make their decisions. In fact, at Arkansas State, the
separate university printing operation handles the distribution, and Combs said The
Herald does not receive any data about how many copies are picked up.449 The Oracle
was the only one to report an accounting of circulation. Mike Taylor said, “We had a
requirement that whoever was our distribution manager would take the undistributed
papers back to The Oracle office, where they would be counted.”450
The newspapers also offered little specific data on who read the newspapers.
Several advisers speculated that faculty and staff were their primary audience. “I think
we’re well read by the faculty and administration,” Root said of The Signal. “They are
from a generation that grew up reading the paper.”451 Taylor said the limited readership
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studies at The Oracle showed faculty and staff reading the newspaper at a 2-to-1 ratio
over students, but few in either group read the newspaper.452
Having online platforms in websites and social media give the newspapers
another way to calculate how many people consumed the information and what content
was most popular. A single campus — Arkansas State — shows how varied the approach
can be in this area. Combs said The Herald did not use web analytics, but Armstard
reported he pays close attention to social media data, particularly for Facebook.453
Arkansas-Fayetteville was able to pay a graduate assistant using grant funds to following
analytics. “It has not been easy” to work in analytics, Director of Student Media Robyn
Ledbetter said, but it helps identify “what is your best delivering medium.”454 Listopad,
adviser of The Oracle, said that at Henderson State the newspaper staff has used online
numbers to help determine if there are topics or areas that draw readers.455
Website and social media analytics are tools that are built into the platforms, and
the publications need to take advantage of the data that they provide. To this point, most
newspapers lack a formalized examination of the information, even though understanding
the figures could help them to focus on the types of coverage that readers are seeking.
These analyses must be undertaken. If the newspaper staff is not trained in these
processes, they would be well served to recruit students who are so that the data can be
used to create the change that will benefit the publication.
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CHAPTER IX – CONCLUSION
The Arkansas student newspapers that were included in this project serve as an
excellent cross section of the types of college newspapers located in any state. These
newspapers combine to show the problems college publications face, and how those in
this set have altered their approaches to presenting news because of the difficult
situations. The fact that this research comprises a small group of institutions in a single
state is a limiting factor, and the academy would be well served to expand this
examination to more college newspapers in other states in different parts of the country.
Even with that, the large, medium, and small state-supported institutions, along with a
private university and a two-year college, in this case study are grappling with the
financial and readership issues that are common across the nation. They are turning to
websites and social media to deliver information, but they have not yet developed
consistent practices that utilize those platforms effectively and in a way that delivers
revenue and readers. Without an improved and more active approach to online journalism
and promotion, the newspapers cannot expect their situations to get better.
The role of college newspapers is different from that of professional publications.
Both entities are conveyors of information and would like to be widely read, but the
second purpose of college newspapers puts them — and, particularly, their advisers — in
a distinctive situation. College newspapers are training grounds, classrooms of a sort. The
students on staff are there to learn about journalism and what it takes to be journalists.
The students — even those who are required to be on staff for their academic
requirements — want to be there. They want to learn how to become reporters, writers,
photographers, and editors. The fact that the newspapers in this study have maintained
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their staff sizes through the years as the newspaper industry has shrunk — and as the
enrollment has fluctuated at five of the six institutions — is a testament to the desire of
the students to step up and make a difference in the profession.
Not only are the students on staff, but they are doing difficult work. They are
covering police officers, administrators, faculty, and other people in positions of
authority, and the coverage is not always positive. Whether it be an article containing
negative news about the university or an editorial criticizing the administration, the
students have to learn the importance of standing up for their chosen profession, for their
fellow students, and for themselves.
The nature of college newspaper staffs is constant turnover. In a sense, once
students have learned the skills that enable them to be successful journalists, they
graduate and are replaced by a new cohort that must learn from scratch. A positive
component of this is new people mean new ideas. Students joining the newspaper staff
for the first time should be encouraged to propose changes or introduce innovations to
improve the product and its delivery. As journalists, they must be ready to question
everything, including the publication for which they work. And, the more experienced
students on staff and the advisers must be willing to listen to these new ideas, implement
the ones that are viable, and assess the results over time to ensure the intended goals are
accomplished.
The financial concerns the student newspapers face are real and cannot be
discounted. The advisers have to worry about the fiscal forces and position the
publications in a way so that they can thrive, even as their resources diminish. Three
newspapers in this study — at Arkansas-Fayetteville, Henderson State, and Arkansas193

Little Rock — must manage their printing expenses on their own, and all of these
publications have reduced publication frequency and number of copies printed in recent
years.
A change in printing is a common approach when finances get tight. Of the 72
advisers who answered a question regarding media-outlet changes as part of the College
Media Association 2020 Benchmarking Survey, 39 (54.2%) reported a reduction in print
frequency in the past year, and an additional 15 (20.8%) reported a complete move
online. These changes were reported as permanent moves and not temporary adjustments
because of the COVID-19 pandemic.456
With any publication, a reduced press run could be seen as a reflection of
diminished readership — a serious problem in its own right — but the lack of adequate
financial support for the publications is the larger issue. When insufficient money is
available to produce a product, pay staff, provide training, and buy equipment, any
newspaper will struggle.
The likelihood of sustainable advertising revenue returning for university
publications is slim. In the College Media Association 2020 Benchmarking Survey, only
5 (3.7%) of the 135 respondents reported an increase in advertising revenue in the
preceding year. On the other end of the scale, 20 (14.8%) said advertising had declined
by 10% to 20% in the previous year, and an additional 35 respondents (25.9%) said
advertising had fallen more than 20%.457 The best hope for regaining advertising dollars
is online through websites and social media, even though the revenue from those sources
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never has matched what print products were able to collect in the past.458 Main Hill
Media, the student-based advertising agency at Arkansas-Fayetteville, shows that having
students who are trained in advertising sales and the different avenues onto which
advertising can be packaged and sold can make a difference. The students — primarily
from advertising and public relations — have learned advertisers want to be on social
media and have tailored their sales efforts accordingly. The revenue being generated is a
far cry from years past, but it also is assuredly more than what students would produce in
the community if the ad agency did not exist.
Other institutions might not have the resources to establish an advertising agency,
but this effort at Arkansas-Fayetteville — and a one-semester sojourn involving business
students at Arkansas State — shows how attracting the right students to sell advertising
can lead to success.
If publications want online advertisers, they must provide online content that
draws readers. The first step is to implement variations where these platforms are filled
with original content that is written and presented in the ways that are most effective for
the online world, including multimedia or interactive features. Editors who shovel print
stories online with a single photograph are not taking advantage of the opportunity.
College newspaper staffs must have students who understand online design and online
data in order to present the type of content that is most effective in a way that is going to
draw the most viewers. Doing so will increase the chances of drawing advertisers to the
online products. Reaching out across campus to students in other programs who are
receiving instruction on these topics — just as a similar effort is made to attract students
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interested in advertising — would enhance the newspaper staffs and improve the digital
products. However, the Arkansas newspapers are not engaging in this specific type of
recruitment for their staffs. Although journalism students are recruited through their
classes or other programmatic approaches, students in other disciplines are expected to
hear about staff opportunities through general campuswide promotions or social media.
Efforts targeting these other students should be implemented.
Advertising has become a minor funding vehicle for college newspapers, with
reliance on their institutions — either through budgeted funding or student fees —
covering the majority of the expense. Despite the unique circumstances at Henderson
State in which the administration has withheld fee money from student media, college
media should advocate to have a student fee instituted on their campuses to directly fund
their work. With a media fee, the media can ease any worries they might have about
administrators or student government cutting the media budget, whether it be for
institutional financial reasons or dissatisfaction with how the student journalists are doing
their jobs. Valid concerns exist about the rising cost of higher education, but the
establishment of a media fee would allow institutions to redirect the existing student
media budget lines to other needs. It also would provide a reliable, unimpeded revenue
source for student media outlets.
And it is important that it be an exclusive fee for student media. Although 88
(65.1%) of those responding to the College Media Association 2020 Benchmarking
Survey reported receiving fee proceeds for their college media outlets, only 19 (18.8%)
who answered a subsequent question indicated it was a dedicated fee. For the others, the
revenue generated from the fee still had to go through an allocation process involving the
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administration or student government before the media outlets could receive their
funding.459
As local print media struggle, opportunities abound for college journalists. The
Delta Digital News Service at Arkansas State is working to report news across eastern
Arkansas. The Oracle: Community Edition is the only citywide newspaper in
Arkadelphia, and it is in the hands of college students. Both of these projects involve
establishing organizations that have the potential to be important additions in the places
they serve by providing communities with local news. When communities lose their local
media, it does not mean all coverage ceases. Media outlets from outside the community
will continue to report from those locales, but the reporting tends to focus on negative
aspects, such as crime or governmental controversy. What does go away are the positive
and community-oriented reports about local people and organizations, including schools
and churches.460 College students certainly are capable of reporting the bad news that
occurs in a community, but, until they gain confidence in their abilities as reporters, are
more likely to be drawn to the positive stories that are the cornerstone of community
news and less intimidating to them as young reporters. The role of positive news
coverage should not be downplayed. Positive articles are an important part of any
newspaper and serve a role in the perceptions residents have about the community in
which they live. It is incumbent upon the Delta Digital News Service and the Oracle:
Community Edition to develop and grow their efforts, recognize how they must change
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and adapt to serve their communities, and establish the organizational inertia that enables
them to continue to serve the areas they cover.
Even in areas where professional newspapers still publish, coverage has become
less as cutbacks have turned many publications into ghost newspapers. All of the college
newspapers contained herein can contribute to the reporting of local news, and, with
online editions that eliminate the logistics and cost of distributing a printed newspaper off
campus, the local news they can report is available on any computer or smartphone.
Carrying news that goes beyond the edge of campus allows students to improve their
portfolios as they cover news topics on more complex and more serious issues. The
expanded coverage also is a benefit for potential advertisers, showing them that readers
of the publication are not limited to those who have an interest in the educational
institution.
Although the colleges in this effort all have an online presence, wide variations
exist in what they on doing on the internet. The Eagle View and The Forum are limited in
the web capabilities. At NorthWest Arkansas Community College, the newspaper’s
budget is so small it cannot afford a website and is limited to blog posts and PDF pages
on the college’s website. The Arkansas-Little Rock newspaper has a web page on the
university’s website but lacks access to add features, leaving it with a basic web page.
The other newspapers have elements online that are positive, but they should use
them more often or add others. Video and audio components are underutilized, and most
sites do not have hyperlinks embedded in articles. Graphics are limited, and only one
interactive graphic was found. Taking advantage of online capabilities is a way that
college newspapers can add value that could lead to higher readership.
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Social media use also should grow. Students at the newspapers with the greatest
financial barriers still should use social media platforms to promote content, even if the
web pages or blogs where online users are directed are not as vibrant as other newspaper
sites. However, the content of social media messages is important. Many of the social
media messages from the Arkansas student newspapers have used scant information to
highlight online or print articles or to promote the release of a printed edition. Research
from Emily A. Dolan and Brittany L. Fleming shows announcements such as these in the
social media feeds of college newspapers do not draw readers. Newspapers would be
better served at attracting readers if their social media posts included the news elements
of the promoted articles.461 Social media users want to know how newsworthy an article
is before they click on its link. Simply stating that the article exists or that a new edition
of the newspaper has been published is not compelling enough to draw readers.
Whether procedures for a college publication have been in place for an extended
time or are the result of a recent change, the newspapers need to catalog what is
occurring. The majority of the Arkansas newspapers either did not have publication
guides or did not use them. On college staffs in which turnover is a constant as students
graduate, having a written policy on everything from distribution points, to social media
policy, to article deadlines is key to establishing the continuity that is necessary to
produce a consistent, quality newspaper and website year after year and maintain the
inertia discussed in organizational ecology. The newspapers that do not have complete
guides for online and in-print operations need them, and the publications that are not

Emily A. Dolan and Brittany L. Fleming, “A multi-method examination of award-winning
student newspaper tweets,” College Media Review, October 5, 2021, http://cmreview.org/research-vol59/#more-8073.
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using the resources already in place are making their processes more difficult than
necessary. Without references available to enable new staff members to continue the
roles of their predecessors, gains that have been made could be lost, or at least the new
staff members will have to determine and implement a process to achieve the desired
results.
Just having the policies and following them is not enough, though, because
situations change, and the newspapers have to quickly change with them. Shifts in the
online world brought on by new technology or new platforms must be noted and included
in guides, along with policies on how they are to be utilized. Those on staff will propose
other changes that will be implemented. These new approaches in many instances also
require revisions in the guides.
College students are full of suggestions and being part of an independent
newspaper staff gives them an opportunity to put their ideas into action. With the
constant turnover that is inherent to university newspapers as students advance through
their college careers and graduate, new staff members join each semester, bringing more
ideas. Newspapers that can select the best of the variations and retain them create a better
opportunity that the publications not only will continue but will thrive.
Ashley Wimberley, the executive director of the Arkansas Press Association, said
college newspapers are necessary. “I feel their role hasn’t changed. I think it’s very
important that the news is reported by students on campus. The fact it is student driven is
very important.”462 But even if that portion of the role remains the same, the environment
in which the students are working has changed considerably. The student journalists
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gathering and reporting the news must ascribe to new variations for the college
newspapers to bring life to the desert.
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APPENDIX A – Adviser questionnaire
The following is the base list of questions that was asked of newspaper advisers
and others involved in student media regarding the Arkansas college newspaper for
which they are responsible. All interviews were conducted by telephone in summer of
2020. Not all questions were asked of each interviewee depending on the flow of the
interviews.
Biography
How long have you been the adviser?
What is your job title?
How long have you been at the school?
What is your oversight role as adviser?
What is your newspaper background other than being adviser?
How much of your work time do you devote to the newspaper?
In what areas of the newspaper do you spend your time?
How has this number changed through the years?
Finance
What are the funding sources for the newspaper?
What funding sources have been added or lost since 2013?
What percentage or amount of the funding did each source provide in 2013-14?
What percentage or amount of the funding did each source provide in 2018-19?
What is the breakdown of advertising revenue by source (print, online, etc.)?
Has the publication frequency of the printed newspaper changed?
If so, what was the change?
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If so, what was the expense savings?
If so, how was revenue affected?
Has there been a change in the number of copies of the newspaper printed?
If so and it was a reduction, what was the expense savings?
Have you negotiated with your printer or changed printers to save money?
If so, what was the savings?
Has there been a change in the format of the printed newspaper (e.g., broadsheet to
tabloid)?
If so, was this done to save money and what were the savings?
Have new printed products (special sections, etc.) been added to generate revenue?
If so, were the publications profitable?
Have other revenue-generating steps been taken, such as fundraising, paid website, etc.?
Do you have an online product and, if so, when was it launched?
Were expense-savings actions taken on the print side when the website was launched?
Have other expenses been cut to save money? These might include staff pay, capital
purchases, travel, and training.
Structure
What is the breakdown of required and volunteer staff members, whether paid or unpaid?
Are there separate staffs for the print, online, and social media products?
Are there separate editors for the print, online, and social media products?
What recruitments efforts are there to attract staff members?
How have the recruitment efforts changed since 2013?
How large was the staff in 2013-14 and in 2018-19?
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Who is responsible for training of staff members for the different platforms?
What are the copy flow and deadlines for the different platforms?
How is the newspaper distributed?
Over what area is the newspaper regularly distributed?
How has the number of distribution points changed since 2013?
Do you have racks with logos or other signage?
How is the distribution of a new print edition promoted?
Does the newspaper continue (print or online) during the summer?
Content
What percentage of online content was originally in print?
What percentage of the print content was originally online?
Who decides on what platform an article originates and whether it will be shared across
platforms?
What are the criteria for these decisions?
Are articles rewritten for platform style before being posted or printed?
Is coverage typically limited to campus?
If not, how wide an area does the newspaper regularly cover?
How are decisions made regarding what is covered?
Who is responsible for coverage decisions?
Is the coverage area different for print and online?
What is the newspaper’s social media strategy?
How was this strategy developed?
On what social media platforms is the newspaper?
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How many followers does the newspaper have on each platform?
Is all social media content distributed across all platforms?
Who determines social media content, phrasing, and scheduling?
How much reporting is done via social media, as opposed to promotion of content?
Does the newspaper use push notifications, live tweeting, Facebook live, RSS feeds?
Does the newspaper have an app?
How was it developed?
Who controls the app?
Measurement
Are printed newspaper returns counted for each edition?
If so, what are the average returns?
Are returns counted per distribution location?
Is readership measured?
Who is reading the newspaper (faculty, staff, students, off campus)?
Does the newspaper regularly receive letters to the editor?
Who sends letters to the editor (faculty, staff, students, off campus)?
Does the newspaper have a written policy regarding letters to the editor?
Does the newspaper accept online comments on articles?
Does a staff member monitor online comments?
Does the newspaper have a written policy regarding online comments?
Are readers given ways in print and online that they can contact staff members?
If so, how is this communicated to readers?
Does the newspaper encourage feedback from advertisers?
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How is the feedback, regardless of the source and reason for the information, used?
Are web and social media analytics used?
If so, what information is gathered?
How is the information analyzed?
What changes have been made based on web and social media analytics?
What changes have been made based on reader feedback, regardless of the format used to
provide feedback?
COVID-19
How did the staff adapt its efforts to the closing of campus during COVID-19?
Did the website continue to be updated?
What was the schedule for updates?
How did the copy flow change?
What direction was given to staff members regarding developing story ideas and covering
stories?
How were staff meetings conducted?
What were the challenges of not meeting in person?
What changes were made that you could see becoming permanent moving forward?
Is it more likely that you will drop a print edition?
How was advertising affected?
Were changes made in social media approach?
Did online readership increase?
How were analytics used?
What feedback was received regarding online effort during this time?
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APPENDIX B – Arkansas newspaper closures 2014-19
APA Member Newspapers closed, merged, sold, etc.
Newspaper Name
Alma Journal
Arkadelphia Daily Siftings Herald
Arkansas Weekly
Ashdown Little River News
Atkins Chronicle
Bald Knob North Central Arkansas Eagle
Cabot Star-Herald
Carlisle Independent
Des Arc White River Journal
Dover Times
Fayetteville Free Weeky
Gurdon Times
Greenwood Democrat
Harrisburg Modern News
Hope Star
Imboden Journal
Jacksonville Patriot
Arkansas Times
Lonoke Democrat
Manila Town Crier
Maumelle Monitor
Nashville News
North Little Rock Times
Prescott Nevada County Picayune
Sherwood Voice
Stuttgart Daily Leader
White Hall Journal
White Hall Progress

City
Alma
Arkadelphia
Batesville
Ashdown
Atkins
Bald Knob
Cabot
Carlisle
Des Arc
Dover
Springdale
Gurdon
Greenwood
Harrisburg
Hope
Imboden
Jacksonville
Little Rock
Lonoke
Manila
Maumelle
Nashville
North Little Rock
Prescott
Sherwood
Stuttgart
White Hall
Pine Bluff

NOTE:
merged into Press Argus (Van Buren) Sept 2019
Closed, New paper started Arkadelphia Dispatch
coverted to online/digital issues Jan 2019
Closed as of 11/21/19
Closed 2014 restarted as monthly paper 2018
Closed 2014
Gatehouse closed July 2018
Gatehouse closed July 2018
Death of owner forced closure in 2017
Closed 2014
coverted to online/digital issues
Gatehouse closed Sept 2018
Changed format to monthly magazine
Owner closed July 2018
Gatehouse closed Sept 2018, New paper started Hope-Prescott News
Owner closed July 2019
Gatehouse closed July 2018
Changed format to monthly magazine
Gatehouse closed July 2018
merged with Blytheville Courier
Gatehouse closed July 2018
purchased by owner of Nashville Leader and merged into News-Leader
Gatehouse closed July 2018
Gatehouse closed Sept 2018, New paper started Hope-Prescott News
Gatehouse closed July 2018
Gatehouse sold in Sept 2019 to local business but has not started printing as of Nov 2019
Merged into Pine Bluff Commercial Sept 2019
closed after the paper was sold to Gatehouse, owner of White Hall Journal

Figure 2. Arkansas newspaper closures 2014-19
The Arkansas Press Association compiled this spreadsheet of newspaper closures in the state from 2014-19.
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APPENDIX C – COVID-19 questionnaire
The following is the base list of questions that was asked of newspaper advisers
and others involved in student media about the 2020-21 school year and how the
Arkansas college newspapers in this study adapted because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Some advisers responded to the questions through email, while others were interviewed
by telephone. In the telephone interviews, not all questions were asked depending on the
flow of the interviews. All responses were collected in the summer of 2021.
Questions
How did the newspaper staff adapt its reporting and photography efforts due to changes
on campus during COVID-19?
How were staff meetings conducted?
How did the production process of the print edition change?
Did you change the publication frequency of the print edition of the newspaper?
If so, what was the change?
What were the reasons for the change?
Did you change the number of copies printed of each issue?
If so, what was the change?
What were the reasons for the change?
Did you change the number of pages in each issue?
If so, what was the change?
What were the reasons for the change?
Did you change the distribution locations of the print edition?
If so, what was the change?
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What were the reasons for the change?
If campus returns to somewhat normal operations in the fall, do you see reversing or
revising any changes made relating to publication frequency, number of copies, number
of pages and distribution locations?
What changes were made in the online product?
What changes were made in the social media approach?
How was advertising affected (both print and online)?
How was the effectiveness of changes measured (counting returns, web analytics, etc.)?
What did those measurement show?
Were there any substantial changes in funding of student media by the school?
If so, what were they and what was the net effect?
Broadly, what were the school’s guidelines for operations during the pandemic (meeting
in person, social distancing, masks, etc.)?
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APPENDIX D – IRB approval letter

Oct. 9, 2021
To Whom It May Concern,
Acting on behalf of The University of Southern Mississippi Institutional Review
Board, in accordance with Federal Drug Administration regulations (21 CFR 26, 111),
Department of Health and Human Services regulations (45 CFR Part 46), and University
guidelines, I have reviewed the following project and have determined that review by
USM’s IRB is not necessary.
Principal Investigator: David Keith
Doctoral Candidate Project: “Walking into a news desert: How Arkansas college
newspapers are coping with the decline in print journalism”
Date Submitted: Oct. 9, 2021
Formal IRB review is not required in this instance, as the project does not meet
federal or institutional definitions of “human subjects research.”
Sincerely,

Samuel V. Bruton
Director of the Office of Research Integrity
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